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Articles

The Meaning of Symmetry
S. K. Heninger
Universily of British Colombia
(An Add ress Delivered 10 the 1979 Meeting of the
Roc ky Mounta in Medieva l and Renaissance Association)

" Symm etry" is one of those perdu ra ble terms that keeps turning up in criticism,
but which doesn't seem to have any precise meaning. It 's a nice word, and rather
like " nice" itself, it indicates a general se nse of approval , but not much more. A
symmetrical work tends to be a pl easing work, but the conditions for symmetry or
its particular effects on the viewer are left vague. Perhaps that's why critics are so
fond of the term : "symmetry" can mean anything they want it to mean , rather
like words in Alice 's Wonderland. But at certain times in the history of esthetics,
symmetry has been an extreme ly important concept with a quite precise meaning.
And I think it still can be a useful term in critical analysis, especially in the sort of
analysis performed by structuralists. Therefore I'd like to take a closer look at it.
Symmetry has been an esthe tic cr ite rion since the dawn of our cultural history,
and it occurs in criticism of a ll the arts. It may be adapted to accomodate the
various med ia in which the arts are expressed, so that symmetry in architecture is
usually called "proportion;" in pa inting and sculpture it's often called "composition ;" in music, " harmony;" in literature, "form" or " structure." Specifically
in poetry , symmetry can be expressed in metr ical structure. But each of these is
an example of symme try made appropriate to the genera l media that distinguish
one of the fine arts from another. To use the terminology of the structuralists,
symmetry is a deep structure which can be made manifest in any number of surface
structures, such as churches, paintings, statues, fugues, or poems.
To make a start with the meaning of the term , its etymology reveals a n origin
in two Greek words : syn, meaning "wi t h, " a nd metron, meani ng " measure." So
"symmetry " literally means "hav ing measure." In its broadest definition, it implies
that an item has determinate limits and two or mo re id ent ifiabl e parts that fi t within t hese limits. Symmet ry, then , has to do wit h recog ni zing the component elements in a work of art and discovering their inte rrelationships. It shows how par ts
fit together to make a whole.
The emphasis, however, is not upon the total it y, but rather upon the relat ion
of part to part and the relat io n betw een each part and the whole . Symmetr y recognizes the multeity in unity . Th e mean ing that symme try genera tes in any part icu lar work of art, therefore, wil l der ive from th ese re lat io nships among the component parts, and not from any mea ning inherent in th e individu al components
themselves. Let me say th at aga in , bcca u c it's a rucial poin t : symme tr y generates

meaning in any part icular work of art by virtue of the network of relationships
among its constituent parts, rather than by virtue of the subject matter of those
parts. For th at reason, we can apply the adjective "symmetrica l" to widely disparate works. Brama nte's floor-plan for St. Peter's in Rome is unquestion ably
symmetrical, as we can see in Figure 1. But also symmetrica l, for examp le, are
Raphael's Holy Family, a madriga l by William Byrd, and Spenser's Shepheardes
Calender. Eac h is composed of quasi-autonomous parts that interre late in detectab le ways to produce meaning .
Symmetry as an est hetic criterion is strongly condit ioned by the preva il ing
world-view in any period, by what is taken to be ultimate reality and by the way
we might gain knowledge of that rea lity . Esthetics is a by-product of cosmo logy
or, to say the same thing mo re gracefully, art holds the mirror up to nature. A
structuralist would say that the cosmology of a culture is a code which the artist
man ipulates to generate his meaning. In any case, I should like now to consider
how the concept of symmetry is exemplified in two quite distinct - we might even
say opposing - systems of esthetics, derived from two antithetical cosmologies.
I should like to counterpose the esthetics that developed in the age of empiricism
against the medieval esthetics t hat developed from the thought of St. August ine .
And then I shall look at what happen ed to the concept of symmetry in the trans ition perio d between these two disjunctive systems, when Re naissance neoplaton ism
served a mediating function between medieval Christianity and modern phenomenalism. It was during this period that symmetry came to the fore as the major
esthetic concern.
The esthetics that developed after the so-called scientific revolution of the
seventeenth century derived from a world-view that places ultimate reality among
physical objects. It is positivistic and phenomenalistic; it assumes that only physical objects are real and that phys ical objects may be known by their pa lpable
phenomena. In this system, the iden tity of an object resides in its co ncrete thingness, while our knowledge about it is confined to what we can gather from observation of it. The art object is divorced from the viewing subject.
In such an esthetics, it is evident that symmetry, lik e all ot her qua lities, must
be a sense datum - that is, a quality of the extended structure of the object which
is transmitted to our sense faculties. Symmetry appears at the surface of the object
almost, is extrinsic to it. To d iscern symmetry of this sort, we look for relationships between the material parts of the object and attempt to abstract a spatia l
pattern. We designate a center or axis or some other fixed position of reference,
and we plot distances from there. This sort of symmetry is perceptible as a quantifiab le phenomenon in an extended object.
Today, despite the fact that objectivism has been challenged by subjectivism,
we are still strong ly conditioned by the empirical impulse. We therefore have
difficulty when faced with works of art which owe allegiance to other systems of
esthetics. In · contrast to symmetry as sense datum, however, a qu ite different concept of symmetry arose from the preva lent medieval est hetic . In that system,
symmetry is an informi ng pr inc iple working from within rather than an external
structure apparent from without. In this case, symmetry is anterior to the art
work , an insubstantial form which is independent of matter and which maintains
an existence in some realm other than our phenomental world. In Platonic ph ilosophy, it's an "idea" existi ng in the realm of essences. The Gree k word idea,
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of course, means "form." St. Augustine, co nfl ating Pl atonism and Christianity,
situated the idea of symmetry in the mind of God. For Augustine, it was very
much like the idea of cosmos, the archetypal pattern for creation.
The idea of symmetry, however, though an insubstantial form, may permeate a
quantity of matter, thereby rendering the form substantial , and consequently
palpable to our senses. In this way, symmetry can be an informing principle. It
imbues chaotic matter, endowing it with form from the inside, and thereby giving
it definition to become an object. Still, the essence of the object is its form, this
internal symmetry which is subliminal, below the level of sense perception, and
therefore not subject to quantification. It is intelligible to the intellect rather
than palpable to the senses.
An example at this point may be helpful, so let me ta ke a simple one from
literature. Suppose a poet wanted to express the idea of th e felix cu/po, with its
fall from innocence to degradation , th en its rise as a result of divine intervention,
and finally its resting place among the etern ally elect in the presence of God.
This pattern, hardly quantifiable or even palpable, would be his idea or form. To
ex press it, though , he would compose a narrative informed by this idea of the
fortunate fall. Using the actions of cha racte rs in a setting, he would create a
fictive world that would simulate the illusion of being sense perceptible. He would
simulate coordinates of space and time through which his characters seem to move .
The result could be Dante's Divina commedio, with its leisurely journey through
Hell and Purgatory to Paradise . Or the result could be the first book of Spenser's
Faerie Queene, which shares the same deep structure of the fe/ix culpa, made manifest as a surface structure in the quest of Red Crosse Knight and his experience
with Una and Duessa and Prince Arthur, finally arriving atop the Mount of Contemplation from whence he sees in the distance the New Jerusalem. Because we're
so strongly conditioned by empiricism, we tend to spatialize the fortunate fall and
visualize it as a down, a nadir, and then an up, until it disappears from sight. But
of course it shouldn 't be turned into palpable phenomena except as a recogni zed
fiction. It shouldn't have temporal duration any more than it should be extended
in space. All its parts are co-temporaneous, a pattern of divine grace which persists continuously in the mind of God.
To this point, my purpose has been to draw a sharp distinction between medieval esthetics and modern esthetics, and I've tried to contrast them as sharply as
possible. I've characterized symmetry in one system as an extended structure
apparent from the outside, an external sense datum ; in the ear lier system, symmetry is a form permeating from within, an idea availab le to the mind a lo ne. I
should like to suggest, however, that at the end of t he fifteenth century a~d into
the sixteenth, as the medieval esthetic deteriorated and a new esthetic emerged,
there were a few decades when a distinctive esthetics held sway, anesthetics that
managed to hold in precarious balance the te nets of both the medieval and the
modern systems that I have described. Symmetry is the touchstone of this renaissance esthetics - a symmetry that is both sense datum and informing principle.
This grand synthesis was achieved by very sim ple means: by a new attention
to geometry. Starting with Alberti, who wrote his Ten Books of Architecture
about 1450, renaissance theorists recognized the inhere nt ambivalence of a geometrical figure and capitalized upon it. A circle drawn on a page, for examp le,
is a palpable object with quantificable dimensions. We perceive it with our senses,
3

and we can measure its diameter and its circumference. It's a particul ar circle.
Nonetheless, even though it is a particular circle, and even though it has ad mitted
imperfections and therefore is not a perfect circle, the figure also conveys the idea
of circularity . It represents the ideal circle. In geometrica l proofs, it serves just
such a purpose. A geometrical figure, then , provides a bridge between the realm
of physical shapes and the realm of ideal forms. It is both a sense datum and potentially an informing princip le. By exploiting this ambiva le nce of the geome tr ical
figure, renaissance art ists devised an esthetics that likewise binds together both
the sense perceptible and what is intelligible to the mind .
The difference between medieval esthetics and Renaissance esthetics is most
strikingly demonstrated by the difference between the medieval cathedral and the
renaissance church . The floor-plan of the medieva l cat hedra l follows the form of
the Roman cross, the cross on which Christ died, with a long nave, a shorter choir,
and a transept. It is form expressed by symbo lism rather than by narrative fiction that is, the idea is made manifest through the conventional meanings of the cross
rather than by means of a story. Nevertheless, this form of the church, a reminder
of Christ's passion and resurrection, is the cohesive principle that holds the multifarious parts together . There is, however, no one vantage point from which the
entire plan is visible. In fact, quite the opposite: except for an upward thrust,
the visitor's eye is invariably thwarted - by screens and massive pillars and incidental chapels and a welter of miscellaneous decoration . Furthermore, the visitor
is shunted into side aisles of the nave and made to walk under low vaulting, so that
his route is likely to be errat ic rather than firmly directed. The symmetry he feels,
and we do not intuit symmetry in the great cathedra ls, comes from our preconception that the cathedral at basis repeats the form of the Roman cross with its
implied meanings about the crucifixion and t he subsequent ascent to heaven. But
this form and its symmetry are concealed rather than flaunted.
In some med ieval churches there is an effort to confirm the idea of the Roman
cross through number symbolism, rather like Dante restating his form in an int ricate system of numbers with symbol ic significance. Certa in numbers carried secondary mean ings; for obvious examples, three, being a trinity, signified the Deity,
and four, being the number of the elements, signified the ' sublunary world . Since
the medieval church was built bay by bay, it was a simple matter to constru ct
various segments of the church to represent whole numbers and thereby to convey
the symbolic significance of those numbers. For instance, according to these co nventions we might construct a church with a significant floor-plan such as that
depicted in Figure 2 . The nave would consist of four bays; since four represents
the mortal world of t he e lements, such a nave is the appropriate place to accommodate the co ngregation. The transept of our church would consist of three bays,
representing of course the Trinity; while the choir would be a single bay representing the Deity as the most high One. If we add together these constituent parts we
come to a total of eight, the number of bapt ism and salvation, a most suitable outcome for t he meaning of our ch urch. And the worshipper, as he enters the West
door and approaches the altar, actualizes in a quasi-spatial way the idea of leaving
this world behind and app roaching heaven. The church is planned to aid his meditation on this form.
But notice that in this example, even though based on a mathematical arrangement, meaning is generated by arithmetic rather than geometry. Meaning is cum4

ulativc rather than relational. It arises from adding together the number symbolism
of four and th ree and one to reach a total of eight. Meaning does not arise from
the relationship between the parts, for example from the re lation between four
and three, a ratio that in music produces the harmony known as the fourth.
For the Renaissance church, though, geometry rather than arithmetic is the
operative mathematical science. Figure 1, the floor-pla n for St. Peter's proposed
by Bramante, is a clear exam ple of how important geometry had become by the
beginning of the sixteenth century. The design is an intricate composite of circles
and squares and octagons and rectangles and semi-circles. Measurement is not by
numbers with symbolic meanings, but rather by relationships between circ le and
square ; the motif of a circ le inscribed within a square is used repeatedly. Furthermore, relationships are expressed as the ratios between whole numbers, so that
they correspond to the intervals of the eight-note musical scale. In fact, all is proportionate. Evident at every turn are explicit ratios of two to one, the octave, and
of three to two, the fifth, and of four to three, the fourth. Alberti had been dogmatic on this point : the proportion between the length and width and height of a
room must be in accordance with ratios between whole numbers, he says, and later
theorists reiterated his rules. As a result, in Bramante's design the large rectangular
rooms that comprise the arms of the cross are exactly twice as long as they are
wide. They represent an octave, or, to use the Renaissance term , a "diapason."
In Bramante's scheme, then , there is stil l symmetry as an informing principle, but
symmetry that has been made exp licit - indeed, obtrusively apparent. The Roman
cross of the medieval cathedral has been replaced by a Greek cross because the
symmetry of the eq ual arms of a Greek cross is immediately palpable to the senses.
Symmetry is not concealed, as in the medieval cathedral, to be intuited, to be discerned by intellection. It is openly stated and insistently confirmed by a series
of symmetrical patterns inhering in the larger cross. And standing in the center of
this central ly planned church, the viewer sees it all at once, with himself as the
focus.
If we ask why this change occurred at this particular moment in our cultural
history, the answer lies, I think, in the new purpose to which art was directed .
The reason for this change has its source in humanism . The medieval cathedral was
aimed at the glory of God, and symmetry was conceived in terms that would be
acceptab le to Him, seen sub specie aeternitatis. But in the Renaissance, with man
as the measure of the universe, works of art were prepared for his perusal, and
therefore, since human faculties of perception are limited, the symmetry must
be inescapably evident to mortal senses. Man is the subjective center of the world
and its data must be directed toward his understanding. As a means to this end,
the Renaissance artist discovered perspective, just as the natural philosopher discovered empiricism.
In the Renaissance church, then, symmetry verges toward sense datum, though
the orthodox world-view that places ultimate being with God is still respected.
If symmetry becomes wholly phenomenal, it loses meaning and becomes purely
sensual, perhaps even anti:religious. So the Renaissance artist recoiled from his
propensity to appeal primarily to our senses; and at least the more orthodox
drew back to an esthetic that, while it acknowledged the need for symmetry to be
sense-perceptible, nonetheless insisted upon a symmetry that was rigidly formal
in the image of God, or perhaps in the image of God's creation, the cosmos. Hence
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the studied geometry of Renaissance artists - poets, I would say, as well as architects and painters and musica l composers. Form is still the principle of art, but it
is form made insistently palpable for the benefit of human consumption. Symmetry becomes the sine qua non for art, almost a synonym for beauty.
So this sort of geome t rical symmetry was both substantial and insubstantial,
both particular and idea l. Be cause it permitted this intercourse between the
physical world and the spiritual world, the artist could endow his work with a
rich complex of ancillary meanings. He could include the full range of creat ion,
from lowest stone at the bottom of the scale to the most high in heaven . The
work of art, in fact, was often meant to be just such a microcosm, representing
in smal l the opulent fu llness of the universe .
An example of such a complex can show how strongly the imp licit meanings
of symmetry support the exp licit intention of the artist. My choice of example is
the Medici Chapel in the Church of San Lorenzo in Florence, a much-acclaimed
masterwork designed by Michelangelo, who began his plans for the Chapel in
1519. It was comm issioned as a mausoleum for the younger generation of the
Medicis, most immediate ly for two minor members of the family, Giuliano, Duke
of Nemours, and Lorenzo, Duke of Urbino (not, incident ly, Lorenzo the Magnificient). I reproduce a sectional drawing of it as Figure 3, though I think most of
you are already familiar with this building. It contains the famous pair of sarcophagi, each surmounted by two figures carved by Michelangelo, and together
the four figures depicit the times of the day : on one sarcophagus is a fema le
figure representing Dawn and a male figure representing Dusk, while on the other is
a male figure representing full Daylight and a female figure representing Darkness.
This Chapel has been much discussed by art historians; its genesis and construction
are well documented. However, no one, I believe, has ful ly recognized the im portance that symmetry plays in its meaning.
To scan the major features of the Chapel, it has a square floor-plan surmounted
by a cupola, as you can see from Figure 4. And more about that in a moment .
What I should like to look at first, however, is Figure 3, a sectional drawing of one
wal l - actually, the wall at the top of the floor-plan in Figure 4, though all four
walls are identical, except for the statuary and the opening of the sanctua ry at the
left. This wall, as you can see in Figure 3, is divided by strong moldings into three
definite strata of increasing simplicity a.s they ascend; and the coffered cupo la, a
perfect hemisphere, is at the top . The sarcophagus with its figures of Darkness
and Daylight is at the bottom, presided over by the funerary statue of Giuliano;
and there is a clear in tention to see the cupola as the underside of heaven . By t he
articulation of part, however, and by their interrelation to form a whole - that is,
by means of symmetry - Michelangelo makes a much more sophisticated statement than that.
Note again that the wall is a three-tiered structure, and remember that this
division into three parts is continued all the way around the room by the horizontal moldings, so we have a three-d imensional volume rather than merely a flat
wall. Someone inside the room is very much aware of this three-layered arrangement with the cupola arching overhead far above. As an analogue to what this
structure means, we can look at Figure 5, a woodcut from a book published in
1512 by Charles de Bouelles (perhaps better known by his Latin name, Carolus
Bovillus). This woodcut depicts one of the most common descriptions of the
6

universe, a construct of three layers : at the bottom is the sensibilis mundus, the
palpable world of the four e lements inh abited by creatures appropriate to each;
above that is the caelestis mundus, the celestial world of t he planetary spheres
wh ic h God the Son laid out (we ca n see Him at it) ; and above t hat is the intellect•
uolis mundus, t he non-corporeal world known by the intellect alone w here the
ange lic host resides. Surmounting the whole, and providing the context wherein
the other three layers subs ists, is of course t he Deity, the ultimate Being who paradoxically is both transcendent, above creation, and yet immanent, everywhe re
present within it.
But the symmetry of Michelangelo's room lies not alone in the obvious, visible
relationship of parts to whole that Bouelles's scheme disc loses. There is also here
a symmetry of non-corporeal forms, a more subtle symmetry that must be ap•
preciated by the m ind in contemplation. According to Bouelles's scheme, th e
universe is comprised of three strata : the world of the elements, the world of th e
planets, and th e world of the ange li c orders, all of whi ch consist in the single
being of the Dei ty. So within this system there is a mat hemat ical ambiguity.
We can say that it's a tri-partite system, emphasizing the th ree distinct la yers,
o r we can say that it has four parts, add ing the Deity to the three layers of creatures. Or we can say that it's unified by the immanence of God and treat it as a
single un it. In this system, then, the mathematical am bigu ity al lows an interplay
between four and three and one; there's almost an equivalence between these
three numbers. One, three, and four are the inform ing principles of this scheme,
mutual ly rein forcing one another, providing a symmetry of form wh ich becomes
apparent by inte llec tion. This sort of symmetry appeals to some faculty of com prehension other t han the eye.
Nonetheless, th is symmetry of form is made apparen t to the senses by the
geometry of the floor-pla n. The geometrical figure representing four is, of course,
the square, with all of its mu ltip le meanings deriving from the four elements, the
four bodily humours, the four seasons, and so on. The square floo r plan firmly
bases the Chapel in the mutable world of physical change - where the sarcophagi
stolidly reside. To move on, the geometrica l figure representing one is, of cou rse,
the circle, which is continuous a nd un iform. The circu lar ity of the cupola po ints
to the never-ending perfection of God. Because the Deity is not only One, however, but a lso a T rinity, t he circ le a lso represents the number three. So the mat hematical ambiguity of this scheme, the interchangeability of one and three and
four, is projected into a co rresponding image. It is made manifest by the con•
spicuous plan of inscribing a circle with in a squa re. There the inte rior symme t ry
of th is form is revealed by visib le geometry.
The interplay of circle and square, of course, is an old topos in geomet ry,
given forma l statement as t he problem of squaring the c ircle. Nicolas of Cusa
introduced this conundrum in to Renaissance thought, and afte r 1500 there were
severa l treatises dealing with it, notably one by Bouel les, aut hor of th e book from
which Figure 5 is taken. This topos, we shou ld recognize, is much more a metaphysica l problem than a geometrical one - or rat her, we should view it as a geometrical formulation of a primarily metaphysica l statement. The circle represents
the perfection of the incorrup tible realm inhabited by Platonic ideas and the
Christian God, the spiritua l world, while the square represents the imperfection of
the eleme ntary world. In consequence, the problem of squaring th e circle is ari
7

attempt to explain the interaction between the mortal and th e d ivine. The usual
solut ion was to inc rease t he four sides of the square to an in fi nite numb er, so that
the discontinuity which occurs at the corners is removed. If the squa re is given an
infinite number of sides, there wi ll be no corne rs, t here will be no discontinuity,
a nd conseque ntly the square will be mad e a ci rcl e. Four wi ll become one, or
three, or one and three - a genuine paradox. T he mortal will be made divine . And
that, of course, was exactly the mean ing t hat Michelangelo wished to imply in his
Chape l, how those mortal Medicis could be reunited with God . . That 's a neat
trick , and Michelangelo, I'd say, pulled it off about as well as anyone is likely to.
By way of conclusion , I'd lik e to glance very briefly at one of the other arts,
literature, in order to suggest how this sort of geometrical symme t ry generates
meaning in the verbal medium. Of all the literary fo rms, the sonnet is the one
most dist inctively associated with th e Rena issance. It's not a c lassical form, but
rather had its ge nesis as well as its greatest vogue in the period we 're talking about.
And of course t he sonnet, at least as Petrarch estab lished it, wi th its interna l
arrangement of octet and sestet, sim ilarly displays a rat io of four to three. With •
in each Petrarchan sonnet taken as a uni t we observe an informing principle, a
similar symmetry of form, dependent upon the interplay of four and three and
one. Furthermore, as common ly observed , t he sonnet moves from the particularity of the octet to t he generality of t he sestet. So, as in Michelangelo's Chapel,
the movement is from finitude toward universali ty, toward etherealizatio n, toward
assimilation with the Deity. Petrarch felt compelled to acknowledge Laura's physica l attractions. Her beauty is palpable, but a lso he wished to make her, like Dante's
Beatrice, the inst rument of his salvation. In consequ ence, this t hrust of the sonnet
from four to three, from square to circ le, from eart h to heaven, is understandable,
almost inevitable. Perhaps Petrarch devised this innovative metrical pattern as t he
best means of expressing his ambiguous notion of Lau ra, and other sonneteers
followed his geometry of praise for the lady.
Wh en the Elizabethans, most notably Shakespeare, adapted the sonnet to their
own needs, t hey retained the explicit relationship between three and four and one,
although they a ltered Petrarc h's arrangement of octet a nd sestet. The usual Shakespearean sonnet has three quatrains and a concl uding couplet, a form ana logo us
to the tri-partite scheme of t he universe in Figure 5. I don't want to push t his
analogy too hard at this poi nt , because I've not had time to cons ider the matter
carefully - bu t it may not be too brash to suggest that th is might be t he normative from within which Shakespeare works his mu ltitude of rh etorica l variations.
This is the abiding absolute , this symmetry of the cosmos, and the individual sonnets are part ic ular expressions of it, capturing the ephemerality of passing events
and momentary feelings. Such a system of un iversa l and partic ula r wou ld fit
nicely with what Shakespeare has to say about time a nd our ind ividual pa rticipation in its perennial flux .
I' ll stop now, offering what I've said as suggestions only. But I hope that
1've indicated how symme tr y can have meaning. Symmetry, the co ncinnity of
parts, as Augustine put it, is a manifestation of beauty, a n image of t hat rational
beauty which God infused throughout creatio n, and therefore symmet ry, as
Ficino and his fellow neoplatonists a rgued, is a reflection of God's intentions
and attri butes. We respond to it intu itively, as one of His creatu res likewise endowed with symmet ry, in both body and mi nd . It's a sym pathet ic resona nce
8

between the art work and the percipient. But for that very reason - because the
deep mean ings of symmetry cannot be actualized in precise and explicit terms the fine arts assume a unique impo rtance in our lives. In no other way do we have
access to those deep meanings. The arts, in the Augustinian tradition as the Florentine Academy adapted it, are our best hope of understand ing the ineffab le.
Figure 1
Figure 2

Figure 1. Bramante's floor-plan for
St . Peter's, Rome.
Figure 2. A floor-p lan determined
by number symbolism.
Figure 3. A sectio nal drawing of a
wall in the Medici Chapel, Florence.

Figure 3
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Figure 4.

Floor-plan of the Medici Chapel.

Figure 5. The tr i- partite universe of Pico (Charles
de Bouelles, Phys/corum elementorum ... //brl decem
!Paris, 1512], fol. 73).

Figure 5
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The Use of Thierry of Chartres' Hexameron
by Anonymi De Elementis and Robert Grosseteste
Richard C. Dales
University or Southern alifomia

Introduction
The twelfth century in the intellectual history of western Europe was a time
of great creativity and freedom and a time during which the rate of acquisition of
exotic material was at a maximum . In spite of this, however, the sources of much
twelfth-century scientific writing and the use of twelfth-century authors by later
writers is little known . Although the ed itor of a twelfth-century text can sometimes
point to the specific source of his author, more often he must simply indicate similar
passages in other works or indicate the ultimate source (e.g., Aristotle or Plotinus),
which could not possibly have been accessible to the man whose works he is editing.
Earlier generations of editors dealt with the problem by keeping silent on the matter
of sources, but such a policy, although often tempting, is no longer excusable. In
this context, every certain bit of direct use of one twelfth-century author by another
or by a later writer is important in trying to piece together the intellectual history
of Europe during one of its most exciting periods.
This essay will investigate the use made of the De sex dierum oper/bus
(Hexoemeron) of Thierry of Chartres by an anonymous twelfth-century author of a
work on the elements and by Robert Grosseteste in the early thirteenth century.
Although we are primarily concerned in this study with the writings of just three
authors, they were all working within a well-established tradition, extending back
to Plato's Timaeus, which they knew in Calcidius' translation, and including the
works of St. Gregory of Nyssa (whose De opiflcio hominis had been translated into
Latin by Dionysius Exiguus in the sixth century and by Eriugena in the ninth) and
of John Scotus Eriugena, and, in the twe lfth century, such dissimilar th inkers as
Marius of Salerno and William of St. Thierry. Consequently, any continuities we
all~e among our authors must be seen in th e context of this greater continuity.
Thierry of Chartres 1 was one of the leading intellectuals of the second quarter
of the twelfth century and, like most of the scholars of his day, he studied and
taught in a number of places. His sources were for the most part the traditional
Latin ouctores, although he was most recep t ive to newly translated works, such as
the Hermetic Asclepius, as well as some of the physical writings from southern Italy.
His knowledge of Aristotle was restricted to the Logico vetus and whatever second
hand information was contained in his Latin sources, particularly Cicero's De noturo

deorum.
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The anonymous author of De e/ementis 2 was very lik ely a student of Thierry's
at one time. He shows an intimate knowledge of Thierry's De sex dierum operibus
as well as an acquaintance with his Lectiones on Boethius' De trinitate. His attitude
is more determinedly "philosophical" and naturalistic, and less grammatical, than
Thierry's, and his sources have expanded to include Aristotle's Physics, which he
quotes from a trans lation now lost. He also had a respectable knowledge of Latin
classical authors, including Virgi l, Lucan, Seneca, and Cicero. He was almost certainly a south Italian ; he shows no Arabic influences but is very interested in Greek.
We may tentatively assign his De elementis to ca. 1170. The form of the treatise
indicates that it, like Thierry's Hexaemeron, was intended for classroom teaching,
and that its author was therefore a teacher of physicq at some south Italian center.
Robert Grosseteste was born about 1168-1175. 3 During his lifetime the great
flood of translations from Greek and Arabic inundated Latin Europe, and the
earliest universities came into being. Grosseteste himself played a major part in the
early life of Oxford and most likely received his degree in theology from Paris. His
teaching, however, seems to have been restricted to Oxford, and his academic career
there extended from about 1200 to 1235, at which time he became Bishop of Lincoln. The sources available to him were manifold, including Messahale, Alfarabi,
Alpetragius, Avicenna, and Averroes among the Arabs, and Euclid, Ptolemy, Aristotle, Proclus, Basil, John of Damascus, Gregory of yssa, Gregory Nazianzenus, and
Pseudo-Dionysius among the Greeks. Grosseteste was avid ly interested in this new
material, read it closely, and himself translated a numbe r of works from Greek. 4
However, he continued to use many of the standard twelfth-century works, including Thierry's De sex dierum operibus.
The sheer bulk of the new translations and the high quality of the content of
many of them frequently obscures for us the continuity of Latin intellectual deve lopment. The new trans lations were undeniab ly important,but they did not inaugurate
a new era of European thought. Rather, th ey were incorporated into and fructified
an already vigorous tradition; and while some of the o lder works were entirely
displaced (indeed, many cannot even be identified today) , many others continued
to be read throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Thierry and Anonymous on the Structure of the Cosmos
Central to Thierry's concept of the cosmos is the ro le of fire, which acted as
"art isan and efficient cause" with respect to the rest of nature .5 Stoic in origin,
this doctrine entered the Latin tradition by way of Cicero's De natura deorum 6 and
was reinforced during the twe lfth century by certain Arabic works. Thierry does
not tell us much about fire - whether it is continuous or made up of discrete
particles - only that it moves very rapidly . This rapid motion is necessarily circular,
and from it arises fire's effects, depending on the nature of the patient; it causes
light in air, but heat in water and earth.
Anonymous borrowed this but modified it considerably. For one thing,
Thierry considers fire alone to act as artifex, and the other elements to be the
administrators or vehicles of its action. 7 Anonymous attrib utes an active role to
the two higher elements (fire and air), and a passive one to the two lower (earth and
water) . 8 But more important, Anonymous considers fire to be made up of discontinuous particles, or atoms, and when he attributes rapid motion to fire, he
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specifically means that each individual fire atom is in rapid motion as well as fire as
a who le. 9 Anonymous a lso borrows from T hierry his example of how fire caused
dry land to appear by showing tha t if wate r were spilled on a table, and a flame were
then put near it, the water would accumu late in little blobs and dry table would
exist bet ween t h em . •0
Anonymous cha racter ist ica ll y supp lies mechan isms for the ex planations he
takes from Thierry. " Thus, fire makes air light because it confers qu ickness upon
it. . .. The o th er powers of fire al l de rive from this one: because it moves rapidly, it
pene trates, heats, and il lu minates." 11 Earth ly fire arises when "air is set in mot io n
by some means, such as a steady b lowing or stri king hard rocks together . . . . and it
passes over into fire and penetrates some solid object . .. whose separate parts it
moves an d div id es." 12 "Heat is the power of fire divisive of so lidity. " 13 Fire dries
th ings out because " by its mot ion it separates the particles of t hat bod y and causes
it to pass over in to the nat ure of a ir or fi re" 14 - that is, it im parts greater mot ion
to it.
A necessary co ndition for fire's rapid motion, according to T h ierry, is earth's
immobility . Fire binds and compresses earth by its violent motion and makes it
hard and immobile , wh ile a so lid earth provides an immobi le center for this rapid
mot ion of fire to " lea n on." 15 He illustrates this b y noting that when a man walks,
his foot must push against unyieldi ng earth or he cann ot move. Anonymous takes
over the co ncept of the reciproci ty of motion and stabi lity , and he repeats Thierry's
exa mple of t he man wal king, but so e lliptically that it is difficult to understand what
he means unti l one sees from where he borrowed it. 16
Thierry had put forth a n imprecise th eory that sight is caused when so mething
corporeal offers resistance t o our vision. 17
Anon ymous developed this much
further and made it co nsiste nt with his atom ic world view, altering the de tai ls of
Thierry 's example signifi cant ly as he did so . Thierry had said that since neither air
nor fire (light) can offer resistance to sigh t , nei ther is visib le per se, and that a ray
of light coming through a window into a room is o nly visible because the little
particles of dust scurrying around in it a re illum inated by th e sun's light. 18 Anonymous takes over much of th is sec t ion but alters it in im po rtant ways. He is much
more specific about how sigh t occurs: slow-moving atoms obstruct the motion of
fast-moving sight atoms and thereby give r ise to sensation . In Thierry 's exam ple the
motes in the sunlight were dust partic les (atomi pulveris). In Anonymous ' version
they are atoms of air. We do not sec the air in the roo m because ou r sight has conformed itself to th e speed of the air atoms ; hence no impediment to sight and no
sensation. When a ray of t he sun shines in the window, our sigh t conforms itself to
the more rapid fire, and t he atoms of ai r, no w moving more slow ly than our sight,
become visible. But wh en we go to a darker part of the house, our sight again conforms itse lf to th e darker (hence more slow ly moving) air and aga in we do not see
it. This process can be fu rther illustrated by a man ope ning his eyes under wa te r.
His vision co nforms itse lf to the speed of the water atoms; he does not see the
wa ter, but he will see grosse r o bj ec ts in t he water. 19
In the co urse of their discussions of vision, both men also prov ide possible
reports of th e rat her rare atmospher ic phenomenon known dS the "green flash. " 20
Th ierry says that: "certain un ed ucated peop le say thal lhcy sec the ky (caelum)
when the air is pure, when th ey imagi ne 1hey sec something green; this is co mplete ly
fa lse." 21 Anonymous puts it in the form of a qucs1ion, when he t he n proceeds to
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answer: "Doesn't the air look green when we see it in its pure state? This is sheer
illusion caused by a ray of the eyes, of determined ex tension, which becomes weak
a nd imagines that it sees something when in fact it sees nothing.' '22 Since Anonymous used Thierry's De sex dierum operibus so extensively, it is possible that he
simply cop ied this material , and that his treatise does not constitute an independent
testimony to a "green flash." But this phenomenon was much more common along
the south Italian coast than it was in France, so we perhaps have two testimonies
here. In a ny case, neither man c la ims to have seen it himself. Both state only that
others claim to have done so.
One of the more interesting changes made by Anonymous in Thierry's
thought has to do with the way the world depends on God. In chapter 30 of his
Hexaemeron Thierry attempts to use the Platonic mathematical notions of unity and
otherness to show the dependence of the created world on God: "Unity precedes
all otherness, since unity precedes the two {binarium), which is the principle of all
otherness . . .. Therefore, unity precedes all mutability, since al l mutability takes its
substance from the two. For nothing is su ited to be changed or moved unless it
also has the apti tud e to behave first in one way and then in anot her. Therefore,
unity precedes all otherness; wherefore it also precedes all mutability." 23 He has
more to say on the same subject in his Lectiones in Boethii Librum De Trinitate, in
the course of a rguing that matter is not co-eternal with God: "Bu t mutability
descends from immutability. Matter is mutability. Nevertheless, it is itself between
something and nothing, as is sa id in Plato [ Timaeus 52C) . T herefore, the error is
clear of those who have said that matter is co-eternal with God . For it descends
from God, and God created it, i.e., He is its principle and cause. Therefore, the
eterna l simplicity, which is God, can ex ist without matter." 24
Anonymous clearly knew both these texts of Thierry, but his wordiness leaves
his meaning unclear: "The origin of the e lements is motion, which motion is ab
eterno, because, since motion is the change of one thing into another, which cannot
occur without alteration (or "otherness"). e ither this argument proceeds to infinity,
or there pre-exists something stable and eternal from which motion descends. It cannot be otherwise. Just as every otherness descends from unity, thus every mutable
thing descends from the immutab le. " 25 . . . "Thus the origin of the elements is
motion , which, descending ab eterno into matter, made all the elements." 26 There
was some ambiguity in Thierry's text, as there probably was some confusion in his
mind, but in no way can his words be taken to mean that the elements are eternal.
Anonymous clearly shares with Thierry the position that motion (and therefore the
world) descends from God and depends on Him. But whether or not he is teaching
the eternity of the world depends on how we understand the phrase ab eterno. If
we read "eternal" or "eternally," then Anonymous is assert ing t ha t the world is
eternal. But if we read it as "from something eternal," he is merely repeating
Thierry's doctrin e with all its ambiguities. I do not see how to reso lve the question
definitively. It might seem more likely that he is sim ply repeating Thierry, but on
other occasions, as we have seen, he had radically altered Thierry's thought. Perhaps he did on this one too .

Meterology: Thierry, Anonymous, and Grosseteste
It is in his treatment of the formation of rai n, dew , hail, snow, and frost in
De impressionibus elementorum 21 that Grosseteste's use of Thierry's Hexaemeron
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is most ev ident. In tracing the action of heat as it passed downward through the
elements, Thierry had noted that
it is the nature of heat to divide water into t iny drops and to raise
these little drops above airy things by the force of its motion, just
as is seen in the steam of a ke ttle, and as is also clear in the clouds
o f the sky. For a cloud, or steam, is no thi ng other than a collection
of very small dro ps of water raised into the ai r by the power of heat.
If the power of the heat were to be extreme ly violent, the whole
collection would pass over into pure airy matter , but if it were
quite weak , then these little drops, running into each other, make
heavier drops and therefore rain . If these tiny drops shou ld be
constricted by the wind, they become hail. 28

Ano nymous borrowed much from T h ierry's t reatment but, as before, a ltered
it to conform to his mechanistic cosmos:
Fire penetrates something, such as a moist body, and by its motion
it separates the particles of that body and causes it to pass over into
the nat ure of air o r fire; and thus it dries a thing out by taking the
mo isture away from it and by its motion drawing the moisture into
its own nat ure or tha t of air. For example, if water were poured
all over a table, and fire were placed near it, that moisture would
gradually d isa ppear and the table would become dr y. Nevertheless,
the moisture is not annihilated. It is only that its parts have been
separated by the rapid motion of fire, and it has passed over into
airy ma tter. For this reason, where there is more moisture, there is
more smoke. For example, in a kettle over a fire, because of the
motion of heat, the part icles of moisture arc separated, and certai n
tin y ro und drops rise in th e air and become clouds; and then the
smoke is less, because smoke (i.e., steam) is nothing but a large
number of very tiny dro ps transform ing themselves into air. Whence
in summertime clouds which are seen high in the air quickly d issolve because they are separated by the mot ion of the nearby heat,
and they pass over into the na ture of air or fi re, and thus they
seem to be annihila ted. But where there is less heat, these drops
run into each o ther a~d are borne to earth, and this is what causes
rain . But we just mention t his in passing. In what fo llows it will
become more clear when we inquire into th e causes of hail, rain,

winds, thunder, and si milar things. 29

Unfortunate ly the end of this treat ise, where he promised to deal with these questions more fully, has been lost.
Although this meteorological tradit ion is based on Timaeus 49 B-C, Anonymous was cle arly using Thie rry; and Grosseteste too, although he was of course
familiar with both the Timaeus and Calcidius, used T hierry, al t hough there is no
evidence that he knew Anonymous.
By the time Grosscteste wrote his De impressionibus elementorum, 30 Ar isto tle 's libri noturoles had become generally avai labl e in Lat in Europe, a nd Grosseteste wrote several independent treatises on separate topics taken from the
Meteorology. 31 He had also b y this t ime deve loped his Metaphysics of Light and
was in the midst of devising a quite sophisti ca ted method of investigat ing nature.32
These things gave quite a different cast to Grosse tcste's treatm ent, but one can
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still discern Thierry underneath them all ; indeed , Thierry is as much in evidence
as is Aristotl e.
Now that we have established that heat arises from the condensation of rays, it is clear that when they are condensed in the depths
of water, the water is heated , and is heated so much that it cannot
retain the nature of water . Therefore, it passes over to the nature
of air. But since it is not the nature of air to be lower than water,
it rises in a bubble above the water. When many bubbles rise above
the water at the same time, they mainta in themselves because of
their humid nature, and from these come vapar or steam from
which clouds are made.
But since this generation of bubbles takes place in the
depths of water, some of the bubbles pass th rough channels of
the earth, some remain in the water, and some rise above the water.
We will first discuss those which rise. If anyone wishes actually
to see this happen, he should place clear water in a clear vessel and
place it over a name. He will plainly see the bubbles generated
and ascendi ng because of the heat of the fire . The method of
generation of the bubbles is the same in both cases.... The bubbles
are more subtle or more gross according to the subtlety or grossness of the generating heat, for if th e heat were great and gross, it
would generate large, gross, and heavy bubbles, which seldom rise
above the sufrace of the water, and there they are broken and the
heat is dissipated . And the more subtle the heat, the more subtle the
bubble and the weaker the heat. For this reason, the bubbles do
not separate from the surface of the earth, and they fl uuer upward
from it in the valleys. This occurs in the morning and the evening,
when the heat is weak, and in this way a cloud is formed . And when
these little bubbles lose their heat, they fall to the surface of the
earth and become dew. But if the heat is greater, it makes these
bubbles - or cloud - rise to the first of the three layers of air. Here
the bubbles which make up the cloud lose their heat one by one,
and they fall as drops of rain ... But when a cloud rises to the
second layer of air, there is a greater loss of heat, and the bubbles
lose their heat successively only, not sudden ly, so that what remains
is soft, just like wool, and becomes snow. But if the cloud is suddenly driven upward to the second layer of air, it suddenly loses
its heat and becomes a round stone, or hail. 33

Aristot le, in his treatment of these phenomen a, 34 had considered the four
basic qual it ies, hot and cold (active), moist and dry (passive), as elements and had
attributed the changes in earth, air, water, and fire to their interaction. Grosseteste,
like Thierry and Anonymous, considered motion to be the most basic factor. All
three held heat to be the rapid motion of particles of matter, so that the qualities
hot and cold were not ultimate characteristics but were derived from t he ve locities
of particles of matter.
Thierry was writing at the beginning of the per iod of scientific sophistication
and was struggling to frame explanatory hypoth eses which would achieve generality
and consistency in the explanation of a variety of natural phenomena. He had been
content to make imprecise assertions about the properties of the elements and the
effects they bring about without telling us, for example, what it is about air that
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makes light when fire acts on it , or what there is about the "nature of heat" that
makes it divide water into tiny drops, or why these drops should then ascend .
Anonymous construc ted a mechanistic system in which motion was imparted
by th e physical contact of rapidly moving atoms, and qualitative differences were
derived from differences in atomic velocities.
Grosseteste had a much more elaborate scheme. He accepted much from
Aristo tle - for example, the doctr ine of natural place and the three increasingly cold
layers of air surrounding the earth . But more important were his Metaphysics of
Light and his mathematical approach to nature . He considered the ultimate cause of
local mo tion to be light, which could be partially incorporated in a dense med ium .
When light was reflected or focused to a point, it caused numerous collisions and
consequent rapid movement of the particles of matter in which it was incorporated.35 Since light behaved according to geometrical laws, the whole science of
meteorology became capable of mathematical treatment.
But underly ing this quite sophisticated theoretical framework (as is also true
of Anonymous) was the description of meteorological processes found in Thierry's
De sex dierum operibus. Anonymous had constructed a simple and consistent
view of the cosmos and used it to prov ide speci fic mechanisms for the phenomena
he treated. Grosseteste's world view is much richer and more complex than that of
Anonymous, and so his treatment lacks some of the mechanistic simplicity and
coheren ce of the earlier work . But Grosseteste too had some determinative ideas,
especially his Metaphysics of Light and his mathematical approach to nature, which
achieved coherence and generality in his scientific works.
Conclusion

This study provides an example of how Que/lenforschung need not always
be an arid discipline, confined to showing how a succession of authors stole from
each other. Instead, it has shown how fruitful the thought of a brilliant mind can
be in a vigo rous intellectual tradition , when it is placed in ne w contexts and understood in the light of newly-acquired authorities, rather than be ing simply copied .
It has also given at least one instance of the persistence of a twelfth-century work
even after the acquisition of the Greek and Arab ic corpora by the Latins and has
consequently shed a little light on the continuity, as wel l as the development of,
scientific thought in Europe during the Middle Ages.
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" Undc const:at quod omne corp us visibile alicui us dcnsationis est, que ex spissi tud ine a.quc vet tcr re
con tlngh ... Rad lus quoque solis qui per fenestram decurrere \/Jde tur non a.l iunde est visibilis nisi ex a1omis
pulveris In rad io decurrentibus ct ad lumen solis relucentibus. " HtJt. 12, td. cit. S60.
19.
" In t:antum au tem levis est .ier quod omnis sensus cvadi t, hoc est non sen titur. lnde est quod non vi dcmu s ae ra qui est inter nos et parjetem, qula agill tas oculorum conco rdat levitati aeris et ex simi liludine non
obsist it nee sentltur, qula nlchil fit ex prorsus consimilibus. Scnsus autcm fi unt ubi per obstaculum allquod
minus est, quod quando radius solis intut pe r fcnestram, videmus atomos rcluccntes In ae re. Hoc au tem est
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qui iii visus conformiilt se iileri iilttenuuo per solem et notat ibi ct pe relpit atomos relucentes. In .iliiill pute domus
ibi non est purus nee: .iltenuatus, conform.it se itenJm visus aerl qui tardior est. nee percipi t illos atomos et
in1er se et puic1em vidct. Non enim potest sentire vlsus e.i qulbus conformatur. Undc sl quis ape rtis oc:ulis in
iqu.i descenderet , non posset vidcre .iqu;ull quii ex mobilitate visui eonformatur. Sed atlqua grossiora, sl
ibi essen1 sub aqua, videret." Dt tltm. II : 181·194, td. cit. 186.
20.
Sec D. j. K. O'Connell, S.J., The Green Flash and Othtr Low Sun Phenomena (Vatk..in Observato ry,
1958). I am indebted to Be1h M. Trina.st for this reference. Prof. Qjve Han of the University of Essex tells
me thit he doubts these ire references to iii green 0-iSh. I offer lhe texts for whit they ue worth.
21 .
"Nam hoc quod quid.am rudes dicu nt sc viderc celum qu.indo ier purus est, cum .iliquid viride se fingunt
conspicere, illud fa lsissimum est." I-lex. 11, ed. cit . 560.
22.
" Nonne i1erum vide1ur au viridus cum purus apparet? Hoc nichil est: immo r.idius oculorum q ui
hiilbet determinuam ex tensionem difici t et imaginalur se videre allquid cum nichil vidut ." Dt elem. II :
1S9·162,ed. cit. 186.
23.
"Omncm i lteriutem unita.s precedlt, quon lam un ius precedh binarium, qui est principium ominis
alterita tis . .. Omnem mutabili1atem precedit unitu, si quidem omnis mutabllltas suMta.ntlam ex b[narlo sortl·
tur. Nichil enim aptum est mutarl sive moveri nisi ctiam iptum sit ut prius se h.ibnt uno modo, deinde alio,"
Hex. 30, ed. cit. S68.
24.
"Sed ab lmmut2bilit.ate desccndi1 mutabilit.as. Ma1cria vcro est mut.ibiliru. lpn ~men inter aJiquid et
nichil est, sicut in Platone dicitur. Unde patet corum qui dixerunt quod miteri.i coetcrna esset deo. lpu
enim a deo dcscendit ct deus um creavit, i.e. eius causa et prlnciplum est. Potest igitu r simplicius ete rna que
deus est esse sine materia," Ltctlon~ In Botth/1 Librum Dt Trlnltote, 25, ed. Hiring, 163.
25.
"Origo clementorum est motus, qui motus est ib eterno; qui.i cum motus sit mu t.itio unius in aliud,
qui sine alter.1.tione non potest, aut in Infinitum procederet ratio aut preest aliquid su.bile et etemum ii quo
motus descendit. Nee aliter esse potcst. Sicut omnis alteritas ab unltate, Ila mutabile ab immuu.bili. 11 De
<itm. I: 6-10, ed. dt. 182.
26.
" lti origo elemen1orum motus est, qui ab eterno descendens In materiam fec it omnii clemen t.a." De
t/tm. I: 43-44, ed. dt 182.
27.
Edited by Ludw ig Baur, Die phllosophischtn Werke des Robert Grontteste, 8/schofs von Lincoln (MUnster I, W., 1912). Beitrigc wr Geschichte der Philosophic des Mfuelalters 9, pp. 87-89.
28.
" Est cnim natura caloris aquam in minu1lsslmas gunas dlvfdere et eas minutas virtute sui motus supe r
iera elcvuc, sicut In fumo caldarii appa rel: sicul etiam in nublbus cell manlfcstum est. Nubes enlm. slve
fumus, nichll csl aluid quam gu1tarum .iQue minutissimarum congeries per vinutem caloris in aera elevita.
Sed sl virtus nloris vehementior fuerit, tota Illa congeries In purum aera transit : si au tcm debilior tune nlmlrum
cuuc illc minutissimc sc:mct inviccm incurrentes grossiores guttu hciunt: et lnde pluvla. Quod si minu te
ille gutte vento constric:tc fuerlnt , lndc nix : si vero grosse. lnde grando." Htx. 1, ~d. cit. SSB. Cf. Tlm«u:s,
49 8 -C •nd Will l•m of Conches, Philosophio mu11d/ II, 6 (PL 72, S9C).
29.
'' lgnis cnim siccus, est, pcne1r-at aliquid sicut humorcm, et e~ motu separat eius particulas ct facit translre
in icrem naturam vel igneam, ct ita desiccat aliquam materiam auferendo ci humorem quo humescil ct per
motum trahcndo in suam vet icris naturam, sicut si mense alicui superfundatur aqua ct apponatur ignis, humor
illc piulatim dcOcict et mensa deskcabi tur, t.imen humor ille non adnlchllatur, sed quia incumbll ex motu
eius, putts clus scparantur ct transit in aeri. lnde est quod ubi plus est humoris. ibi est maior fumus, sicut
in calduio super lgnem per motum ca loris sepa ran1ur pirtes humorls ct levantur in acre qucdam min utissime
guue ct rotunde, et fit nubes, et minus est fumus qula nichil est fumus quam mu ll itudo minutlsslmarum
gun.arum ita In ae ra sc vcrten tium. lnde adhuc in estate nubes quc alte r .tpparen t in aere cito evanescun t,
qula per mo tum vlclnl ca lorls scparantur et transeunt in naluram acris vcl ignis, cl it.a: i dnichiliri videntur.
Ubi autem minus est caloris incurrunt sibi guue Ille et fiunt grossiores et ferentur in teru.m et indc plu\'la.
Sed hec ceteri probatione-s fnc lden1er dicti sunt. In sequcn1ibus mclius parebunt cum grandinis ct pluvii,
venti 1oni1rui et sim il ium causis inquiremus.' ' Dt.' .-lf'm. II : 70•8S,t!d, cit. 184 .
30. About 1224. See Richud C. Do1lcs, " Robert c;rossctcnc's Scientific: Works, " Isis, S2 (1961). 381-402,
pp. 38S-87 and 402.
31.
For t)(amplc, D<' gt!llt'fOtlotlt' sa,,urum, D r cometis, D,. c.ufnre, Dt- c11/ore so/is, De irlde, . md perhaps 0.,
flux v et refluxu marls, if Grossetesle, ra.ther th:in Adam M•rsh. wrote u,is lut work. See Richard C. D41CS,
"The Qutstio Dr Ftuxu et RdluAu M'1ris Allributed lo Rubert Grosscll-STt," Sp1•(ulum. 37 (1962), S82·S88,
.and ''Adam Marsh, Grosse1estc, •nd 1h<' l r<".a1isc on 1hc 1 idc\," Sv,·rulum, 52 ( 1911). 900-902.
32. See A. C. Crom bie, Rubert Gros t·trs((• ,md thv Vri11l11t of I ,p,•ri,n(:,t/iJI 5, in1<r , I 00-1 700 {Oxford,
1952).
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33.
"Hablto er10 quod calor proveniat ex condensa.1ione radlorum, mMlifestum est quod, dum condennnlUr
In fund ls aqua.rum, t.1lefit i.qua, et hntum calefi t quod non rem,1,net sub ni.tura aquae; tu.nsit igitur i.d na•
tura.m a.eris. Sed cum nnura aerls non sit esse sub ,1qu,1, ucendh super aquam ; uc.endit 1utem in ,1,mpull,1 ex
lpsa aqua. Multae autem ampullae, cum ue-endunt super aquim, simul se tenet per natoram humidi1atis
ampull;m,m, et ex lllls fit vapor vel fumus, ex qulbus fiu nt nubes. Sed cum in fundo aquarum si t geoera1io
ampullan.1m, quaedam un.1m transeunt per meatus terr..e, quaedam remanent in ,1q uis, quacdam iSCendunt
super aquam. De uc:endentlbus primo dic.endum est. SI quis autem s-enslblliter velit videre, Ponat aquam
claram in patella. c:lara et 1i1ldebit manifesu ampullas geneu.u.s et ascendentes per calorem ignis suppositi sub
patella. Idem enim est modus generationis ampull arum hlc et lbi .... Vapor ergo uccnde ns ascendi1 super
quantltatem et grossitiem et subtilitatem uloris gener.atl. Si enim calor fuerit magnus et grossus, generalur
arnpulla maana et 1rossa et ponderosa.. Unde quandoque non iscendit, nisi ad superficiem 1quu ct ibi inscnsl•
blllter frana ltur et nlor evaporatur. Et qu,1,nto subtilior est calor, et subtilior est a.mpulla et ru ne debilis est
calor. Unde non dlffert am pulla a superfic:le terrae er volltant hinc lnde in conv:allibus. Hoc a.utem fi t in
vespertinls et In matutinis temporibus, quando debilior est calor e t sic genentur nebula. Er cum illic ampullae
parvae deitruuntur a calore, cadun t ad superficiem rerrae et fit ro5. Si iutem ma.ior sit calor, faclt is11s im•
pullu prMdlctu slve nubem ascendere ad prlmum lnterstit ium ae ris ...Cum ergo nubes sit in primo lntcrstillo,
destrultur quandoque a ca lore et unaquaeque ampu llae ab lnvlcem et minuue guttatim c:adunL lmmo fiunt
a,.,ttae etsl nubes sit continua et qula non ex toto destruitur, a calore cadit Ouida pluvia et non congelitil ...
Cum vero uc:endlt nubes ad secundum in terstltlum, fit m.ai<>r abstrxtlo calorls et destruuntur unpullu penitus
a calore successive untum , quare mollc est quod relinquitur skut lan a et fit nix . Si auu:m subito defcratur
nubes sursum ad SKundum lntentJtlum, sublto destruitur a calore et fit l.1pis rotundus et est generatio grand·
lnls, skut unpulh1 fult rotunda. Hoc autcm flt maxlme, cum ca.lor fuerlt mignus. " De lmpr. tltm., td.clr.
88-89.

34.

M•ttorology I, 9-12.

3S.
He makes partlcularly full use of these concepts In Dt co/ort soils.
398-99.
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See Dales, "Scientific Works, 11

A Medieval Spanish Collectanea of Astronomical Instruments:
An Integrated Compilation
Anthony J. Cardenas
Wich ita State University

The fame of Alfonso X, ii Sabio, 1221-1284, rests principally upon the
voluminous literary production of his Royal Scriptorium . Many of the original
Alfonsine codices survive today and can be found in the libraries of England, France,
Italy, and, of course, Spain.
The polarity established by Alfonso's 1 literary success and his political
failure provides the basis for a popular myth depicting Alfonso as "abandoning
crown for astrolabe and forgetting the earth for the sky." Another myth attributes
to Alfonso the blasphemy : "Had I been present at Creation, I would have given
some useful hints for the better ordering of the universe . . . " 2 These colorful
anecdotes have contributed little to an accurate picture of Alfonso and his predilection for science, specifically that science pertaining to the study and scrutiny of the
heavens.
One manifestation of this predilection is MS. 156-94-1-115-Z-14 of the Biblioteca Central de la Universidad de Madrid, the most delapidated of all extant Alfonsine Royal Scriptorium manuscripts. Its tex t has been published only once. Between
the years 1863 and 1867 a five-volume edition appeared through the efforts of
Manuel Rico y Sinobas.3 Although the text of his edition, the so-called Libros de/
sober de ostronomlo, has long been considered unreliable,4 most studies have
necessarily referred to the published version. Wh ile much useful and accurate
information can be retrieved from this edition, a substantial amount of inaccurate
informatio n is provided.
The one problem stemming from the edition that I shall address in this
presentation concerns the number of treatises and their order. On the basis of
examination of the original manuscript, I specifically propose that there are sixteen
treatises in the text and not fifteen as Rico y Sinobas indicates, that the order of
these treatises is logical and intentional, and that, judging from this and other
indications within the text, Alfonso meant this work to be the principal authority
on the practical aspects of astronomy, namely on the construction and use of the
various astronomical instruments.
None other of the Alfonsine Royal Scriptorum codices has suffered the
general deterioration , vandalism, and overall lack of care that this codex has. In
spite of a loss of forty 5 folios in this text, thirty-two from the first treatise, the very
first folio, containing the general index to the work, survives as a loose leaf. Its
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tattered and torn condition is sad ly co nsiste nt with the delapidated condition of
the manuscript in general. The index on folio lv, neverthe less, divides the text into
sixteen parts. Alfonso's terminology at this point ably reveals his organization and
intention :
Et fizo partir este li bro en .xvj . partes cada una con sos
capitulos que muestran llanamientre las razones quc in ellas son. Et
fizo las otrossi figurar por que los qui esto qu isiesscn aprcnder, lo
podiessen mas do ligero saber; non tan solamientre por entendimiento mas aun por vista. Et las .xvj . partes de que compuesto todel
libro son cstas.6

He refers to this work as a book (libro) divided into sixteen parts (partes), each part
with its chapters (capitu/os). Each chapter explains fully the arguments contained
within the parts. Having established his hierarchy as well as the independence of
each part, he then has them illustrated so that his reader may understand the content not only abstractly (por entendimiento) but also concretely (por vista). This is
the first hint of Alfonso's intentional completeness.
Although the prologue specifically states that the text contains sixteen parts,
the published edition lists fifteen in an order substantially different from Alfonso's.
I shall discuss the problem of the number of treatises first, then I should like to
point out how the Rico y Sinobas rearrangement has distorted Alfonso's intended
order. This discussion is facilitated by the following list:
Manuscript C

Rico y Sinobas Edition

1. las .xlvii. fig uras de la .viiia.
espera

1. Los 1111 libros de la ochaua
espera

2. la espera redonda de commo se

2. Libros de la faycon dell espera
(Part 3 of MS. C is included )

deue fazcr et de como deuen
o brar con ella.

3. de como se deuen fazer las
armellas del atacyr en la a lcora
et de commo deuen obrar con
ellas

4. dell astrolab io redondo

3. Los dos libros de las armellas
(This is Part 8 of MS. C.)

4. Libros del astrolabio redondo

5. astrolabio llano

5. Libros del astrolabio llano

6. lamina un iverssal

6. Libro dell atacyr (This is Part

7. acafeha de Zarquiel

7. Libros de la lamina universsal

8. las armellas

8 . Libro de la acafeha

9 . las laminas de cada una de las
siete planetas

9 . Libros de las laminas de los VI I
planetas

16 of MS . C.)

10. quadrante

10. Libro del quadrante

11. piedra dela sombra

11 . Piedra de la sombra

12. Relogio del agua

12. Relogio del agua

13. Relogio dell argent vivo

1 3. Relogio del argento vivo

14. Relogio de la candela

14. Relog io do los candelas

1 5. palacio do las horas

15. Relogio del palacio delas oras

16. cstrumcnte pora fazcr atacyr
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In the Rico y Sinobas ordering, Part 3 of the manuscript index has been incorporated into Part 2. Parts 8 and 16 have also been re located. Part 8 on the armillary
sphere has been juxtaposed to Part 2, the treatise on the ce lestial globe; Part 16 on
the atacyr has been juxtaposed to Part 5, the treatise on the planisphere. Not only
does the editor's tampering with the order distort Alfonso's intention, it has also
created the confusion reported by Evelyn 5. Procter. She indicates that the Rico y
Sinobas rearrangeme nt has led some scholars to be lieve that Part 16 had been
entire ly omitted from the edition. 7
The relocation of Parts 8 and 16 seems to have been motivated on the basis
of the subject matter of the treatises. The incorporation of Part 3 into Part 2 is
based on a more co mplex set of circumstances. Part 3 of the manuscript constitutes
a unique occurrence in thi s codex. Both physical and textual evidence reveal that it
was an afterthought of Alfonso. Its text begins in this manner:
Et por que fuessc esta obra de la espera mas complida, mandamos
nos Rey don ALFONSO el sobredicho annadcr hy este capitulo
pora fazer arm illas en la espera pora saber ell atacir et cgualar las
casas scgund la oppinion de Hermes. Et mandamos a don Mosse
nucstro alfaquim que lo fizicsse. 8

Although Alfonso has labeled it one of the sixteen major parts in his general index,
in the text itse lf he refers to it as a chapter (capitulo) added specifical ly for completeness of the preceding part. Close examination shows that this capitulo is in
fact a biofolium insertion - one sheet, two folios, numbered 38 and 39. The text
contained in this section runs as far as the first column of 39r, leaving the second
column of the recto side and al l the verso totally blank. Folio 39v is the only intratextua l occurre nce of a blank side. The lack of scribed lines for text further
reveals th at Alfonso never intended to pl ace text on this side. This insertion further
necessitated a relocation of catchwords. On folio 37v, prior to the bifolium insertion, the catchphrase "Et este," the first two words of Part 4, has been scratched
out and reinserted as "E t este es e l prologo " on 39v, the last page of the inserted
material. Written to the left of and replacing the deleted catchphrase on 37v is the
new catchphrase "Et por" which matches the first two words on folio 38r, the first
side of the interoplation. Both the deletion and the new catchphrases are done in
an ink and with a script that are distinct from that of the text.
The question remains: should this added material be considered a part of the
entire manuscript as it is called in the general index, or is it merely a supplementary
chapter to Part 2 as it explicitly refers to itself?
The small amount of text favors the Rico y Sinobas solution, yet its physical
distinctiveness argues against inc ludi ng it in the preceding part. First, Part 2 ends
with the rubric "Aqui se acaba el libro de la espera." This Part, referred to aslibro
in the rubric, is thus definitively completed. Second, although the prologue of Part
3 breaks with the established nomenclature by using the term capitulo instead of
libro, it neverthe less possesses aspects more characteristic of aparte or libro than of
a chapter : 1) it begins with a short int roductory prologue, as do the others; 2) its
prologue contains the word Alfonso in a display script found only in the beginning
parts; 3) it begins with an initial that is larger than that used to introduce chapters;
4) although its entire text consists of o nl y one chapter, the bipartite format commo n to those portions of the treatise called parts is maintained. The physical
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distinctiveness of this part, combined with the content of its text and the fact that
it is referred to as a port in the general index , all argue for its being considered Part
3 and not a chapter of Part 2.
The present scholarly consensus that th is work is a random juxtaposition of
various treatises stems chiefly from the implicatio ns of the Rico y Sinobas reordering. Alfonso refutes this erroneous assumption in the prologue to the text on the
planisphere, tne fifth Part :
Por que ell arte de astrologia non se puede tanto entender et saber
por otra cosa cuemo por catamiento et por vista, por endc avemos
fablado primera mientre de la espera que es el primero estrumentc
et mas noble et mas comp Iido que los otros, et en que se meior
entienden et con menos trabaio et en que las podra omber ymaginar
mas myna , por que es tal cuemo madre de los otros estrumentes.
Mas agora queremos dezir del astrolabio que fue fecho pri mera
mientre redondo cuemo la espera . . . .9

Alfonso continues the above passage by providing his version of how the flat astrolabe evolved from the spherical one. The ordering of the treatises in the text is
clearly done from an evolutionary point of view. Alfonso's rationa le for his chosen
sequence is reiterated in the second half of Part 6, on the use of the instrument
called !amino universsal:
.. . Et este estrumente es a l que dizen astrolabio. Mays sabida cosa
es que este estrumente a mester una lam ina a cada ladeza et to pense
de commo se puede fazer cada ladeza una lamina . Et tanto pense en
ello, fata que entendi commo se puede fazer un estrumente pora
toda la tierra que non aya en el mas de una lamina, et una red, et
pus le nombre ell orizon uniuersall. . . . 10

The evolutionary-based arrangement is still in effect. Finally, although the relationship between this lamina universsa/ and the following instrument, the acofeho
(Saphea) of Part 7, is not explicitly discussed by Alfonso, Jose M. Mill.is Vallicrosa
writes:
la Lomino unlverssol vino a ser la transicion entre el astrolabio y la
azafea de Azarqu iel , peus la inovacion de Azarquiel fue reprcsentar
en la misma faz de la lamina las dos proyecciones est.erograficas de
los circulos del ecuador y de la escliptica, asi como indicar en la
misma lamina el lugar de los pr incipalcs asterismas. 11

At least through Part 7, then, the evolutionary schema is maintained. Two other
books on astronomical instruments follow : the book o n the armillary sphere and
the one on the quadrant. Five books on different kinds of clocks precede the final
study, the book on the atacyr, an instrument used for astrological reckonings.
The ordering of the treatises in this compilation can be summarized then
according to the items with which each is concerned : a) instruments which evolve
from the celestial globe, includ ing the copitulo interpolatio n; b) two more astronomical instruments which may or may not be related to the aforesaid evolutionary
sequencing; c) books on the types of clocks; and d) the atacyr - an instrument
used for astrological purposes. This organization strongly suggests the product of
a well-planned process aimed at producing the most thorough astronomical omnibus
possible.
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Many other passages from the manuscript text inform the reader how the
Royal Scriptorium compilers enhanced and elaborated their source material by the
additio n of e lements that made their text more comp lete. Part 2 on the celestial
globe prov id es an example of this: . . . Este libro era departido segund Cozta el
sabio lo departiera in .Lxv. cap itu lo. Mas nos fiziemos y poner quatro capitu los
demas conuienen mucho a esta razon, ca son los primeros, et todos los otros uienen
depos estos et sin ellos non podria seer bien ordenada el libro ... 12 Besides supp lementary cha pters, occasionally the prologue of a treatise will indicate that one part
of a book is entirely new as, in th e following example taken from Part 8 , the book
on the armil lary sphere:
. . . Et mostraremos otrossi en qual guisa deuen obrar con ellas
maguer este libro de como obran con ellas non era fallado en esta
sazon. Et por ende mandamos a nuestro sabio Rabicac, el de
Toledo, que lo fiziesse bien complido et bien llano de entcnder en
guisa que pueda obrar con el qual omne quier que cata en este
libro.13

There can be no mistake as to Alfonso's intention. An en tirely new portion is
commissioned so that any man who consults this reference work will fi nd it com plete. Not only is it to be complete, but also eas ily understood. These phrases
concerning clarity and comple teness abo und throughout the text. Alfred Wegener
offers a very practical reason for the high d egrees of detail found in the text:
Die Tcndcnz bei der Organisation dieses Lehrbuches ging
offenbar dahin, e in allgcmeinvcmandlichcs Werk zu schaffen. Mehrmals lescn wir in den Einlcitungcn zu den einzelnen Buchern, dass
Alfons den Auftrag gab, sie so ausuhr lich abzufassen, dass dcr Leser
nur dies Buch und Instrument zu bauen und es zu gcbrauchen. Da
cs vor Alfons X. eine wissenschaftliche Literature in kastilianischer
Sprache kaum gab, so konn tc er in dcr Tat nicht wohl bei seinem
Leser die Kcnntn is anderer Werke voraussetzen. Durch dies Prinzip
dcr Allgemcinverstandl ichkeit findet der oft schr umstand liche Stil
cine Erklarung. 14

George Darby also notes that t his emphasis on completeness conveys the very
essence of the spirit in which the Alfonsine works are given their definitive form .
The aim of Alfonso to produce works more complete than any written before is a
characteristic attitude which cannot be stressed too much. 15 The very fact that
Alfonso initiates the ent ire corpus with an amply illustrated star catalogue further
substantiates his intention to produ ce the most comprehensive omnibus possible.
With its inclusion, the learned monarch not only teaches his reader how to construct and use various observa tional instruments but also shows him exactly what
he is to observe.
Finally, two more items argue in favor of the notion of an integrated com•
pilation: the dates of comm issioning found within the text and the consistency of
textual format.
The prologues of four treatises provide da tes: 16
I. Sur Catalogue:
IL Celestial Globe :
VI I. Acafeha:

X. Ouadr.a.nt :

1256 (fir>I half),

12 76 (2nd half)

1259 (first half).

12JJ (first h•lfJ

1255-1256,

1277 (2nd half)

none,

1277
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The first set of dates refers to the first commissioni ng of the treatise. The second se t
refers to the second commissioning of each treatise , and by extension, the dates of
commission ing for the extant manuscript. Both sets provide testimony for the two
periods of literary activity in the Alfonsine Royal Scriptorium. 17 From these dates
we ca n deduce 1) that the book of the quadrant was probably not commissioned
until the 70's period, and 2) that the others were not commissioned as one authoritative c0dex. If they were , 18 then the previous ly discussed evolutionary-based
seque ncing was not yet in effect. In either case the 1270's version shows an attempt
towards improvement. In the prologue to the treatise on t heocofeho, Alfonso provides his motivation for the later revision of this treatise :
Et despues mandolo trasladar otra vcz in Burgos meior ct mas
complidamicntre a mestre Bernaldo el arabigo et a don Abrahen
19
SU alfaqui ....

Likewise, the better and more complete omn ibus initially begun in the second half
of 1276 was sti ll being compiled in the second half of 1277. 20 The closeness of the
dates argues for a concentrated effort in the production of this intended text on the
practical aspects of astronomy.
Fi nally , in addition to the specific order of treatises and the closeness of dates
provided, the general uniformity of format in the tex t also suggests an intensive,
well-planned project. For example, if we examine the hierarchy of initials based on
the size of the in itial, we notice t hat, in ge nera l terms, the largest initials are reserved
for the prologues introducing the sixteen Parts; the next in size serve to introduce
the first chapter of the two divisions for eac h treatise ; the smal lest in itials are
reserved for the chapters within these divisions. Even though this hierarchy of in itial
size is not absolute, it is sufficient to favor the view that this work is intentionally an
integrated omnibus and not a random collection of loosely related treatises. This
becomes even more patent when we consider that the hierarchy is maintained over
the 241 folios in whose composition probably more than one scribe took part.
In summation, Alfonso 's terminology in the general index, referring to this
omnibus as a libro (not /ibros); his listing of sixteen parts in this libro; his stated
rationale for the particular order of the treatises; the dates he provides; and finally
the uniformity of format suggest an integrated compilation. Future editions of this
text should respect its unity , which is intentio na l but not surprising, since Alfonso
intended it to be the acme of astronomical compilations.
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Closure in the Ear ly Spanish Ballad
David Wil liam Foster
Arizona Stal University

One of the hoariest cliches in traditional literary histories apropos the early Spanish ballad (i.e., the Romancero viejo of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries)
co ncerns poetic ending or closure: "[The early ballads) frequently end as abruptly
as they begin , oftentimes seemingly unconcluded, a characteristic which gives them
an air of mystery and special charm ." 1 This feature is often attributable to the
general and specific origins of the texts in the fragmentation of longer epic poems
and chronicles, or in the truncation of longer ballads. The most representative example is "Conde Arnaldos," one of the best of the early Spanish ballads (from the
novelesque tradition) : the shorter version (twenty-six octosyllabic li nes) breaks
off abruptly precise ly at the right point, for the longer version trivializes the li nes
that become the en igmatic closure of the shorter versio n. At t he same time, this
feature of abrupt and often enigmatic closure in the ea rl y ba ll ad (a feature often
carried over to the artistic ballads of the Romancero nuevo of the Renaissance)
has ensured a lively interest in the Span ish ballad, such that it is more of a part of
the mainstream of high-culture Spanish literature than is even the German or the
English ballad. The enigmatic closures of the early ba llads enhanced their appeal to
Romantic imagination, and the twentieth -century vanguard poets saw in them
virtually a primitive form of the cameo or ideogrammatic poem.
Nevertheless, despite the emphasis placed on foreground closure in the early
Span ish ballad, very little work has been done on formalizing the structural principles of such a feature . 2 From a structuralist point of view, abrupt closure may be
considered the centra l issue in an adequate description of the ecriture - the formulat ion of the operating principles of literary discourse - in the early Spa nish ballad .
This is so because foreground closure (and, for that matter, textual inauguration
that is foregrounded because of abruptness or enigma) serves a dual purpose that is
central to literary discourse; it signals the conclusion of the text, of the special
domain of literary artifact that has "intruded ," as it were, on our attention - the
heightened coherence of literature has end ed, and the audience is returned to an unordered reality - and it po ints to the privileged status of language structured as
literary text. The text , and/ or the narra tor, possesses special knowledge about an
event that is being shared with the audience, but only up to a point, for the abrupt
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and enigmatic closure com plicates the mean ing that the text ostensib ly, and often
explicitly, sets out to convey. Again, we may point to "Conde Arnaldos," where the
am biguous o r, perhaps better, with held co nclusio n would seem to contradict the
narra tor's ope ning statement ("Quien hub iera ta l ve ntu ra "), wh ich ind icates that he
knows what th e adventure was that Arnaldos had .
Thus, closure both delimits the space of the literary text and bespeaks its unique
status as a statement, and a va luable characterization of the basic structural principles of ballad discourse would necessari ly take foregrounded closure as its point of
departure. Quite simply, the text's discourse works inexo rably toward its own
closure. At t he sa me time, to the ex ten t that fo regrounded closu re is a pretty stable
fea t ure of ea rly bal lad tex ts, it in tu rn constitutes a convention that the audience expects al most to the same degree that it expects asso nan tally-rhymed octosyllab les.
As Jonathan Culler has written , in the contex t of how we handl e literary tex ts as
readers, "To analyze poetry from the point of view of poetics is to specify what
is invo lv ed in these conventiona l expectatio ns which make poetic language subject
to a d ifferent teleology or fi na lity from that of ordinary speech and how these expec tatio ns or co nventions co ntr ibu te to the effects of formal devices and of external ( i.e., real li fe, thema t ically , and com municationally- based langu age, linguistically) co ntex ts that poetry ass im ilates" (p. 164) . It is in t his sense that the selfidentifying convent ion of abrupt and enigm atic closure that is so common in the
early Span ish bal lad must be discussed.

II
The most pe rtinent form of poetic closure in the early Spanish ballad is rupture:
clea rly, this is what is mean t by abrupt ending . From a struc tural point of view,
rupture may be either formal or semio logical-semantic. In the English sonnet, the
clos ing couplet is a for mal rupture from the point of vie w of the foregoing rhymed
pattern; of course, it is a convent io nal rupture ant ic ipated by the reader's knowledge of sonnet structure. We assoc iate with modern poetry formal ruptures that are
unantic ipated (a lthough , presumably that they are routinely unanticipated may
constitute a noth er sort of convention in itself). In the early Spanish ballad, formal
rupture is not an issue, since strophic form is rigid ly fi xed (I suspect that some
exa mples of forma l rupture, however, cou ld be fo und in the Renaissance Romancero
nuevo). The only sort of formal va riatio n one finds in early Spanish ballads is an
occasional exa mpl e of asso nan tal rhyme changing from one segment of the text to
the next in ballads that are longer th an t wenty octosyllabic verses and in which there
is some so rt of dramatic sh ift of action or perspec t ive or dialogue. However, I know
of no exam ple in which there is a formal shi ft or rupture in· the closing verse or
verses o f t he text.
Thus, we must seek examples o f semio logic rupture - a break in the pattern
of meaning and/o r the signs that convey that meaning. For example, a shift in
point of view is one type of semiological alteration, since perspective on an event
or opinion conce rning it is part of its mean ing (e.g., the relat ivi ty of deictic shifters) .
Lexica l texture (w hat we might loosely call "style") is a noth er semiological component, and a shift from one category of lexical usage (e.g., " polite" or "e uphemistic" usage) to another (" rude" or "gross") is yet another form of rupture . To be
sure, sem io logical rupture has often been associated with forma l rupture: the notion that t he closi ng couplet of a sonnet represents, in addition to the formal modi30

fic ation , a change in meaning, fee ling, or perspective.
Two famous examples of ea rly Span ish balladry demo nstrate the use of
rup ture for the purposes of poet ic closure. 3 "El roma nce de l pris ionero" ("Que
por mayo era, por mayo .. . "), o ne of the briefest texts (six teen octosyllabic lines)
from the novelesque cyc le, desc rib es in the fi rst-perso n t he sad plight of a prisoner
who, in the topical merry mon th of May, has o nly a ltt le bird outside his ce ll to
keep him company and to tell him when it is night and da y.
(In May it was, in May,
Que por mayo era, por mayo,
cuando hace la calor,
When it is hot,
cuando los trigos encanan
when the wheat is coming up
y est.in los campos en flor,
and the fi elds arc in bloom,
when the skylark si ngs
cuando canta la calandria
y rcspondc cl ru iscrior,
and the nighti ngale answers bac k,
cuando los cnamorados
when lovers
va n a servir al amor;
go to do service to love.
Except for me, sad, afflicted,
sino yo tris tc, cuitado,
que vivo en esta prisiOn;
livi ng in this pr iso n,
not knowing when it's day
que ni se cuando es de dia
ni cuclndo las noch~ son,

nor when it's night,

sino por una avecilla
que me cantaba al albor,
Matomcla un ballestcro;
delc Dios mal ga lardcin.

but for a litt le bird
who sang to me at dawn.
A crossbowman kifled it;
may God give him a bad reward.
(pp. 213-14)

Altho ugh th e tex t sho ws a bit of the custo mary va riat io n of te nse forms
that we fi nd in t he Romancero viejo, it is clear that, semantica ll y, they are past
tense. Howeve r, th e last two verses show a d istin ct ruptu re : " Mat6mela un ballestero ; / dele Dios ma l ga lard 6n." But most tangibl y, the ru pt ure invo lves movement
fro m a prete rite ve rb that is part of t he sema nti c doma in of the past tense of the
event desc ribed, to a hortatory imp loratio n (se mantically no n-past) to God. By
ex tensio n, t his gram matica l ru pture signals a change in mood (fro m sadness and a
se nse of loss, to rage and a ferve nt oath) and a change in to ne (from the use of
unforeg roun ded descrip tive stateme nts and topo i, to the use of the iron ic "mal
galard 6n." T he crossbow man's reward will not be a courtly to ken, bu t d ivine
punishme nt ).
In the ba llad " Blancani iia" (" 'Bla nca sois, seii ora mfa, ... '"), th e rupture
invo lves wh at Ro land Bart hes has ca lled the codes of a narrative: al l narrat ive
texts depend on a ser ies of codes fo r their co herency and intell igibility. T hese
codes gu ide o ur reading of t he tex t, de pend ing in part o n the internal conventio ns
of li tera ture and in part o n the ex ternal conventio ns of cu lture and soc iety. In
" Blan caniii a, " two of th ese codes are interrela ted in the ph enom enon of closing
rupture : t he proa iretic code, which co ncerns the structure of plo t, and the referential code, wh ic h conce rns the direct and imp lied refere nces to sociocu ltu ra l
bac kgrounds. " Blancaniiia" deals with a wo man' betrayal of her husband wit h
another man.
'Blanca sios, C'riora mi.a,

("You Jre while, my lady,

mAs que cl rayo dcl sol.
, Si la dormir~ e u nuchc

more ~o lhJ.n 1hc su n's r y'S.

ShJII I

lccp 1hi, nighl
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desarmado y sin pavor?
Qu e sic tc aiios habia, sictc,
quc no me desarmo, no;

miis negras tengo mis carnes
que un t iznado carbon.'
'Dormid la, senor, dormidla
desarmado sin temor,
que el conde es ido a la caza
a los monles de Leon.'
' i Rabia le mate los perros
y aguilas el su halco n,
ye del monte hasta casa
a el arrame el moron! '
Ellos en aquesto estando
su marid o que ll ego:
'lQue haceis, la Blancaniiia,
hija de padre traidor>'
'Senor, peino mis cabellos,
peinolos con gran color,
que me dejeis a m( sola
y a los mantes os vais vos.'
' Esa palabra, la niiia,
no era sino traici6n :

lCuyo es aquel caballo
que all~ abajo relinch6? '
'Senor, era de mi padre,
y enviooslo para vos.'
'lCuyas son aq uellas armas
quc estin en el corredor?'
1
Serior, eran de mi hermano,
y hoy os las envio.'
'lCuya cs aquella lanza,
desde aq u(la veo yo?'
' ITomadla, conde, tomadla,
matadme con ella vos,
que aq uesta muerte, buen conde,
bien os la merezco yo!'

unarmed and without fear>
For seven years, seven,
I've not disarmed at all,
a nd my skin is blacker
than coal-black coal. "
" Sleep, sir, sleep,
unarmed and without fear,
for the Cou nt is off hunting
in the mountains of Leon. "

"May his dogs die of rab ies,
may the eagles get his fa lcon,
and may he be dragged all the
way home from the mountain
by his horse! "
With them engaged in this,
her husband arrived :
" What are you doing, Blancaniiia,
daughter of a traitorous father?
"Sire, I'm combing my hair,
combing it with great anxiety,
for you leave me all alone
and off to the mo untains you go."
"That, child,
is nothing but treachery.
Whose horse is that
that neighed down below?"
11
Sire, it was my father's
and he sent it for you ."
" Whose arms are those
that are in the hall ?"
"Sire, they were my brother's
and today he sen t them to you."
" Whose lance is that
that I can see fro m here?"
"Take it, Count, take it,
kill me with it,
for this death, good Cou nt,
I do ric hl y deserve! "
(pp. 197-98)

Where t he aforementioned codes enter into a discussion of " Blanca niiia" is
that, in the case of t he proa iretic code, t he text has established a justifica tion for
t he wife's infidelity (her husband's greater interest in hu nt ing) and , wh en she is
challenged by her husba nd wit h a series of questions t hat she adroitly answers, we
a re led to expect that she wil l successfull y dispel her husband 's doubts and send
him away. However, when , in response to his fourth challenge (lCuya es aquella
lanza . . . ?), she answers with the command for him to take it and kill her, o ur plot
expectations have been seriously interrupted. It could be argued that the brevity
of the text does not permit us to speak of wel l-established plot expectations. However, t he concentrat ion of poetic discourse, in which some sort of pattern is estab-
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lished from the very first line, from the very first structural juxtaposition of elements, must be taken as a sufficient denominator for purposes of gauging the nature
of literary codes. Furthermore, we can see in one example of paraliterary d iscourse,
the shaggy-dog story, the utilization of the rupture of the proairetic code as a basic
structural fea t ure.
As for the referential code, closing rupture in "Blancan iiia" involves the
restoration of the prevailing feudal and Christian principle of marital fidelity . This
principle is set aside, as it were, in the opening segments of the ballad : the errant
knight lays effective siege to the abandoned woman , who complains bitter ly of her
lonel iness {at one point she commands the knight to pass the night with her, to
utter in the next breath a t riad of hortatory commands against her cruelly absent
husband) . Thus, the text establishes at the outset a justification for the woman's
infidelity, a justification based directly o n her husband's virtual infidelity in preferring the hunt to her love. Two aspects of the referent ia l code - strict fidelity
versus justi fied infidelity - are in conflict, with the text rhetorically disposing us
toward the latter. And , for this reason , we take her side in her initia lly cool
handling of her suspicious husband 's questions (in her answer to the first challenge,
she lays stress on her sorrowful loneliness). But when she suddenly im plores her
husband to take the lance and ki ll her, say ing that she r ich ly deserves death (the last
li ne of the ballad), emphasis is restored to a cu ltural princip le that had been explicitly set aside. Of course, the rupture of the referent ia l code is at best ambiguous, a nd
it may even be meant to communicate ironic despair; the husband, despite his
indifference toward Blancaniiia, will necessarily prevail because the social code is
in his favor. In this sense, a lthough the closing lines consti tute a double rupture, as
has bee n explained, they may also serve to im pose an amb iguous tension in that
the social and human priority of o ne aspect of the referential code over the other
is left in a state of suspended tension. One might note t hat th is is pre cise ly what
happens in a more complex fashion, to be sure, in some examples of the Spanish
comedio dealing with the contradictions of the honor code (see, for example,
Calderon's El medico de su honro).
Il l
Let us examine now a different and much more dramatic form of poetic
closure that invo lves, rather than transformation or brusque rupture, an alteration
in the system or foundation of the narrative mode of tex t.
The frontier ba llads occupy a unique place in the Romoncero viejo; they
were composed during t he late Middle Ages and do not derive from epic cycles or
chron icle texts, as does the bulk of the early Spanis h ballad. Moreover, they relate
events co ntemporaneous with their diffusion - the final struggle between Christians
and Moors - and, most striking of all , they often show a marked sympathy for the
Moorish " point of view," often at the expense of the Christians, who may be portrayed as selfish or cr uel. Thus, in many ways, the fro ntie r ba ll ads are antonymous
of the ep ic-based historical ballads. These characteristics are clearly evident in
"Abe namar, " a frequently anthologized example of the frontier ba llad.
Th e narrative system of "Abenamar" follows that of many historical ballads
in its com binatio n of apostrophe and antiphonic dialogue that often borders on the
A versus B tradition of the Medieval debate poems.
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'Abenamar, Abenimar,
moro de la moreria,
el dia que tu naciste
grandes seiiales habi'a !
Estaba la mar en ca lma,
la luna estaba crecida;
moro queen 1.1I signo nace
no debe decir mentira .'
All( respondie ra el moro
bien oireis lo que decia:
'Yo te la dire, serlor,
aunque me cueste la vida,
porque soy hijo de un moro
y una cristiana cautiva:
siendo yo n iiio y muchacho
mi madre me lo decia,
que mentira no dijese,
que era grande villania:
par tanto pregunta, rey,
que la verdad te dir ia.'
'Yo te agradezco! Abenamar,
aquesa tu cortesia.
lQue castillos son aquellos?
IAltos son y relucian!'
' El Alhamb ra era, senor,
y la otra la mcxq uit.1;
las otros las Al ixares
labrados a maravilla ;
el moro que las labraba
cien doblas ganaba al di'a,
y el di a que no los labra
otras tantas se perdia.
El otro el Generalifc,
huerta que par no tenia ;
el otro Torres Bermjeas,
cast illo de gran valfa.'
Alli'hablo el rey don Juan,
bien oireis lo quc decia :
'Si tU quisieres, Granada,
contigo me casaria:
darete en arras y dote
a Cordoba ya Sevilla ."
'Casada soy, rey don Juan,
casada soy, que no viuda;
el moro quc a mi' me tienc

muy gra nde bien me qucria.'

("Abenamar, Abenamar,
Moor of Moorish lands,
the day yo u were born,
there were great signs !
The ea was becal med,
the moon waxed large.
A Moor born with such signs
o ught not lie."
Th en the Moor replied ,
yo u will hear what he said:
"I will tell you, sire,
although it cost my life,
because I am the son of a Moor
and of a captured Christian woman.
When I was a chi ld and a lad
my mother did tell me,
1hat I must not lie
for it is evil.
Therefore ask, King
and I wo uld tell yo u the truth. "
" I appreciate, Abenamar,
your courtesy.
What castles arc those?
How tall and shiny they arc'"
"That would be the Al hambra, si re,
and the other the mosque .
The o thers, the Alixares,
whose workman ship is a marve l.
The Moor that did it
earned 100 doblas a day,
and any day he did not work
he lost the same amount.
The other is the Generalife,
whose garden is wit hout eq ual.
The other, Torres Bermejas,
a castle of greatest value."
Then King John spoke,
you will hea r what he said:
"I f yo u would, Granada,
I would marry you:
I will give you in property and
dowry
Cordova and Seville."
" I am married, King John,
married and not a widow.
The Moor who has me
love me exceedingly well.")
(pp. 125-26)

T he Aben amar of the title {taken from the first lin e of the text, where he is
addressed twice by name) is t he Moor ish guide of King Jua n, who asks him about
the magnificent castles he sees from a vantage point. They are the Alhambra and
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other bu ildings of Granada, and the Christian king is overwhelmed by the unimagined beau t y of t hese Moorish arch itectura l won ders. The dialogue between the king
and his guide is rhetorically stacked: Juan indu lges in an exaggerated appeal to the
Moor's integri ty and veracity upon putting to him the simple question "iQue
cast illos son aquellos?" The Moor replies st raight-forwardly enough but also with
some flourishes (e .g., he implies that answering the k ing's question co uld cost him
his life) that ca n be taken as a subtle ridicu le of Juan 's patent boor ishness. The
exchange between the two, spoken in reg isters that are in conflict with each other
(pompous " my good man's" versus compliant responses) and that, as well , echo
one another ironically (the guide's word s, spoken in diffid ence, seem mockingly to
repeat the Christian's wide-eyed aston ishmen t at the beauty he is permitted to
behold). It is in t h is interp lay that th e text esta blishes a system of meaning for the
aud ience of t he ballad. The Christian is an overbearing h ick; the Moor, a refi ned and
bemused sophisticate, complete ly at home with the marvels that he has to display
before the ignora nt other. This semiological system accounts for the first th irty-six
lines of the text and is an e ntertaining counterpoint between two opposing values
(the pseudo-debate A a nd 8 , the Christian and the Moor) . T he signs of the text verbal registers, atti tud es, inter-personal fee lings - are structured in terms of this
establ ished system.
Th e concl ud ing ten lines of the ba llad, against the foregoi ng th irty-six lines,
co nst it ute a closure that is both a d ramatic alteration of the system just described
and a transformational resta tement of it (it is worth noting that this is one of the
longest closure segments of t he early Spanis h bal lad). In the first place, the closure
departs significantly from t he ecriture of the main body of th e poem by employing
anthropomorph ization, one of the stock devices of t he ph enomenon that we loose ly
(an d often confusingly) call "allegory." Whatever a llegory prop erly is, in both a
strict and a narrow construction o f the concept, it is a li terary ecriture that calls
attentio n, like poetic metrics themselves, to literature as a self-conscious act. If a
text reports that a ki ng spoke thus and so , we know we are witness ing a literary act,
but it is an act that, nevertheless, does not depend on an implied assertion that it
is literature; rather, it is literature that is co nstru ing itself also as non-literarily
mimet ic - "documentary, " so to speak - representation. However, if a text reports
that a city speaks, or even that a city is addressed in terms that are not self-consc iously metaphoric or figurat ive - in a word, if a city is anthropomorphized or
personified or hypostatized - we contemplate a text, an allegory, that responds to
its own conventions that do not need to be reconciled with any quotidian concept
of what is real or possible. The same thing, of course, happens with fantasy, expressionism, th e absurd - which is why they are often all subsumed under the general
heading of an allegorical mode ; literature that is metapoetic in the foregrounding of
its own juxta position to non-literary and conventional reality.
In " Ab en.imar, " while the main body is "literary" in the systematic structuring of th e conversation betwee n Juan and his guide, the structure of literature is
on ly slightly foregrounded by the routine metrics of the ballad. However , when
Juan haughti ly addresses Gra nada, asking her to marry him in excha nge for Cordoba
and Sevilla, and when Granada even more haught ily replies that she is well-married ,
thank you, and to a Moor who loves her as he should, t he literariness of the text has
been sharply and suddenly foregrounded. The shift to an anthropomorphic exchange between Juan and Granada is, therefore, a significant departure from the
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non-" a llegoric" system of the mai n body of the text. · At the same time, this shift
is a lso an echo, a lbeit in a diffe rent semiologica l register, of t he structure of the main
body of the t ext: the exchange between Juan and Granada parallels the exchange
bet ween J uan and Abenamar and , as a consequence, paral le ls th e juxtaposition of
Christia n and Moor; t he exchange also invo lves once again the interplay between the
Christian's unwarra nted sense of im portance (for example, he has the captured
Moorish citi es of Cordoba and Sev illa to offer as what he thinks is an irresistible
dowry) a nd d ign ified Moorish pride. In this sense, the unusually long closure of
" Abenama r" is remarkably complex, for it involves both a rupture - the sh ift in
ecriture from a mimetic to an allegoric mode - and a structura l transforma t ion J uan versus Abenamar to J uan versus Gra nada. Yet, it is this complexity of closure
t hat lends the ballad its sense of sk il lfully wrought unity, in p lace of the clash of
parts t hat we might conceivably associate with such a sudden shift in the expressive
foundations of t he text. At t he same time, the shift that charac terizes the closure
also serves to reso lve the tension between A and B, between Christian and Moor.
Wh ere t he Christian flamboyantly opens the text w it h his ad dress to Abenamar,
t he words of Granada person ified close off any fu rt her exchange. In an earlier
study of the ba llad, I described the reso lution in these terms :
In th is regard, o ne might well ask why the ballad had Granada herself answer Juan rather than Abenamar, whose urban ity has on two
previous occasions served as a revealing counterpoint to Juan 's
remarks. The mo,t likely rea.son is that Abenamar ca n only speak
for his own cultural superiority; however, he has no personal relationship with Gran ada, and therefore cannot answer for her when
confronted with Juan's proposal and/or im plied mil itary threat.
Being neither ru ler nor "guardian" of Granada's beauty, Aben~mar
is excluded from Juan 's direct address to the city. Thus, it is more
appro priate that Granada herself answer the Christian 's words and
her blunt reminder to the monarch that he i already " wed," and
"wed " to o ne who will know how to hold her becomes sim ply the
fina l indication of the relationsh ip between Juan and the Moorish
reality with which he has so strik ingly come in contact. Granada's
reply is, in short, that of an indignant woman who is all too capable
of pull ing a man who wou ld make rash advances in his place. As
fa r as the audience (and the now silent Abenamar ) is concerned,
Juan's humiliation is complete. We have seen him presented first
as a somewhat rude and boorish man who unreasona bly demands a
trivial pledge of honesty from Abenamar; we have seen him in his
delig htful awe at the splendors of Granada; and, fi nally, we have
seen hi s own sense of superiority and im portance, which comes
through in his inflated proposal to the city, defin itively crushed by
the aristocratic and haughty reply of the ci ty herself. Juan has no
choice, we are led to assume, but to retreat in humiliated embarrassment. 4

IV
T his paper has deal t wit h a few highly selective examples of poetic closu re in
t he Romancero viejo. Altho ugh no attempt has been made to present a typology of
such closures, it is clear that systematic transformation a nd rup tu re suggest t hemse lves as t he most immediate points of departure for a detailed survey of Spanish
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ballad endi ngs. It should be clear from the to ne of my com ments that what is of
paramou nt interest is no t a comprehe nsive survey of al l old ballad endings. I have
no idea of what sort of resu lts such a survey would revea l. Ra t her, what is put fort h
as significant is, on th e one hand , an adeq uate characterization of poetical ly - esthet ically - interest ing texts and, on t he other, the attempt to relate a localized
phenomeno n - the type of closure to be found in one historically defined segment
of a national literary t radit ion - to a large issue of literary structure. If my initial
premise that textual closure necessari ly signals th e presence of a literary artifact
by termin ating its struct ural existe nce is co rrect, then the peculiarly dramatic
fashion in which the best of t he old Span ish ballads end may be taken as one eloquent set of examples of how lite rary works frame the boundaries of their own
existe nce as exp licitly structured texts. We oft e n associate such ex p licit framing
with h ighly conventional literary models like t he so nnet or the com edia de capo
y espada. However, the Spanish ballads that have been disc ussed should serve, I
venture to suggest, to rem ind us that structu ral self-de limitation exists in literature
in even the most seemingly " loose-jointed" of texts or genres of texts. In the last
analysis, a ll works of literature , in their ge neral as well as in their specific features,
tell us something about how to conten d with literature o n its own te rms, and in
th is regard the Romancero viejo is no exception.
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Fools and Fool-Makers:
Types of Comic Characters in Renaissance Literature
Russell

J. Meyer

University of Missouri

A common impulse in studies of the comic figure, in the Renaissance as well
as more recently, has been to seek a single featu re which marks all such characters.
Most sixteenth-century theorists agreed that both ugl iness and surprise play major
roles in the success of a comic figure, but their concern on the one hand with the
rhetorical powers of laughter and on the other with the moral effects of comedy led
them to accept pr inciples which do not actually reflect th e experience of comic literature. In their search for a single consolidating feature of all comic figures, the
Renaissance critics failed to recognize that surprise is less important to the comic
character than to the orator and that at least four types of comic figures are to be
found regu larly in Renaissance comic literature. These four types of comic figures,
natural fools, affec ted fools, wits, and fool -makers, or "comic catalysts," share some
fea tures, but they are sufficiently different in their actions that they may be individually exami ned . Furthermore, by distinguishing between the types, we may increase
our awareness of those charac teristics which mark the more clearly successful and
satisfying comic figures .
Those Renaissance critics who examine types of humor show a considerable
interest, al though · sometimes indirect, in comic characterization. Often, as in
Thomas Wilson 's comments on jesting in his Arte of Rhetorique or Baldassare Castiglione's simi lar discussion in the second part of The Courtier, they are concerned
with the proper uses of jokes, basing their remarks upon Book 11 of Cicero 's De
oratore. Other critics, notably such Italian writers as Ludovico Castelvetro and
Vincenzo Maggi, developed their conceptions of the comic in discussions of Aristotle's Poetics. Stil l others touch upon the question of the comic without such
direct reliance upon ei ther Cicero or Aristotle: George Puttenham, in The Arte of
English Poesie, d isti ngu ishes between two t ypes of laughable characters, and Sir
Ph ili p Sidney provides clues to comic characterization in his Defence of Poesie.
These and other Renaissance critics share two beliefs about the comic: that
its primary source is found in one or more of the varities of physical or intellectual
ugl iness, and that its primary techn ique is the use of surprise. The importance of
ugliness derives from Aristotle's dictum that the laughable "consists in some blunder
or ugliness that does not cause pain or disaster. " 1 It is man ifested in such statements as Sidney's assertion that we laugh at "thinges moste disproportioned to
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our selves and nature I such as) deformed creatures" 2 and Wilson's observation
that "the fo ndnes, the filthines, the deformitee, and all suche evill behauior, as we
se to bee in other" cause our laughter. 3 Not all instances of ugliness arouse laughter,
however, for we are warned that we should not laugh at "a sillie sou le in miserie and
calamity," who deserves our sympathy, or at "a naughtie knave and common
ribauld, because a man would thinke that these men deserve to be other wise punished, tha n in jesting at." 4
In addition to such moral or ethical considerations, th e Renaissance critics
recognized t hat the method of presentation also tempers our reac tion to a comic
character. Among the most thorough of the Renaissance tracts on the laughable,
Vincenzo Maggi's On the Ridiculous considers in detail Aristotle 's reference to the
ridic ulous (Tei Ge/ion, Poetics, 1449a) . There are, Maggi says, three types of ugliness circumscribed by the ridiculous: ugliness of body , of mind, and of external
actions. Each of these, in turn, may be real, pretended, o r accidental. None of
these forms of ugliness, however, is sufficient in itself to arouse our laugh ter; all
require the addition of surprise for their comic effect:
Now although it is clear that all ridiculous things are deduced from
the categories enumerated above, nevertheles those things cannot
by t hemselves man ifest their true function unless wonder be added . 5

In his use of the term odmirotio, translated here as wonder, Maggi seems clearly to
mean surprise, an element crucial not only to Renaissance theory, but to modern
views of t he comic as well. 6

II
If Maggi and others are correct, if surprise is central to comic effect, then it
follows that our second reading of, say, Midsummer Night ' Dream would provoke
far less laughter t han our first. But as Bertrand Evans has shown in his study of
Shakespeare's comedies/ this popular stricture abou t the necessity of surprise to
comic effects simply will not stand up against what actual ly occurs in comic literature. It does, of course, work for some forms of humor, particularly for jokes, in
which the entire comic effect is predicated upon a single - and surprising - incident or statement. For most extended comic works, however, surely for those
worthy of more than just our passi ng attention, surprise plays at best a minor role.
At times, in fact, our appreciation of the comic effects of any given character may
increase when we see him in action for the second, third , or even the tenth time.
Furthermore, our laughter is often generated by seeing precisely what we expect,
rather tha n by the opposite. 8
In actual comic practice, our sense of anticipation is often played upon by
t he author. Comic characters are usually, if not invariably, announced in such a
way that we know from the start that they will be comic. Spense r presents one
of the most striking examples of th is method. In introducing Braggadoch io, his
superbly comic miles gloriosus, Spenser departs rad ical ly from his normal procedure of al lowing our knowledge of the character to accumulate slowly as we
see him in action. Ra t her, Braggadochio is thoroughly charac terized on his first
appearance. He is, the narrator tells us, "a losell ... / One that to bountie neuer
cast h is mind/ Ne thought of honour euer did assay/ His baser brest ... " 9
These initial comments on Braggadochio, this pretender to "gay portaunce"
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and "gallan t shew" assert his foolish va nity unequivocally, and in nearly every
subsequent ac tion of which he is a part, his "pleasi ng vai ne of glory vaine" determines his every move . It would have been enough , perhaps, for Spenser merely
to have told us that Braggadochio stea ls Guyo n's unattended horse and spear;
such an act ion would in itself demonstrate that he is unworth y to be called a knight.
But by stressing his affecta tion , Sp enser enables us to appreciate far better his
blustering challenge to Trompart and his timorous res po nse to t he a pproach of
Belphoebe a few stanzas later. In nei th er instance are we surprised by Braggadochio's words o r actions; rather, he ac ts precisely as we have been led to believe
that he will.
Sidney's Dametas presents a somew hat more problemat ica l case because
the first mention of his seems to be praise. He is said to be a man "in whose blunt
truth !Ba ilius] had great confid ence." 10 We realize that the pra ise is ironic when
Philanax attempts to dissuade Basi lius from allow ing Dam etas to be Pamela's governor, and when Dam etas finally appears severa l pages later, the narrator leaves no
doubt abo ut what this rude shepherd is really like:
He was a short, lean fellow, of black hair, and notably backed for
a burden, one of his eyes out, his nose turned up to Jake more air,
seven or eight long black hairs upon his chin, wh ich he called his
beard, his breast he wore always unbu11oned, for heat, and yet, a
stomacher before it for cold, even untrussed, yet points hanging
down, because he might be trussed, if he list, ill-gartered for a
courtlike carelessness, only well shod for his father's sake, who
had upon his death bed charged him to take heed of going wet.
(p. 39)
After such a n introduction we could hardly be expected to take seriously anythi ng
Dametas does. Perhaps the only surprise he co uld offer us would be to partake
seriously in serious act ion.
In drama such int roductions are not quite so simp le, for the d ramatist cannot
depend upon a narrator but must provide the characterizat ion through dialogue .
onet heless, earl y characterization of comic figures is a com mon practice. Maria's
assessme nt of Andrew Aguechcek as "a fool," "a great qu arreler" and "a coward "
before he even arrives on stage prepares us fo r his comic actions. 11 And in the same
play, Olivia's early characterization of Malvolio, "sick of self-love" and possessed of
"a distemper'd appetite" (I.iv), even though it is spo ken directl y to Malvolio, tells
us what he is like before he has had a full o pportunity to displ ay his comic flaws . At
t im es, of co urse, we must infer from th e character 's own sta tements what he is like,
but even in such instances the evidence comes earl y, before we see him in act ion .
Bottom, for exam pl e, provides us with an unmistakable clue to his foo lishness in
his first line when he blunderingly misuses "generally" instead of "severa ll y" and
"scrip " rather than "script. " 12
Having seen from their initial appearances that such charac ters are fools, we
are not at a ll surprised when their later ac t ions and speec hes are foolis h. While many
theorists may believe th at violation of expectatio ns is ce ntral to hum o r, the comic
wri ters of th e Renaissance seem to have realiLed that the most effect ive com ic
characters are those who fulfil l our expec tat ions.
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Ill

It is relatively common to distingu ish between two general t ypes of com ic
characters, those with whom we laugh and those at whom we laugh. 13 Those
comic characters at whom we laugh may be said to be of two types, both fo ol ish ,
but quite different in the ways t hey act. George Puttenham makes a di stinction
between what ca n be called natural and affected foo ls:
. . . when we see o r hcare a natura l foole and idiot doe or say any
thing foo lishl y, we laugh! not at him : but when he doeth or speakcth wisely, because th is is un like himself: and a buffonne or counterfai t foo l, to hear him speake wi sely which is like himselfe, it is
no sport at all , but for such a counterfai t to ta lke and loo ke foo lishly it makcth us laugh, because it is no part of his natural!, fo r in
every uncomeli ness there must be a certai ne a bsurd itie and t he
dispro port ion to nature, and the o pinion of the beholder to make
th e thing rid iculo us. But fo r a fool e 10 talke foo li shly or a wiseman
wisel y, there is no such absurdit ie or dispropor tion. 14

While Puttenham is sure ly correct in his comments about these two types o f comic
characters, I wou ld like to offer an alternate defin ition of the affected fool. He is
a character who abandons his normal role to adopt a secondary role for whi ch he
is transparently unsuited; he remains comic , however, on ly insofar as he is ab le to
return at will to his " normal" role. 15 Such a definition will not only help us better
articulate a commonly perceived point of intersection between comic and tragic
figu res, bu t will also help us understand what happens to such characters as Malvo lio or Falstaff, who undergo a transformat ion from the comic to the more nearly
pathetic.
Shakespeare's Bottom the Weaver is surely an affec ted foo l. His " norma l"
role is one which we never actually see in the play, alt hough we know perfectly
well what it is: he is a workman, an artisan , a man who, as Ph ilostratc says, is among
those "Hard-h and ed men , that work in Athens here , / Which never labored in their
minds t ill now" (V .i). We may presume that Bottom is well suited for th is role ; he
is an adequate if not a highly successfu l weaver, and we have no reaso n to doubt
h is abilities. It is on ly his as pirations which are suspect. But Bottom and his companions attempt to abandon th eir normal roles when they und ertake the production
of the play for Theseus's wedding - in which , much to our delight, they are so
appal lingly unsuccessful. It is, of course, obv ious throughout the play t hat "Bottom
the Actor" can become "Bottom the Weaver" aga in at any time; he may play either
ro le he wishes - his ow n or his adopted role - not with equal success, but at least
at his own whim.
Th e situation is quite different for the tragic fig ure. In t he opening scene of
King Lear, we see Lear's conscious dec ision to give up his primary, norma l role, the
kingship. At 'the same time , at least in his relationshi p with Cordelia, he also abandons the role of father and, as a subsidiary to giving up the kingship, he event ually
loses the role of military leader through the machinations of Goneril and Regan.
T he role whic h Lear wishes to adopt , King-and-Father-in -Retirement, is beyond his
grasp for a variety of reasons : the scheming of his daughters, his own personality,
perhaps even the nature of the kingship itself. Lear has attempted to abandon his
normal role in order to adopt another for which, we quickly realize, he is trans42

parently unsuited - bu t we would hardly call him a comic figure.
T here is, however, a crucia l distinction between Bottom and Lear: if unsuccessful in his adopted role as actor, Bo ttom may simp ly go on being Bottom the
Weaver, dissatisfied with his lot, perhaps, but certainly no worse off than he was at
the start; Lear, on t he other hand, has no suc h option of return until it is too late:
once he has given up t he crown, there is no ret urn when his ado pted ro le fai ls to
meet his expectations. Trapped, as it were, in a nether world, a world in which he
has neither the perquisites of kingshi p nor the serenity of retirement, he becomes a
tragic figure. Hav ing attempted to fo rfeit only the respo nsibil it ies, he has in fact
forfeited a 11.
T h is distinction between com ic a nd tragic characters may also help us better
understand such a character as Malvolio, who shifts from a comic to a more nearly
pathetic chara cter near th e end of Twelfth Night. Throughout most of th e play,
Malvolio is indeed an affected fool and t he object of our laughter, bu t in the
" prison" scene of Act IV, he becomes, if not act ua lly pathetic , at least " non-comic."
We may stil l laugh when the disguised Feste taunts Malvolio, yet one feels a strange
sense of discomfort in laughing at him. 16 In adopti ng his unsuitable role, Malvolio
has become trapped ou tside of his norma l ro le. He has been made to be lieve that he
will be a suc.cessfu l cour t ly lover, but Feste, Toby, and the o t he rs have so manipulated him that t hose not in o n the plot take him to be mad . The ro le, that is, has
misfired for Malvo lio ; he has become trapped by it and in it, unable to return again
of his ow n vo lition to being "just Malvolio. " And it is s11ecifically because of h is
inability to drop his fa lse role and return to his natural ro le that he becomes more
nearly pathetic than com ic.
Falstaff faces a simila r situation in // Henry IV. Once Pri nce Hal has become
King Henry, there is no place in the new order for old John Falstaff, fit companion
for an errant prince, but hard ly suited for t he serious atmosp here surrounding the
new ki ng. Falstaff has practised h is ro le of jo kester for so long that he is unable to
turn to any other, more suitab le role. He has not changed, but his society has, and
it has left him role-less, unable to co ntinue in his adopted ro le, bu t incapab le of
turning to any other.
Affected fools must also be d ist ingu ished from cha racters who take on disguises. Whi le we may laugh at the events involving Vio la while she is disguised as
Orsino's page, she is sure ly not an affected fool. Sim ilarly , we would not ca ll Sidney's Ze lmane an affected fool, alt hough Pyroc les is hardly fi t to be a woman,
des pite his disguise. An affected characte r pretends to be something other than what
he 1s, while at the same t ime maintain ing his ow n identi ty as a person . Braggadochio
is not conten t merely to wear t he disguise of a valian t knig ht; he wa nts people to
bel ieve that he personally is a valiant knight. The cha racter who cha nges identities,
on the other hand, one who adopts a disguise, wants to supp ress his rea l iden t ity.
Rosa lind wan ts Orlando to believe that she rea ll y is Ganymede; V iola wants O rsino
to believe her really to be a young man. The affected character wants people to
believe him to be better than he is; t he disguised character is content merely to
appear to be someone e lse.
Of cou rse, disgu ise in Renaissance comedy freque nt ly involves a male-female
ro le reversal, and often produces co nsiderable humor. But most often that humor
resu lts from irony. When Viola says to Orsino, " I am all the daug hters of my
father's house" (I I.iv), we know a second, ironic, intention for her statement be43

cause we are aware of her disguise. She has not revealed he r character through some
sort of mis-speech; ra ther, she has invested her speech with a seco nda ry mea ning
known on ly to those who know her true identity. The speeches of affected fools,
however, are ofte n humorous because of mis-speech; there is no iro ny -intended by
the speaker, but mere ly an attempt to impress. Havi ng adopted a role above his
ab ilities, t he affected character falls into a rhetoric wh ich is easi ly recognized as
foo lish. Th e muddled language of a Bottom or a Dogberry is not, of course, the
only mark of the affected foo l, but it is a primary clu e to his affectat ion, and when
it occurs we know that we are seeing such a cha ra cter in action.
Affected fools must a lso be distinguished from such "nat ural foo ls" as Shakespeare's Snug o r Verges. Affected fools do o r say foo lish t hings as a direct result of
the ir attempts to make t hemselves a ppear better than they real ly are; nat ura l fools
do or say foolish things without in a ny way attem pting to fool o th ers. An affected
fool says what he thinks his audito rs expect of one of his pretended sta tu re; a
natural fool speaks the " truth" as he sees it, no matter how foolish it may be. The
natura l fool seldom plays more than a minor role, providing an occasional laugh but
afford ing littl e opportunity for sustained comedy and virtua ll y none for character
develo pm ent . Perhaps, in fact , it is his very one-di mensiona lit y which makes this
type o f fool such a favorite butt both in comic literature and in jokes. There is so
little to him that we have no way of sympathizi ng w ith hi m and thus readily accept
him as a victim .

IV
Like characters we laugh at, t hose we laug h with are of two types , wits a nd
comic cata lysts. Th e comic wit arouses our laught er by his comme ntary in response
to the words or actions of others. His humor , which is a lways verbal, comes at the
expense of others. Included in th is group are the professional fools - e.g. Lear's
companion or Feste - and such characters as Touchstone, whose clever use of
language, read y answers, and quick interpretat ions deligh t, a nd perhaps eve n surprise, both other characters and the audience. Their escapad es are fo und not only in
extended comic texts, but also in th e Renaissance jest collecti o ns. They receive the
most attention from such commentators as Wilson a nd Castiglione, who are primarily concerned with producing effective public speakers and thu s concentrate thei r
primary efforts on discussions of types of witty remarks. But like the natural fool,
the com ic w it do es not allow for a very thorough character izatio n and thus is most
often a relative ly m inor characte r.
The final type of comic figu re , th e comic catalyst, often pla ys a more significant role than any of the others. The catalyst provokes ot hers in to acting in ways
wh ich we find laughable ; he is, in effect, a foo l-maker. In his role as provocateur,
the catalyst is not, st rictly speaking, a comi c f igure in himself; yet without him a
great many comic scenes would never material ize. Among the catalysts are such
characters as Volpone and Mosca, Subtle and Face, or Poi ns and Hal when they
unmask Falstaff's cowardliness in / Henry I V. It is interesting to note how often
catalysts come in pairs; even Puck has his confidences with Oberon . Aside from
provoking comic actions from oth ers, the catalyst and his confidant often provide a
crucial element for our enjoyment of the comic: in their open discussions of what
they plan to do, they let us in on the joke, provide a sense of collaboration on the
part of the aud ience, a sense of being d irectly involved , a lbeit only by proxy, in the
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comic action.
But the catalyst need not intend to provoke laughter by his actions. While
Hal and Poins may intend to make themselves and others laugh when they unmask
Falstaff, Volpone doe not deceive his victims only because he wants a good laugh.
His purpose is far more sirtister and se lf- erving. He foo ls his victims, and we laugh
at them only coincidentally. Regardless of his intentions, though, this type of
character serves as the catalyst to the comic action; once we get to know him, we
know that each time he appears we are likely soon to have cause for laughter. The
catalyst performs as his major action the unmasking of affected fools, revealing their
true character, if not to the audience, at least to the other cha ract ers. Through the
action of Volpone , Corbaccio, Corvino, and Voltorc are all exposed; Subtle and
Face show what hides behind the masks of the avaricious fools who hope to gain
from th e alchemist 's secrets. The cata lyst demonstrates just how unfit his victims
are for their adopted roles by making explicit the true personalities hidden by their
affectations.
Recognizing the role of the catalyst is important, but we must also be aware
that the best comic characters are those who do not remain a lways of one type.
Feste is always a wit, Aguccheek remains always a fool (eve n when he participates
in th e plot agai nst Malvolio). Diccon·, in Gommer Gurton's Needle, always remains a
catalyst. It is his mischief which creates the comic complications of the play, Garnmer Gurton's animosity toward Dame Chat, and Dame Chat's beating of Doctor
Rat. But Diccon never really departs from his role as causative agent, even in the
end, when his role in causing the events is revealed to the other characters. And
perhaps because they never change, these characters are not quite so satisfying as
those, like Volpone or Falstaff, who move from type to type.
Throughout most of the play bearing his name, Volpone is a comic catalyst,
yet near the end he becomes a fool , the butt of Mosca's plotti ng . Falstaff, too,
shifts from type to type, sometimes catalyst , sometimes wit , and sometimes the
direct object of our derisive laughter. The most satisfying characters are those who
defy any sort of ready classification, those who, li ke Falstaff, are both witty in
themselves and "the cause that wit is in other men ." T hose who fit perfectly a
sing le category, although they may provoke considerab le laughter, are in the end less
than fully satisfying. Falstaff, perhaps more t ha n any other comic figure, shifts
rapidly from role to role, never entirely revealing the true personality which lies
behind those roles. At just those times when we think that we see the rea l Falstaff
- caught, for example, in his lies about the Gadshill Road inciden t - he makes a
quick recovery and places between himself and his would-be tormentors (and the
audience) another mask . 17 He successfully masks and remasks himself until we cannot be sure who the "real Falstaff" might be. Is he the coward who pretends death
when under attack, or the blustering fool who claims credi t for Hotspur's death?
Is he the cowardly highwayman of Gadshill , or the witty king surrogate to Hal's
prince? We simply cannot know , for he is all of these and more, a composite of
masks in a sing le personality.
By recognizing the multiplicity of comic types, whet her in severa l different
characters or within a single character, we are belier ab le to understand the art of
the comic writer. The best comic writers are not those who sub cribe to a single
theory of charac terization and lry to wrench a ll of their characters into a narrow
mold. They are, rather, those who make th e broadest use of severa l types, and their
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best characters are t hose who exhib it a part icular unwillingness to be t ied to a
part icula r ty pe.
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M achi avelli 's Th e Prin ce:
A Lexical Enigma
Jea ne Luere
University of Nor1hem Colorado

THE VENERATION OF MACHIAVEL LI
It al ians today, especially F lorentines, unreservedly venera te their na t ive son,
Nicco lo Machiavel li, 16th century Ital ian po lit ica l figure, along w it h F ra ncesca
Petrarcha , Dante Alighieri, and Miche langelo Buonarroti ; they attach no stigma, no
unfavorab le connotation, to the adjective "Mach iave llian," co in ed from t he name so
famous in literature and legend. An American abroad encoun ters this tota l ve neration of Mach iavell i wit h some bewilderment, for we are prone to att itudes like t hat
of Thomas Babington Macaulay , who wrote , "We doubt whethe r any name in literary history be so general ly odious as that of Machiave lli." 1
Confronted with the enigmatic attitudes toward Mach iavel li, the American
abroad notes that Th e Prince is read in Italy to day not in t he o rigina l, old- Italian
language ve rsio n, but in t ranslat ions into "lingua corrente" or "l ingua moderna."
(Modern ve rsio ns are necessary because of t remendous cha nges which have al tered
t he Italian language sin ce medieval a nd Renaissance t imes, m uch like the evo lu tion
of o ur ow n la nguage from Middle English to today's idiom. (T hese have been treated
at length by Fredi Chiapel li in Studi su/ linguaggio de/ Machiavelli, Firenze, Ita lia,
F. Le Monnier, 1952 .) This observation leads to the theory that discrepancies between current Italian translations a nd our Engl ish versio ns o f Mac hiave lli 's orig inal
manuscrip t might have arisen and been compoun ded du ring th is two-direc t ional
route of tra nslatio n, pe rhaps giving a decidedly different slant to Mach iavelli's original statemen ts, nuances of mean ing to h is concept s, and exp lai ning in part the
current divergent Ita lia n and Eng lish attitudes toward Mach iavel li.
To t est the validity of this hypothesis, one can begin with t he Engl ish tex ts
of The Prince most widely adopted fo r o ur col lege humanities and literature classes:
the Everyman 's Lib rary Edition (tra nslated by W. K. Marriott), the Oxford Un iversity Press Edi t ion (now published u nder t he ser ies titled Classics of Western
Thought, t ranslated by Luig i R icci), and t he Penguin Edi t ion (translated by George
Bull ). Pert inent passages from these versions can be checked at Firenze's Biblioteca
Nazionale again t corresponding passages in Mach iavel li's origina l six teent h century
II Principe, in edition such as th at of the Biblioteca Smlaslica di classici italiani,
itse lf a re issuing of the "edizione prima veneta" (first sold edi tion) marked "in
somma accuratessa ristampato" (very ca refull y reprod uced). One ca n consult a
statistica l survey b y Professor Paola Guasco ni di Villamcna, English Department ,
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University of Florence, ltaly ,2 dealing with popular Italian language editions circulating in libraries and classrooms of Italy's preparatory colleges and Firenze's
Biblioteco Nazionale, and can check the pertinent passages mentioned above against
those in two popular texts, II Principe in lingua itoliona moderna, 3 ca ll ed popularly
"The Casa Edition," and II Principe in lingua corrence, 4 know n as "T he Caffo
Edit ion." One need only reflect upon our own attemp ts at rendering Chaucer or
Shakespeare into modern English, or to recall the imbrogl io co nnected with translations of Aristotle 's Poetics from the Greek into Ita lian and English , to appreciate
the immensity of the variation among the three types of editions of The Prince :
the old and the two new , each in a different language. The d isc repanci es almost
everywhere apparent ca n best be ill ustrated through a concise contrast of five
representative passages.

PASSAGE ONE
From Section VIII of Mach iavelli's work, a passage dealing with the proper
uses of cruelty seems upon first reading accurately rend ered in all versions and appears to leave no room for conjecture. The Italian original, both in the earliest
avai lab le undated manuscript marked "Edizione prima vencta" and those reproduced in facism ile by the Biblioteco Scholostico di clossici ita/ioni (of which the
Lisio edition 5 is representative), and the modern Ita lia n translations all use the word
"crudelta" repeatedly, insisting that a prince must employ cruelty without hesitation . If anything, the English versions - the Marriott translat ion in particular6 - are
less harsh, sometimes using the word "severities" to connote what the modern
Italian and the original versions call "cruelties." However, a disparity arises in outlining the purposes for the action. Machiavelli's origina l justified such action when
one's own safety depended upon it : "Bene usate [la crudelta] , . , che si fanno a un
tratto, per la necessita dello assicurarsi . . . " (Liso, p. 61). Most English versions
agree - for examp le, the Marriott translation : "[ Severities] may be called properly
used .. . that are applied at one blow and are necessary to one's security" (Marriott,
p. 14), and the very w idely circu lated George Bull translation : "Cruelty is used
well ... when it is emp loyed once for all, and one's safety depends on it. " 7 In both
instances, the emphasis is clearly on the safety of the ruler himself. Yet most of the
modern Italian translations alter this passage by deeming the cruelty necessary not
for t he ruler's own safety, but, sel fl essly, for the protection of one's dominion , as
in the Caffo Edition : " [Crud elta[ si possono retenere usate bene .. , quelle che
compiono tutto in una volta per la necessita di assicurare ii proprio dominio ... "
(Caffo, p. 111). For the twentieth-century Italian reader, editions like the Caffo,
avowing th e cruel or treacherous actions necessary for the country's good or for the
continuity of power and control, not for the prince 's own personal safety, surely
make Machiavelli's statement somewhat less reprehensible than in either the original
Italian or the English version.

PASSAGE TWO
Close study of a seco nd passage from The Prince, also from Section VI II
(a passage stressing the new prince 's need to inflict injuries upon subjects), shows
that the original Ital ian manuscript used a word mean ing either "resentments" or
"lesser offenses" to describe what a new prince must expect to incur or to inflict
when occupying a new state ; English translations use the word "inj uries," implying
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physical injuries, in place of the original's "resentments" or "lesser offenses;" while
many of the modern Italian translations use " violenza" (violence).
Specifically, t he Italian original gives us these words: "Onde da notare che,
nel pigiare uno stato, debbe l'occupatore di esso discorrere tutte quel le offese che
gli necessario fare ... " {Lisio, p. 61) . But Eng lish versions usually read thus: "So
it should be noted that when he seizes a state, the new ruler ought to determine all
the injur ies that he will need to inflict .. . " {Ma rr iott, p. 14) . This rendering makes
the prince t he bestower of the in juries, not the receiver of the resentments. Bull's
popular English translation fol lows Marriott's almost word for word . As for modern
Italian translations, Caffo writes that the new occupant "deve calcolare tutte le
violenze che gli necessario compiere" {Caffo, p. 113). while the Casa edition substitutes the word "crudelta" (Casa, p. 42) for th e Caffo's "viole nze."
A summary of t hese variances in passage two reveals that the word "offese"
in t he Ita lian original, meaning "rese ntments " or "minor offenses," has mi lder
implications than our English versions' word "injuries. " Most of us would agree that
a new ruler must look ahead to the resentments he may encounter; this differs from
a ruler planning ahead for the "i njuries " necessary, especially when the word "injuries," more in the English language than in the Italian, has physical rather than
mental connotations. Here then, Machiavelli's concept seems less objectionable, less
odious to us, when we read the original document rather than rely upon our English
translations. As for the modern Italian translations, their use of "violence" may
seem more objectionable and severe than the original Ital ian "resentments," but less
odious than the modern English reference to physical injuries that a prince must
encounter or inf Iict.

e
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PASSAGE THREE
Passage three, from Section XVI I of The Prince, on the proper attitude toward one's being held in ill repute, as it appears in most editions of all three sorts,
old Italian, modern Italian, and English, contains only minor variations in language.
The original Italian urges the prince " non si curare della infamia di crudele, per
tenere Ii suddit i sua uniti e in fede .. . " (Lisio, p . 98). The modern Italian Casa
version, in co ntrast , is almost insouciant, referr ing to "bad reports or reputation"
rather than to "infamy or disgrace" to describe what a prince may incur from his
actions: "Pertanto un principe deve non curarsi della mala fama di crudelta ... "
(Casa, p. 77). The Caffo edition substitutes the word " nomea" [reputation] {Caffo,
p. 161) for the original 's harsher word meaning infamy or disgrace. The English
versions support the Ital ian translations : "So a prince should not worry if he incurs
reproach for his cruelty . . . " (Bu ll , p. 95) and "So long as he keeps his subjects
united and loyal , a prince ought not to mind the reproach of cruelty" (Marriott,
p. 23).
Machiavelli, more gravely than his translators, admitted that infamy would
result from exacting loyalty from one's subjects, but his advice is the same: pay no
heed to such disgrace.

PASSAGE FOUR
It is in passage four, from Section XVII , on Machiavelli's estimation of mankind, that the most pronounced disparity appears in the various sources. To humanities students and scholars accustomed to the Rena issa nce's estimation of mankind
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as only slightly lower than the angels (i.e ., Pico Della Mirandola 's e say " On the
Dignity of Man"), this passage is crucial ; Machiavel li's words in the original show he
fe lt men to be "ingrati, volubili, simulatori e dissimulatori, fuggitor i di pericoli,
cupidi di guadagno ... " (Lisio, p. 99), and al l because of their innate condition as
" Ii uo mini tr ist i" (Lisio , p. 99). Modern Italian translations give the same list of
hu man weaknesses, then attribute them to "g li uomini malvagi" (Caffo, p. 171 ). But
t he most widely circu lated modern Italian edition, the Casa, omits in its entirety this
crucia l passage in which Machiavelli gives his dire opinion of mankind (Casa , p. 78).
The text is taken up again at a point at which Machiavelli is discussing a prince' hesitance to take the property of any of his subjects. Bull's English version, following
the original Italian, calls men "ungrateful, fickle, liars, and deceivers," (Bu ll, p. 96),
and says "t hey shun danger and are greedy for profit . .. " (Bull, p. 96) . But his
t ra nslatio n attr ibutes these weaknesses to man's innate co nd ition as "wretched
creat ures" (Bull, p. 96). T he original Italian had called them "unfortunate and sorrowful" (Lisio, p. 99). Most severe is the Marriott translation, which lists the same
weak nesses as t he original and the Bull translation, but attributes the weaknesses,
the lack of loyalty, to man's primary nature, in these words: "owing to the baseness of men" (Mar riott, p. 24).
Ana lysis of passage four shows, t hen t hat Mach iavelli, in his manuscript, saw
man as unfo rtu nate in his weaknesses; the modern Italian translations either show
man as disposed to wickedness, or omit the contemptuous passage entirely; and our
Engl ish translations tell us that Machiavelli considered man to have an inborn baseness and wretchedness of character. While neither English nor Italian translations
reflect the original Machiavellian thought, surely the English versions are the more
denigrati ng. We can acknow ledge a certain disposi t io n to wickedness upon occasion,
but we deny a base and wretched nature.

PASSAGE FIVE
Passage five, from Section XVI I, centers upon inhuman cruelty as a virtue or
an ach ievement. The original praises Hannibal for his magnificent disciplining of
troops and for t he tota l lack of dissension among his forces, and attributes both to
"sua inumana crudel ta, la quale insieme con infi nite sua vir tu . .. " (Lisio, p. 100).
Notwit hstand ing the Re naissa nce use of the word "virtue" in a humanistic rather
than moralist ic sense, note that Machiavelli 's phraseology does not list "crudelta"
as a virtue itself. Modern Italian versions follow Machiavelli closely, with " inumana
crudel t a, la quale, assieme sue numerose pregevoli qualita ... " (Caffo, p. 173). The
Casa edition concurs : it does not call "crudelta" a virtue. But English translations,
such as the Bull version, along with many other wide ly circu lated editions - particularly th e very popu lar Ri cci rend ition published by Oxford University Press and reprinted in a text used in university humanities classes, Classics of Western Though!,
Vol. 11 - give t he student a different nuance. The English versions usually read
t hus: "T his [lack of dissension! could not be due to anything but his inhuman
crue lty, whic h together with his infinite other virtues, made him always venerated ... " 8 Close reading shows that the insertion of the word "other," not in the
origi nal Ita lian manuscript nor in the modern Italian versions, makes it appear
u neq uivoca l to English readers that Machiave ll i considered inhuman crue lty a virtue, an eq uat ion quite repugnant to us, regardless of whether we env ision "vi rtue"
in t he Renaissance human istic sense or in the more recent moral sense.
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CONCLUSION

In summ ary , within th e scope of this paper, the main effects of d isparate
ve rsions of The Prince o n today's Ita lia n and English readers are these:
(1) Th e Italian reads th at cruel action is necessary for h is country's good ;
t he English readers learns th at cru e lt y is necessary, not for the country's welfare,
but for t he ruler's ow n persona l safet y.
(2) Th e emphasis of the Ita lia n versions o n "resentments," "lesser offenses,"
or "vio lences" as concommitant wi th leadership wo uld be less objectionable to the
reader than the Engl ish version's stress on a lead er 's need to in flic t injur ies.
(3) Both Italian and English readers find their versions to be bad reports
havi ng a repu tation for requiring a leader's cru el necessary actions ; were they to
read the o rigina l, they would see harsher predictions - infamy and disgrace. The
distinc ti on is a matte r of degree.
(4) T he Ita lia n reader encounters a less d enigrating opin ion of mankind than
does the En glish reader; for th e It alian versions picture man as mere ly unfortunate
and sorrowful, while th e English t ra nsl ations labe l h im base and wretched in nature.
Furthermore, because some mod e rn Ita lian versions o mit entire passages deprecating
huma nity, some Italian readers are unawa re of Machiavell i's dire opinion of mankind , so unlike that of some of h is contemporaries.
(5) Th e English reader, but not the Italian, sees inh uman cruelty classified
unequivoca ll y as a "v irtue," a designation th at th e English student of Machiave ll i
finds abhorrent.
Fro m th e diffe rent versio ns of The Prince, o ne perce ives that the twenti ethce ntury Italian forms a more positive opinion o f th e sixteenth-cen tur y giant, Machiavelli, th an does today's English reader. Th e difference arises from a two-directio nal rou te of translation of t he o rigina l old-Italian manuscript, on the one hand into
the twentieth-cen tury " lingua corre nte," and o n t he other ha nd , into our nineteenth
an d tw entieth-cen tury English language. T he two se para te rou t es of translation
compou nd th e numb er of a ltered phrases, inserted words, and omitted passages,
th us acco unting in large part for the divergent attitudes of Italia n and English
reade rs toward Ma chiave lli .
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The Book Index:
Plutarch's Moralia and John Donne
John Shawcross
University of Kentucky

Thomas Carew's elegy on John Donne po ints up an important fact (and distinction): Donne little employed allusions to classical literature and learn ing such
as authors like Edmund Spenser and John Milton did, much to the glee of teachers
and the bane of students. But glosses on Donne's works also turn up relatively few
contemporary or near-contemporary references to informational volumes, whether
in English or in Latin. He knew Galileo's Siderus Nuncius, 1610, and he owned
and used such works as Nicholas Harpsfield 's Oiologi Sex contra Summi Pontiflcotus,

Monosticoe Vitae, Sonctorum, Socrorum, lmoginum Oppugnotores, et pseudomartyres, 1566, and Jacobus Valdesius' De dignitate regum regnorumque Hlspaniae
et honoratiori lo co eis, seu eorum legotis, a conciliis ac Romona sede Jure debito,
1602. Zeus's urns of good and bad fortune, from the Iliad, 24.527, which lie behind 1.24 of the elegy " The Comparison" (" J oves best fortunes urne"), are described in Jean-Jacques Boissard's Emblematum Uber: lpse emblemata ab auctore
delineota, 1588, 1593, and Achille Bocchi's Symbollcorum Quoestlonum de Universo genere, 1555 , 1574, and an emblem given in either volume may have stayed
in his mind, had he known either work . But clear evidence of influence from such
volumes seems lacking, and without a full-scale study of such matters - beyond, for
example, such articles as Josef Lederer's " John Donne and Emblematic Practice" 1 we can not conclude anything very meaningful.
Nonetheless one wonders whether behind some of Donne's works there might
not be informational or inspirational volumes (other than the Bible), whose creative
presence has been hidden to later view because of the manner of Donne's writing. I
want to look at Plutarch's Morolio, not to argue that Donne actually used the work
- though he did - but to suggest the way in which the Morolio could have been used
by him and by others. Wh ile parts of the Morolio were published in England in
Lat in in 15 13 , 1581, 1599, and 1620, in Greek in 1595, and in English translations
in 1530, 1533 , 1535 , 1543 , 1567, 1589, and 1601, it did not appear complete until
Ph ilemon Holland's translation in 1603 . Donne read and used some version in Latin
published on the continent, although this and general reference works are not of
evident importance for Donne 's works. The first printed edition of the Greek was
publ ished in Ven ice in 1509 ; it was reprinted with corrections in Basel in 1542.
The standard early text is by Stephanus (that is, Henri Etienne), Paris, 1572, in
Greek and Latin ; this thirteen-volume text is one that Donne might have used. He
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was poorly prepared in Greek, as he himself acknowledged in talking of the Septuagint, and t hus emp loyed Latin versions of such aut hors as Pl ato, Aristotle , and
Lucian. There are nine references in the sermons to Plutarch a nd two of these give
short quotations in Latin . The volume of Plutarch I shall be look ing at is important
in the history of book production ; it suggests th e kind of thing th at was proba bly
begin n ing to occur in the sixtee nth and ea rl y seventeenth ce nturies in Eng land, since
it includes an index: a uthors perhaps less versed in reading and la nguage skills or in
the art of memory as Frances Yates has described it for us may have used the index
similarly to the way we use one today.
The significance of a book index does not hit most of us until we want to
find something in a huge volume series like the Yale edition of the letters of Sir
Horace Walpole, where none ex ists, or eve n in a little volume like Rosemond Tuve 's
A Reading of George Herbert, which perve rsely does not even list the poems discussed. We assume that at least an index of names will be given in a scholarly or
inform ational text, if not an index rerum, a nd we get annoyed when the index is
sloppy, inaccurate, or incomplete. We try to figure ou t what t he possib le error is
when a reference to p. 136 is not found there : maybe it should be 36, or 236, or
126, or 156, or 137, etc. Surely one of the ear liest vol um es to include an extensive
index rerum, cal led here index locupletissimus, is a 1544 Paris edition of Plu tarch's
Ethico, Seu Moro/io Opusculo (or, " The Ethics, or Mora l Works"), published by
Michael Vasconsanus and Galeoto a Prato. Vasconsanus was a printer flo urishing
in Paris during the period 1532 through 1576. The volume is a fo lio in sixes, paged
on the recto only, with letters on the inner margins ru nning from A to E on the
recto and from F to K on the verso. There are 388 double pages, or 776 pages in
our form of pagination . There is also a table of conten ts with references to folio
pages; the translators of each essay are a lso noted . I report a co py which I own ;
there are copies in th e Br itish Library, St. John's College (Oxford). and the Bibliot heque Nationale. I have fou nd no earlier Plutarch with this kind of index . The
title page advertises that the Morolio are now indeed completely translated from
Greek into Lat in (which is not quite true). and indicates the existe nce of th e index .
The va rious t ranslators of or comme ntato rs on t he Moro/lo include Guarino of
Verona, Ottom aro Luscinio (that is, O ttomare Nachtagall}, Erasmus, Gulielmo
Budaeo, Simon Grynaeus, Ph il ip Melancthon , Robert Br itan no {a ppa rently Robert
Anglicus, who had wri tten on the elements of morality, credi ted here with " Consolatoria ad uxorum " and two accompanying letters), and others.
Probably significant in the production of this index were t he theories of Peter
Ramus (1535-1572), whose work began to appear in 1543. Father Walter J. Ong has
detai led the significance of Ramist logic as a d evice for t he storage and retrieval of
knowledge : Al t hough the arts of memory have their roots in oral culture," he
writes, "they continu e to compete w ith writing and print until they pretty well
die out as significant phenome na in the period immediately fol lowing t he appearance of Paradise Lost in 1667, when the effects of writing and print are maximized
with tables of contents and indexes respondi ng to a se nse of localization of
knowledge on th e page ... " 2 Here in this volume of Plutarch more than a cen tury
before we have not o nly a table of contents but a most richly supplied index giving
what seem to be reliable citations to numerous materials which an author might see k
out either because h is memory has failed or because he is in search of ideas or
imagery or information. 3 The contents are given on one side of a fol io page, in
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double co lumns; the index takes sixty-seven sides of a fol io page, in triple columns.
Before looking at Donne, let me cite just two instances where Morolio may
lie in the background, one altering a common assignment of source for an artistic
idea and the other solvi ng a major crux in Spenser scholarship. Both instances were
easily determinable by use of the index. Important is the rea lization that the Horatian co ncep t of " ut pic tura, poesis," from Ars Poetico, might have been supplied by
Plutarch a nd speci fi cally from an index such as that in the 1544 edition. The only
editions of Ars Poetico in Eng land were the translations of Thomas Drant (1567)
and Ben Jonson (1640) , during th e Renaissance; there were contin ental editions, of
co urse. The index here gives "poetica, loquens pictura" ( IK, 35K, page 9), " Quomodo adolcscens poetas audi re debeat," reads :
We hall steady the young man still more if, at his first entrance
into poetr y, we give a general descrip tion of the poetic art as an
imitative art and fac ulty analogous to painting. And let him not
merely be acq uai nted with the oft-repeated saying that ' poetry is
articu late paint ing, and painting is inarticulate poetry ' . . .4

And we may have solved one of the cruxes of E. K.'s gloss to Spensers's
The Shepheordes Calender by recourse to the Morolio. For the October eclogue,
11 .2 1-22 ("O wha n an honor is it, to restraine/The lust of lawlesse youth with good
advice"), E. K. noted : " Th is place seemth to conspyre with Plato, who in his first
booke de Legibus sayth, that t he firs t invention of poetry was of very vertuous intent." He proceeds to descri be "great solemne feastes called Panegyrica " and the
poetry inspired by th e occasion. Pl utarch's discussion of poetry just mentioned is
rep lete with citations relating poetry to utility and philosophy as.well as refere nces
to Plato ; for exam ple, the marginal notes of p. 19 read: " Poetica ad duo utilis.
Moderatio an im i. Patientia malorum" and " Philosophia in poeticam introducenda."
The text a longside which is the first note tel ls us, " Primum moderat ion i animi famulatur, docetque nu Iii fortunam moleste ac stulte ex probrandam ." The tex t, alongside which is t he second note, reads : "amplificare philosoph icis demonstrationibus
& textimon iis, ita ut inventio tota illis referatur acccpta," a nd cites Plato in the
next sentence, th ree li nes later. Qu ota t io ns th en follow at the bottom of p. 19 and
the top of p. 20 "ex Platonis officina sunt profecta," but there cited is Gorgios and
the Republic. It was ea sy to paraphrase that " Plato . . . sayth, t hat the first invent ion of poetry was of very vertuous in tent." The discussions on pp . 19-20 were
indexed und er " poema laudabi le quale esse debeat," "poetica utilior ne an perniciosior," and " poetice ad philosophiam praeparat," as wel l as " Platonis disciplina
in poesin trad ucenda."
But under th e ent ry " poetica utilior ne an perniciosior" reference is also
given to 8F-G-H which says :
Sh all we then stop the ears of the yo un g, as those of the lthacans
were stopped, with a hard and uny ielding wax, and force them to
put 10 sea in the Epicurean boat, and avo id poetry and steer their
course clear o f it; or rather shall we set them agains t some upright
standard of reason and there bind them fast, guiding and guarding
their judgement, that it may not be carried away from the course
by pleasu re towards that which will do them hu rt?
o, not even Lycurgus, the mighty son of Dryas, had sound
sense, because, when many became drunk and violent , he went
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about uprooting the grapevines instead of bringing the springs of
water near, and thus chastening the " frenzied god," as Plato says,
" through correction by another, a sober, god. " 5

A marginal note alongside 8H , significantly, reads : " Ph ilosophia admovenda
poeticae." The reference to Plato is to Laws 773D in Book 6 : "for people do not
find it easy to perceive that a State should be like a bowl of m ixed wine, where the
wine when first poured in foams madly , but as soon as it is chastened by the sober
deity of water, it forms a fair alliance, and produces a potion that is good and
moderate. " 6
It is, I think, understandable why Plato is referred to by E. K. as having sa id
that the "first invention of poetry was of very vertuous intent"; as cited before,
Plutarch specifically says, "Primum moderationi animi famulatur" and "ita ut inventio tota ill is referatur accepta ," followed by a reference to Plato. In this same essay,
Plutarch alludes to a statement from Plato's Laws, as we have just seen, dealing with
drinking, but this reference in Book 6 of De Legibus is given totally in what I have
quoted, for the topic of th is section of Book 6 is marriage. The reference here is
simply an analogy of argument. If one knew the Laws, as apparently E. K. did , he
would assign a reference to drinking in that work - such as the comment following
Plutarch's line concerning Lycurgus - to Book 1 which raises that subject very
noticeably on pages 637B-641D, 645D-650A (pp . 43-57, 71-87 of the Loeb translation) . Drinking in Book 1 is largely concerned with convival times, feasts, etc., and
although E. K. does not mention drinking, it is implied in his remarks about
"Panegyrica."
Rather than an example of E. K.'s making up a spurious, learned gloss to impress the reader as has been derogated to him, his note for October, 21-22, indicates
a good background and memory, though one not without error. And what of the
other spurious comments he is supposed to have made? Is he such a fabr icator, or
have we simply not investigated possible sources - and possible confusions - sufficiently? One area for investigation would be a work like Plutarch 's Moralia, and one
easy avenue into such investigation - and an easy avenue for an author in search of
ideas, metaphors, topoi, remembered partially or vaguely - is the index such as is
attached to this 1544 edition of the Moral/a. The foregoing investigation of E.K.'s
gloss illustrates both that the Moralia is significant for Renaissance authors and that
the index could have been used to check or obtain certain concepts. Against such a
background, it is more cogent to see Donne, despite a paucity of overt citations to
informational volumes, employing Moralia and an index of the kind to which I refer.
In presenting a letter by Donne to Sir Henry Wotton, written ca. 1600, No. 6
from the Burley MS , f. 296v, 7 Evelyn Simpson noted that Donne's comment in the
letter about "Words seald up in letters be like words spoken in those frosty places
where they are not heard till the next thaw" finds its source in Plutarch 's Moral/a,
"De Profectibus in Virtute ," Chapter 7, and in Rabelais, Book IV , Chapter 55 (the
source of which is Plutarch) . The idea also appears in the verses headed "incipit
Joannes Dones" in Coryat 's Crudities, 1611, though they have not generally been
accepted into Donne's canon :
Its not the French which made his Gynt see
Those uncouth llands where wordes frozen bee,
Till by the thaw next yeare theyr voic't againe.
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These lines from the Coryat poem make clear that the immediate reference is
Rabela is, and that is probably true for Donne in his lette r to Wotten. The reference
in the 1544 Plutarch is to "Commentarius Docens quo pacto se qu ispiam circa virtutem candoremque morum sentiat profecisse," the fi fth chapter, p. 44A . The story
is assigned to Antiphanes, related to an anecdote by Anarcharsis, and applied to
Plato's "fa miliares"; it will be found in Aesop 's Fables, No. 137, of "T he Lion and
the Fox." The ind ex has appropriate entries under " Anarchasidis de Graecis
dictum " (43K) and " Platonis dogmata q uae juventis audiu nt, vix senes animo percip iu nt " (" Plato's ideas which yout hs heard were not und erstood u ntil they became
old men"). Once known of, the simile is easily rediscoverable.
Of the nin e refere nces to Plutarch in George Potter and Evelyn Simpson 's
ed ition of Do nne's Sermons, 8 one simp ly cites him (IX , 379) and three ci te him in
conjunction with Seneca (11 , 354; VI, 42; X, 148). He is also li nk ed with Se neca in
111 , 378-379. In I, 282 he is referred to concerning "defectu oraculorum" (the
si lencing of oracles). the title of one of t he essays of the Moralia, although it and its
usual com pan ions o n Is is and Osiris, Delphos, a nd the Pythian oracles are omitted
from the edit ion I am using . T here is nothing in this reference to the essay title that
suggests Donn e's really having read the work , since the substance of t hat title was
quite well known.
Sermon No. 18,111, 378-379, reads :
" your Senecoes and your Plutorchs have taught you an art, how to
make profit of enemies, because as flatterers d ilate a man, and make
hime li ve the more negl igent ly, because he is sure of good interpretatio ns of his worst actions ; So a mans enemi es contract him, and shut
him up, and make him live th e more watchfu lly, because he is sure
to be calumniated even in his best actions : But th is is a lesson above
Seneco, and Plutorch, reserved for Solomon, and Saint Poul, to make
profit by conferring and placing benefits upo n enemies : And that
is our fi rst branch, Though he be on enemy."

T he t ho ug ht appears in Plu tarch 's De Utilitate ex inimlcls capienda ("How to
Profi t by One's Enemies"), 49D-E .
Is this then profitable? Assuredly it is, to have to live circumspectly,
to give heed to one 's self , and not to do or say anything car lessly or
inconsidera tely, but always to keep one's life unassai lable as though
under an exact regim en. For the circumspection which thus repres·
ses the emotions and keeps the reason ing power with in bounds gives
practice and purpose in living a life that is fa ir and free fro m re proach . . . So persons who have been compel led on account of
enmities to practice soberness of living, to guard agai nst indolence
and contemptuousness, and to let some good purpose prompt each
act, are insensibly led by force of habit to make no mistakes, and
are made orderly in the ir behav ior, even if reason cooperate but
slightly .9

The index enters "inim ici nostri mala nostra prius nob is comperta haben t" ("Our
enemies have laid open our former calamities to us") . Another entry to the same
page is : "lnimicos quam amicos magis in peccando reveretur malitia" ("Il l-will for
our faul ts is more feared from our enemies than from our friends") . The whole of
the essay is pertinent fo r Donne's comment.
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Sermon No. 7, IV, 187, has a margina l notation to Plutarch: " A Ship is a
Ship for ever, etc. if you repa ire it. A liqu id famae addend um. " " Navis perpetuatio"
in the index refers us to 262K, in the essay "N um seni gerenda sit respublica ," where
we read: "atque ita aeternam & interitu i non amplius ab eo tcmpore , quo pr im um
structa est, obnoxiam custodiunt. At gloriae simul & flamae ut persimilis ... . " The
Latin in Donne is apparently quoted from a different Latin translation, wh ereg/orio
has become fomo.
In the margin of Vll.54 , Sermon No. 1, we fi nd the imageof"heartsofmen
overgrow n with hai re," an id ea assigned to Plu t arch . T he index entry "co r Leonidae
pilosum," 1748, refers to the " Ph ilosophi Clarissimi Paral le la," No . 7, "De leonida,"
t hat is, remarks concerning t he king of Sparta who was sla in at Thermopylae. Th e
nam e coming from the word for lion, of course, suggests hair in ess. After having
reported Xerxes's taking away of Leon ida's " corona," Plutarch says : " Quo mortuo
Xerxes car eius excidens, pi losum invenit."
And finally, the murder of Aesop is ci ted from " De Sera Numinis Vindicta,''
in Sermo n 14, VI 11, 28 . "Aesopi mars," as t he index has it, is told at 196H , wh ich
also notes that phrase in the marg in .
While Donne used a nother edition than th e one I cite, it is c lear, first, that he
did emp loy the Morolio for ideas, na rrat ive, and images; second , that he or any other
author seeking out such ideas, narratives, or images could have been greatly a ided by
the kind of extensive index which t his 1544 edition presen ts. Whi le such indices
take a centu ry or so, as Father Ong writes, to become fairly sta ndard, their existence
does multiply a nd some of the modern student's amazement at th e learn ing of th e
past may be just a b it in need of toning dow n. The rise of t he dictionary, explored
by Starnes and Ta lb ert, 10 is a parallel and corroborative fact . Like most of us today,
Renaissance authors were coming to rea lize, I suggest, t hat it is more important to
know where to find something t han to remember ex tensive information about it.
The "some t hing," of course, wou ld first have to be in th e author's general knowledge, a lt ho ugh one wonders whether " Six C haracters in Search of an Author" does
not also have some mean ing for t he Renaissance browser of books. 11
Let me cite a few ra ndom a ll usions or ideas in Donne's poems which might
have been foun d in Plutarch's Morolio through use of such an index as I have described. Perhaps a po int to be made is t hat the Morolio were more important for
sixteenth- and seven teenth-century Englis h literature than seems to have been
ack nowledged. Donne's epigram on Phryne Thy flattering picture, Phryne, is li ke thee,
Onely in this, that you both painted be -

might be compared with remarks in " De Tuenda Bona Valetudine Praecepta," 68F
(the ind ex entry being " Phrynes meretr icis iam anus de se dictum fes t ivum "), bu t
t he u ltimat e and possibly direct source is in " De Fortuna aul Virtute Alexandri
Liber Posterio r," 254A : the index entry is " Phrynes meretriculae aurea effigies") .
The well-known lines of Satyre 111 tel l us that
on a huge hill,
Cragged, and teep, truth stands, and hee tha t will
Reach her, about must. and about must goe;
And what the hills suddennes resists, winnc so;
Yet strive so, that before age, deaths twil ight,
Thy Sou le rest, for none can worke in that night.
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The index entry " Virtu ti s in phi losophia profect us" leads us to the essay on " Progress in Virtu e," mentioned before, where we read, 438-C, of
the very anc ient elucidation o f progress found in Hesiod, which
sets fort he that the way is no longer uphill, nor very steep, but easy
and smooth and readily accomplished, as though it were made
mooth by pract ice, and as though it brought on a light, which is
to be fo und in the study of ph ilosophy, and an ill umination succeeding upon perplexit y, errant t hou ght, and much vaci llation .... For
having given up the common and fa miliar things before gaining
know ledge and possession of the better, they arc carried hit her and
thi ther in the interva l, and oftentimes in the wrong di rection.

Plutarch 's words on progress illum inate Donne's fur th er lines:
hard knowledge too
Th e mindcs indeavours reach, and mysteries
Are like the Sunne, dazl ing, yet plaine to all eyes;
Keep to truth which thou has found . . .

Such an idea of progress exists in " The Second Anniversary," where Donne may
echo Plu tarch's "an indication of the beginning of love is to be found, no t in the
taking de light in the presence of the loved o ne (fo r t his is usua l), but in fee ling a
sting of pain when separated " (42K-43A) , index entry: "A mor vehemens primum
profectus indic ium." (We may a lso be thin k ing of the " Valediction : Forbidding
Mourning.") Or he may echo Plutarch's "because we believe that virtue, eve n when
atte nded by such afflictions, is worthey of our love, we t ry to approach close to it,
and at each experience of this sort give utteran ce to t his sentiment of Euripides,
'The nob ler honor find in everyt hing'" (47E -F) , index en t ry: "Virtutem excipientia
incom mo da, nos ab ea deterrere non debent."
That life is a dream or a sleep, a fai rly commo nplace metap hor, appears not
only in t he sonnet "Death Be Not Proud" ("rest and sleepe, which but thy pic t ures
bee" and "One short sleep past , wee wake eternally"). bu t it begins a verse letter to
Rowla nd Woodward : " If, as mine is, thy life a slumber be,/ Seeme, when t hou
read'st these lines, to dreame of me ." Plutarc h's lener of condole nce to Apollonius
quotes Pin dar: "Qu id autem qu is, quid autem non quis, umbrae somnium homo,"
and co ntinu es : "expresse evidenterque atquc artificiose hyperbo le usus, hominum
vitam aper ui t" (SS H-I), entered as "Umb rae somnium , homin is vita." The sleep of
death is also specifica ll y discussed in this same essay, cited from Socra tes (Pl ato's
Apologia, 40C); Plutarch remarks th at "sleep is rea lly a preparatory rite for death"
("somnus enim certa est mortis im itatio"). 60D (entry : " Som nus, parva mortis
mysteria "). The consolotio of Plutarch's letter, not uncommon to many st atements
abo ut death as a river or a journey, as a means to possible life, as untime ly, provides
a good ge neral background fo r Donne's epicedes and obsequies. For example, in the
"E legie o n th e Lady Marckham," Donne pursu es t he image of t he tears becomi ng
a river or rivers, finally flowing to the sea , expa nding th e image to "Man is the
World, and death the Ocean." Or in the "E legie On the untime ly Death of the
imcomparable Pr ince, HE RY" - th e condolence to Apo llonius is extend ed because
of the unt im ely deat h of his son - Donne concl udes that " T hcrfore Wee / May
safelier say, that Wee are dead, then Hee."
In " T he First Anniversary" Donne talks of " that Anc ien t ... who thought
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soules made/ Of Harmon y: " (11. 311 -312). Although the identification has not
been unquestionably accepted , this is Pythagoras, as reference to the Morolia would
ind icate, regard less of the association of the idea with other Pythagoreans like Aristoxenus. Of Pythagoras, Plutarch in " De Virtute Morali," comme nting on "the
blend of soul and body," writes that this was not unknown even to Pythagoras,
"if we may judge by the man's enthusiasm for the study of music, which he introduced to enchant and assuage the soul" (254D-E). index entry : " Pythagorae
erudit io"). Mo re to the point, under " Pythagorae censura de musica" (3051) in
"Musica" we find: " Pythagoras, abrogabat judicium in Musica a sensibus petitum,
renuem subti lemque eius virtutem discrimen mentis esse dictitans. Atque idcirco
non auditu, sed harmonia in rationum pro rata parte comparatione constituta judi•
cabat . . . . " Incidentally, under "Aristoxenus musicus," 301D, 309B, G, H, Plutarch discusses his work in terms of Pythagorean number theory, describing tones
and semitones, and proportion, but not the soul as harmony . Harmony is discussed
with citations concerning both men at 340B-C.
The problem encountered in examining Donne's work for influence from
informa tional sources is that allusions are relatively few, those few fairly commonplace. Particularly since most are biblical or religio us, the knowledge of such
matters seems fairly well assimilated by Donne and his milieu, and na rrative elements such as might come from Ovid do not generally exist for Donne. The harpies
of Phineus and Pandora and Cal liope and Clio appear in the work of so many
authors, but not in Donne's. In a poem like the verse letter "To the Countesse of
Salisbury," beginning "Faire, great, and good," the total number of notes of an informational or source nature, given by Sir Herbert Grierson in his 1912 edition, is
one, that identifying the recipient. In my own edition of 1967, there are three :
One identifying the recipient, one giving a biblical quotation for the lines on the
creation, and one identifying "o ne borne blind" as Tiresias. In Wesley Mi lgate's
edition of 1967 there are three such notes, plus four more referring to similar
language o r ideas in other Donne poems or sermons; the three notes are one identifying the recip ient , one suggesting that the cave in 1. 72 ("though I / In a darke
Cave, yea in a grave doe lie") is a general reminiscence of the myth of the cave in
The Republic, and one identifying "one borne blind" as presumably Homer. But
perhaps we all should have commented that although the three sou ls of man were
commonly referred to, Donne's lines in this poem may owe something to Plutarch.
Compare Donne's
Wee first have soules of growth, and sense, and those
When our last soule, our sou le immortal! came,
Were swallow 'd into it, and have no name. (11 .52-54)

with Plutarch's "De Placitis Decretisque Philosophorum Naturalibus," Book IV ,
Nos. 4 ("De partibus animae"), 5 ("Qu id animae principatus, & qua in parte").
6 (" De motu animae"). and 7 ("De immortalitate animae") . After talking of the
natural sou l and the sensual soul, Plutarch in the last remarks: "Pythagoras, Plato,
animam mortalitatis immunem : exeuntem enim in animam universi ad sui generis
naturas subvolare . . .. Pythagoras, Platoque, rationis quidem compotem partem ,
non interituram (an imam en im tametsi Deus non sit, opus certe aeterni Dei esse)
rationis autem exortem partem interituram" (166K). There are index entries to
"Animae partes, " "Animae motus," "Animae principatus, & qua in parte," and
"lmmortalitas animae."
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I chose this 84-l ine poem quite random ly. It il lust rates my point well, I
be lieve: wh ile general reference works, as I have previously commented, are not of
eviden t importance for Donne 's poems, we may fi nd importan t reference works
behind Donne's words and id eas, o nce we look for t hem . T his ca n be extended in
genera l te rms to the prose, except where controversy is invo lved a nd where we thus
find a parade of authorities.
A special ized tract like Ignatius his Conclave (16 11 ) is quite ful l of refere nces
to, quotations from, and jibes at contempora ry books of religious argument and
information ; it uses Copernicus, Gal il eo, Brahe, Kepl er, Rond elet, etc.; Aristotle,
Seneca, Machiavelli (who is t ranslated). Martial, Tiberius, Aret ino figure in it as we ll.
But on ly four reference works of the ki nd l refer to here are cited by T imoth y
Hea ly in his edition : 12 Anto nio Scuppus, De His Quae Usu, Sty lo, Praxi et Consuetudine Observantur (1586) ; Anselm Boeth ius de Boodt, Gemmarum et Lapidum
Historia (1609); Petrus Tholosan us, Syntagma Juris Un iversi atque Legum paene
Omnium Gentium (1599} ; and Guido Panci rolli , No va Repreta sive Rerum Memorabilium Recens lnventarum (1602} . Probably these items and o t hers like t hem
should be examined for ideas and allusions in Do nne's other works ; the Pa ncirolli ,
fo r exam pl e, has been noted by Helen Gardne r as the source for two poetic metaphors. Healy cites no Plutarch. However, Do nne links Heraclides, Ecphantus, and
Arista rchus as lesser ph ilosophers who knew the ir place (p. 19). Healy notes that
Aristarc hus was generally credited as t he first defender of the heliocentric un iverse
and t hat Co pernicus cited the others in his preface to De Revo/utionibus. " Copernicus," he adds, "had taken the last two names from Plutarch." The reference is
to " De Plac itis Decret isque Phi losop ho rum Natu rali bus, " Book 111 , "De motione
terrae," S Ii i (165 D): " Ph ilolaus vero Pythago reus circum ignem verti obliqu o in
circulo simi liter soli & lu nae. Heraclid es Ponticus, Ecpha ntus Pythagoreus , cient
quidem terram, verum haudquaquam promoven ter , rotae vero instar card ine suo
nixam , ab occasu ad exortum c irca eum colo i." The index entry is "Motio terrae."
Plutarc h cites Aristarchus just before in Book ll , " De deliquio so lis," XX IIII (16 21 }:
"Aristarchus solem haere nt ibus stel lis a nnumerat, te rram ve ro circum solis orbem
ve rsat : itaqu e e ius inclinationibus obu m brari solem volui t." T he index entry is
" Deli quiu m solis." Do nne is often referr ing to Copernicus in t h is section of his
tract, but co njunct io n of t he t hree names in close proximi t y in discussions of t he
moveme nt of the earth in Plutarc h 's Moral/a is notab ly conven ient.
O n p. 3 1 Donne remarks, " t wo poysons mingled m ight doe no harm"
("vene na inter se comm ista innocua reddere ntur"} . Healy did not fi nd t he image in
Gentillet as Mario Praz had proposed . 13 Donne uses it as a simi le to say that Lucifer
used Machiavelli as " a fit and necessarie inst rume nt to oppose aga inst" Ignatius ;
"that so the skales being kept even by th eir factions, hee migh t governe in peace."
Plutarch in "Quo Pacto Possis Adu latorem ab Amico," 34F, writes : "Non al iter ac
vinum a lioqui remedium efficax ad ve rsus cicutam, si pariter utru nque sommlscuerint,
plane vim venei reddunt immedi cabi lem, quod vini calo re ce lerius ad cor penetret :
ita callida qu idam inte ll ige ntes liberam admon itionem eff icax esse remedium adversus adulat ionem, ipsi libertati mo ned i adu latio nem admisce nt." T he margi nal note
is "Simile"; the index entry is "Ve nenum, cicutae remedium." The ital ic ized
words are t he same ones that Do nne uses. Have we fou nd Donne's "so urce"?
My in te nt io n has been to call attention to the book index as a possib le sou rce
of information and ideas fo r Renaissance authors, particu larly to in stance the signifi61

cance of Plutarch's Moralia and a specific indexed edi t ion of it. Thal such an index
co uld have lain beh in d the usual ly nonglossed works of an au t hor like Donn e suggests a great un tapped source for our understanding of t he learn ing - and the
writing procedures - of va rious au thors of the six teenth century.
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The Problem of Distinguishing Religious Guilt
from Religious Melancholy
in the English Renaissance
oel L. Brann
University of Tennessee

What is the essent ial d ifference between natural melancholy and the guiltstricken conscience of t he sinner? This is the question posed by Ben Jonson (15731637) in his poetic plaint To Heaven :
Good , and grea1 God , can I no11hin ke of thee,
But it must, slra ight, my melancholy bee ?
Is ii inlcrpreted in me disease,
That , laden with my sinnes, I see kc for case ?1

Here Jonson points up the perennial quandary of homo religioso . At stake in its
solutio n is not only the health of the body , but also the salvation of the soul. For
if spiritual guilt cannot be distinguished from natural melancholy , it follows t hat
the corporeal phys ic ian, altogether independently of the clergyman, might be viewed
as possessing adequate expertise for guilt 's "cure."
In Renaissance England , the theme of melancholy came to figure so prominently in literature that the complexion has been dubbed by a modern scholar of
the period "the Elizabethan malady. " 2 The poetic musing of Jonson cited above
should be read against this background, as well as the many references to melancholy in the plays of Shakespeare and in Milton 's two famed poems addressed to
the subject of rel igious me lancho ly, L 'Allegro and// Penseroso. 3 To a large extent
this fad of melancholy in Renaissance England can be attributed to the widespread
propagation of a favorable version of the melancholic disposition as env isaged by
the Flore ntine Neop latonist Marsil io Ficino (d . 1499), who believed, with the help
of Aristotle , th at he had discovered in a moderate ly combustib le form of the furor
melancholicus an apt natural analogue of the Platonic furor divinus. 4 But another
sign ificant influence beh ind the popu larity of this literary affectation need also be
recognized, which has much less to do with a shift from a less favorable to a more
favorab le attitude to melancholy than it has to do with a pronounced shift of gravity
in the general religious cl imate of England condit ion ing given responses to melancholy . This influence consists of an increasi ngly personal sense of responsibility
being assumed by English Protestants - especially by those falling more fully under
the sway of Calvinism - in their endeavor to purge religious guilt from the ir souls.
For in their fixation on the problem of religious guilt, the English Protestants were
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also necessarily preoccupied with the problem of religious melancholy in close
conjunction with religious guilt, with certain of their members, the most notable
examples being the Anglican clergymen William Perkins (1558-1602) and Timothy
Bright (ca. 1551 -1615), composing extended investigations into the perplexing question of how we are to differentiate supernaturally-inspired guilt from merely natural
melancholy.
The object of t he present paper, focusing for evidence upon Perkins, a Puritan, and Bright, a moderate Anglican, will be to demonstrate that the English
Renaissance failed to come to satisfactory terms, at least on a practical level, with
the guilt-melancholy distinction. The poetic lament by one flourishing a generation after Perkins and Bright, Jonson, that his religious gui lt is commonly mistaken
for natural melancholy , represents one instructive literary wit ness to that failure .
Another wr iting which wil l be called upon to testify to that failure is t he Anatomy
of Melancholy by the Anglican cleric exactly contemporaneous with Jonson, Robert
Burton (1577-1640), whose exposition of religious melancholy will be seen to conflate the two states, natural and supernatural, in such a way as to make them virtually synonymous with one another. In conclusion, it will be suggested that in the
aftermath of the sixteenth and early seventeenth century debate over the guiltmelancholy question it was increasingly the tendency of writers to give up as fruitless the attempt to posit rel iable criteria for the distinction of the two states, with
emphasis changing from a primary concern over the essential differences divid ing
supernatural guilt from natural melancholy to one of their essential affiliations with
one another.
II
The chief contribution of Will iam Perkins to the guilt-melancholy controversy
consists of a section of his Whole Treatise of the Cases of Conscience (pub lished
posthumously , 1605), where he asks how the spiritual physician is able to tell the
vexations of a bad conscience from a merely natural distemper of the mind . The
source of widespread confusion over these two separate forms of afflictions, Perkins
maintains, owes chiefly to the second of a two-stage development of the melancholy
condition. The first stage :
is in the brain and head . For this humour being corrupted, it sends
up noysome fumes as cloudes or mists which doe corrupt the imagination, and make the instrument of reason unfit for understanding ·
& sense. Hence follows the first effect, strange imaginations, conceits and opinions framed in the mind. 5

The second stage, in its turn, takes place primarily in the heart. Inasmuch, Perkins
points out, as " there is a concord and consent between the heart & brain and
thought and affections: the heart affecting nothing but that which the mind conceiveth," an ensuing form of melancholy is observed to arise which is easily confounded with a guilty conscience, a result of the fact that "when the minde hath
conceived, imagined, and framed within it selfe fearful thoughts, then comes affection and is answerable to imagination . And hence proceede exceeding horrors,
feares and despaires, even of salvation it selfe. " 6
Of a radically different order than this purely physiological disorder called
melancholy by the medical doctors, Perk ins insists, is true re ligious guilt. For notwithstanding the sense of extreme wretchedness and spiritua l abandon which may
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come with such melancholy, Perkins maintains, "yet the Conscience for all this
jis) untouched, and not troubled and disquieted." 7 How, then, are we to tell the
two states of affliction apart? In response to this question Perkins offers four tests,
each depending upon a fundamental distinction between the imagination and the
conscience. According to the first test, "when the conscience is troubled, the affliction it selfe is in the conscience, and so in the whole man. But in melancholy the
imagination is disturbed and not the conscience." By the second test "the conscience afflicted, hath a true and certen cause, whereby it is troubled, namely the
sight of sinne, and the sense of Gods ·wrath : but in Melancholy, the imagination
conceiveth a thing 10 be so, which is not so: for it makes a man feare and despaire
upon supposed and fained causes." The third test in turn reminds us that " the man
afflicted in Conscience, hath courage in many other matters: but the melancholike
man feares every man, every creature, yea himself and hath no courage at all, but
feares, when there is no cause to fear." Finally, the fourth test consists of the
claim that "imaginations in the brain caused by Melancholy, may be cured, taken
away, and cut off by means of Phys icke: but the distresse of Conscience cannot be
cured by any thing in the world but one, and that is the blood of Christ, and the
assu rance of Gods favour. " 8
In setting forth these four tests for distinguishing a bad conscience from
melancholy, however, it is not Perkins' intention to claim that a guilty conscience
is entirely free of physiological consequences. On the contrary, it is his firm belief
that , though the natura l humors are const itutionally unable to reach into the deeper
spiritual strata where the human conscience rules, the bodily humors with their
inferior status are touchable by the conscience. That is to say, though natural
melancholy is not of sufficient endowment to produce a malaise of conscience,
a malaise of conscience may nevertheless produce natural melancholy. Indeed, in
'keeping with a key Paul ine doctrine (II Cor. 7:9-10) which perm its the conversion
of worldly sorrow in to penitent sorrow - of tristitia secularis in to tristitia secundum
Deum - Perk ins concedes the possibility of effecting a corresponding conversion
within the bodily humors. Thus, in the midst of a list of four remedies of melancholy which includes "quiet and contentation," the stubborn refusal to be swayed
by the imagi nation from trusting in "certaine merciful promises of God," and "the
art of Physicke," Perk ins offers as a fourth possible option the proposition that the
melancholic may transform " his melancholy sorrow" into the "godly sorrow"
spoken of by St. Paul to the Corinthians.9
What for Perkins was but one problem of the human conscience among many,
the true relation between guilt and melancholy, became for his contemporary
Timothy Br ight a central pivot of concern, prompting him to devote an entire monograph to the subject. The cardinal aim of the Treatise of Melancholie, as its author
makes clear in his dedicatory epistle, is to establish "w hat the difference is betwix t
natural melancholy and that heavy hande of God upon the afflicted conscience,
tormented with remorse of sinne, and feare of his judgement: with a Christian
resolution according to my skill." 10 If one basic tra it of Bright's Treatise can be
said 10 set it apart from the iater more famous Anatomy of Melancholy of Burton
upon which it was undoubtedly infl uential, it consists of this largely single-minded
approach to his subject in contrast to Burton's more unfocused encyclopedic treatment of his theme. Bright was peculiarly suited to carry out his task. For beginning
his adu lt career as a physician and concluding it as a clergyman, Bright combined in
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his person both fields of expertise relevant to his assignment.
F irst speaking from the perspective of the corporeal physician, Bright defines
melancholy as " a doting of reason through vain fear procured by th e fault of the
melancholie humour ." 1 1 In this regard Bright does little more than to reiterate the
convention humera l theory inherited through the Galenic medical tradition, though
modified, it must be added, by philosophical rad iatio ns from the Floren tin e Platonic
Academy placing certa in fo rms of melancholy on a more favorable footing. Thus,
reflecting Ficino's revaluation of the Galenic doctrine, Bright acknowledges: "Sometimes it falleth out that melancholie men are found verie wittie, and quickly di cerne." This potentially benefic ial feature of melancholy, Bright explains, resides in
melancholy's quality of dryness, "which is th e drie light that Heraclitus approved ." 12
But it is not Bright's main goal in this tract to dwe ll on the possible virtues of melan choly, ambivalent as its nature may be. It is rather his major intent to differentiate
melancholy, in whatever form it may appear, from religious guilt.
At bottom, Bright 's assessment of th is problem revolves around the same basic
distinction between the imagination and the conscience which characterizes Perkins'
like-m inded endeavor. Whereas, declares Bright, guilt " is a sorrow a nd feare upon
cause, and that the greatest cause t hat worketh misery unto man," melancholy is
"a meere fancy and hath no grou nd of true and just object but is only raised upon
disorder of humour in the fancy ." 13 Hence the mark of a gui lty conscience is that
it "is not of body, and corpora II actions, or decay of servile and temporal uses, but
of the whole nature, soul and body, cut off from the life of God." 14 Melancholy, on
th e other hand, which rules over the imagination rather than the conscience, consists
of nothing more serious than a temporary imbalance of the body fluids which can
be remedied in the here and now by the medical doctor. The same, however, cannot
be said to pertain to the vexations of religious guilt, which ar ise from a much more
profound spiritual level of the human psyche untouchab le by the material humours:
"The cause here is the severit y of God's judgement, summoning the guilty conscience: the subject is the sinneful soul apprehending the terror thereof, which is
not momentary or for a season, but for ever and ever: the issue of this affliction is
eternal I punishment. " 15 Those succumb ing to melancholy always have hope of
recovery through the application of the appropriate physiological medicines. But
those who succumb to relig ious guilt and remain unrepentant, Bright warns, "are
never free from that worme, but with deadly bite thereof are driven to despaire." 16
The quest ion remains, nevertheless, of how, even if we are theoretically able
to distingu ish a guilty conscience from melancholy , we can be permitted to do so in
actual practice. Like Perkins, Bright scarcely clarifies th is aspect of the problem by
conceding that a melancholic disorder is often found in close association with a
guilty conscience per accidens. The reason for the commonplace coexistence of
guilt and melancholy, Bright explains, is that "although no man is by nature freed
from this affliction [of conscience] in so much as all men are sinners, . . . yet is the
melancholike· person more than any subject therunto ." This occurs because the
excessive cogitations of the melancholic tend to overreach what his soul can properly handle, leaving him weaker before the temptation to sin. Moreover, his inner
disposition to br ing all things into doubt make him anxious " not only of this life
but also of the life to come." Thu s, falling into a state of unwarranted solic itude,
the over-ex tended imagination of the religious me la ncholic "maketh him fal l into
debate with him selfe, and to be more than curious; who find ing his actions not
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fitting the natural, . . . and wanting that archpiller of faith and assurance in Christ
Jesus our hope, partly .. . feeleth the verie anguish due unto the sinner, and in that
most miserable condition fal leth into flat dispaire." 17
For Bright, then , whose personal experience has embraced both types of
medicine with which he is concerned , an unyielding adherence to the guilt-melancholy distinction does not entail the admission that the office of the corporeal
physician is simply incidental to that of the spiritua l physician. On the contrary, it
is his view that if natural melancholy is not properly treated by the body's physician
it may well end in sl ipping off into a much more grave affliction of the spirit. "This
commeth to pass," Bright cautions, "when the curious melancholy carrieth the
minde into the sense of such misteries as exceed humayne capacity, and is desirous
to know more then is revealed in the word of t ruth : or being ignora nt of that which
is revealed through importunate inquirie, of a sudden falleth into that gulfe of Gods
secret counselles which swalloweth up all conceit of man or angell." Under the
force of these vehement humoral agitations, the excessively curious melancholic,
"measureing the trueth of such depth of misteries by the shallow modell of his own
wit , is caught & devoured of that which his presumptuous cu riositie moved him to
attempt to apprehend ." 18 Hence it is frequen tl y observed that "melancholy persons, except they be we ll grounded in the word of God . . . , are this wayes most
overtaken, & receave the punishment of overbold attempt of those holy things,
which the Lord hath reserved to his owne counsel I. " 19
Nevertheless, even as Bright freely acknowledges that the natural infirmity
of melancholy is sometimes seen to lapse into a much more serious infirmity of
th e soul, he underscores the need to develop proper criteria for telling the two
closely related but separate infirmities apart. Fo r to fail to do so, he holds just as
adamantly as Perkins, is to mislead the unwary into confusing supernatura l guilt
with natural disease . With the ob ject of assisting his readers to discern "this point
of difference & marke betwixt melancholy and the soules proper anguish, whose
only cause proceedeth from Gods vengeance & wrath apprehended of the guilty
soule," Bright sets forth three evaluative criteria. By the first criterion, a certai n
impact of body upon soul in the case of a guilty conscience is granted, but the
extent of that impac t, unable to be exp lained naturally, must be referred beyond
nature to the supernatural cause of God . By the second criterion, the torment of
the guilty soul achieves an excruciating intensity which cannot be accounted for by
any efficient cause save God alone. And by the third criterion, calling for a cure
adequate to the cause:
The comfort is not procured by any corporal instruments, no
neither is the disco mfort procured or increased that way ; moreover
the cause , the subject, the proper effects are more than corporal .
For although in that case the heart is heavy , delivering a passion
answerable to the fearfull apprehension, yet the sense of those
that are under th is crosse feele an angu ish farre beyond all affliction
of natural passion coupled with that organicall feare and heavinesse of heart .20

Apropos of the last-cited criterion, Bright re-emphasizes the need of the physician to
discriminate between causes and effects, not ing in the case of guilt that " the cause is
not feare nor passionate grief, but a torment procuring these affections." 21
Regardless of whether it is natural melancholy, spiritual dejection, or a com67

bination of the two to which he has become subject, so Br ight seeks to solace the
unhappy anonymous friend for whom his Treatise was composed , he need not give
up hope in his eventual recovery . "Your soul is sicke and not d ead," Brigh t's
"melancholicke friend" is assured, " and fai th is assailed but not overcome." 22 If,
behind the fortress of h is fait h, he has nothing to fear from the assaul ts of Satan
upon h is co nscience, fa r less need he fear , among Satan 's arsenal of weapons, the
attacks of melancholy upo n h is body. Such melancholy, Br ight consoles his d ist raugh t frie nd , is not a co ndem nation but o nly a temptation - al though , Bright
cautions, a temptation which must quick ly be overcome if it is not to deteriorate
into d espair of salva t ion from which recovery is no longer possible. The grieved
personage to whom this regimen is ad d ressed, accordingly, should not lose heart,
inasmuch as:
it appeareth plain ly t hat no sinne hath yet passed yo u, which can
seclude you fro m hope of salvation ; and therefore necessarily it
followeth that the crosse you are now under is an attempt of Satan
agai nst you , to cast you into utter dispaire and if it were possible
to undoe that knot more surely than that of Gord ius, which coupleth us unto our God , and wherew ith we are espoused unto Jesus
Christ : . . . & where against not Satan, nor all his force , or stratageme is able to prevaile. 23

Ill
Neither Perk ins nor Br ight, it should be ev id ent from the above inquiry into
their writings, were entirely successful in coming to terms with the guilt-melancholy
confusion. They are more significa nt for the problem they raise, namely, of how we
are to disentangl e natural from supernatu ra l causat ion in the area of human behavior, than for t heir strained and largely unsatisfactory attempts to solve th at
problem. Th e same can be said for th eir seve nteent h centu ry successors following
up on the ir efforts to preserve a clear-cu t boundary between a guilty co nscience and
natural m elancholy . Among t hese, fo r the purpose of illustra t ion, we can single out
the case of Robert Yarrow , who put forth as a key note of his Soveraign Comforts
for a Troubled Conscience (1634) t he proposit ion: "The causes of these griefs
som e inconsiderately have referred unto melancholy, whereas indeed it is nothing
else but sin. " 24
In support of this now familiar contention Yarrow submits t hat a troubled
conscience often befalls those " which by the disposition of their bodies, are for the
most part free from melancholy," at t he same time, however, blunting the sharpness
with which he makes th is point by t he concession: " though many times, I also
grant, that melancholy passions are joyned and doe concurre with it." But although
allowing, just as did his forerunners in this area, Perk ins and Bright, that a tro ubled
conscience is not infrequentl y accompanied by me lancholy, Yarrow is also in basic
agreem ent with his clerical predecessors that th e two states should be viewed in
fundamental separation from one anot her as a cause from its effect or symptom.
Can it be simpl e physiological melancholy , Yarrow asks, " t hat made Peter so sudden ly single out h imselfe from the rabble of t he h igh Priests servants, and sobbing
full of heavin esse, to utter out t he bitternesse of h is griefc with tears ?" Or in the
same ve in : "Shall we thinke o.f Dav id, t han when hee was taken and troub led with
like perplexities, th at the same did proceed and come of melancholy? " Yarrow
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vehemently responds to both of these questions in the negative. Though he
acknowledges t hat melancholy may well be found in the company of a troub led
conscience as its symptom, he also insists, in keeping with the tradition previously
represented by Perkins and Bright, that the t rue cause of a troublecl conscience is
spiritual rather than material. The cause, that is to say, is sin, which "maket h the
heart to mourne, and the inward parts to fret and burne with griefe. " 25
A number of others writing on the subject of re ligious affliction in the firs t
half of the seventeenth century exhibit a similar determination to maintain a distinct
line of demarcation between supernatural and natura l causation. Some of the more
notable examples of those taking this line were Richard Greenham , John Yates, and
John Abernethy .26 But the very intensity of this campaign by some of the age's
leading theologians betrays a popular trend on the other side of the question to
explain the phenomenon of religious despondency in terms of a bod ily disorder.
Ironically, despite his announced objective to prove the opposite, Bright can be
said to have inadvertently surrendered a critical li ne of defense to the naturalistic
opposition by reluctant ly granting that melancholics are more prone than others
to succumb to de·spair. If Br ight can be said to have opened the door to a thoroughly naturalistic explanation of guilt by only a crack, his successor in the full fledged study of melancholy, Robert Burton , can be said to have swung that door
wide open.
Burton, it is true, did not expressly break with his precursors Perkins and
Bright concerning the relation ship between guilt and melancholy. To have done so
would have been implicitly to repudiate the profession which he had chosen in
common with them, Burton having been ordained as a minister at Christ Church ,
Oxford , in 1614, and finding h imself studiously ensconced there the remainder of
his life. Thus, exactly like his harbingers on this subject - indeed, with explicit
reference to the ir respective treatments of the problem - Burton allows that " melancholy and despair, though often do not always concur." 27 But when it comes to
spell ing out in more specific language the essential differences between spiritual
despair (that is, guilt carried to the extreme) and rel igious melancholy, the author
of the Anatomy betrays a definite departure from the position of Perkins and
Bright which can only be interpre ted as undermining the foundations upon which
they had based their critica l dist inction. For whereas Perkins and Bright would have
us adopt the axiom that spiritual affliction can induce natural melancholy without
allowing the opposite order, which in their minds would be tantamount to granting
to a cause an effect greater than itself, Burton argues that, even though melancholy
and spiritual vexation are t heoreti cally distinguishable from one another, "yet
melancholy alone again may be sometimes a sufficient cause of this terror of conscience."28
For Burton, all the diverse forms of melancholy, religious melancholy included, share one essential trait in common. They are all results of a disparate and
over-extended imagination, with their underlying differences residing in the diversity
of objects to which the undisciplined imagination is directed. In the matter of
religious melancholy, the object to which the excessive ly strained imagination is
turned is the Deity. Pay ing his respects to a longstanding medical tradition in this
regard , Burton subsumes religious melancholy under the category of "heroical, or
love melancholy," observing that love melancholy is common ly div ided by the
physic ians "into that [part] whose object is women ; and into t he other whose
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object is God . " 29
In this way, Bu rton goes fa r towards obliterating altogether the fine line so
carefully d rawn between spiritua l and natural affliction by Perk ins and Bright.
Indeed, it m ight justly be said that Burton in effect contravenes at its core the pious
in centive mot ivating Perkin's entry upon this subject, impugning as he does rigorous
predestinarian Calvinism for instigating melancholy in its adherent. As Burton thus
harshly takes to task what he views as an excessively rigorous rel igious predilection
on the part of the Calvinistic Puritans :
The main matter which terrifies and torments most that are troubled
in mind is the enormity of the ir offences, the intolerable burthen of
their sins, God's heavy wrath and displeasure so deeply apprehended,
that they account themselves reprobates, quite forsaken of God,
already damned, past all hope of grace, incapable of mercy, dioboli
monclplo, slaves of sin, and thei r offences so great they cannot be
forgiven ... . This furio us curiosity, needl ess speculation , fru itless
meditation about election, reprobation, free will, grace, such places
of scripture preposterously conceived, torment still , and crucify
the souls of too many, and set all the world together by the ears. JO

In 1623 , and thus but two years after the publication of Burton 's Anatomy,
the " English Seneca" Joseph Hall came forth with his Coe/um in Terra in which , as
if entirely u nmindfu l of the worry so intensely preoccupying Per kins and Br ight
before him concerning the possible confusion between a malaise of conscience and
melancholy, he dolefully sighed th at "we are melancholics because we are not
-sufficiently good Christians." 31 As illustrated by Burton, this inclination to obfuscate rather than to clarify the division between guilt and melancholy was one wh ich
could easily be brought into t he service of an anti-Pur itan se ntiment, with the charge
bei ng laid that many o f those sufferi ng the pangs of Hell wh ile stil l upon the earth
were more in need of physical than of spiritual medicine. A further instance of th is
disposition can be fo und in John Abernethy 's Phys/eke for the Soule (1622), where
there is taken to task a type of religious melancholic inc reasingly in evidence who is
of a mind to "imagine his least sinnes, to be the greatest, and his indifferent sinnes
to be sinnes against the holy Ghost : and sometimes wil l not otherwise to be perswaded, but that heaven , earth, and hell, are all co nsp ired against him ." 32 But we
would be deceived to conclude from this that it was only in the writings of the antiPu ritan moderates that the theme of religious guilt merged in to that of religious
melancholy. The same tendency can also be observed among certain Pur ita n nonconformists who were just as convinced as their theological critics t hat physiological
disorder may well become translated into excruciating pangs of conscience.
Thus, in t he latter half of the seventeenth century t he nonconform ist clergyman Richard Baxter composed a Spiritual Directory which, displaying an attitude
apparently having mo re in common with Burton 's natu ralistic than with Perkins'
and Bright's su pernaturalist ic interpretation of guilt, counsels at the end of a list of
" direct ions" for t he alleviat ion of religious melancholy :
My last advice is, to look out for the cu re of your d isease, and
com mit yourself 10 the care of you r Physicion, and obey him : And
do no t as most melancholy persons do, that will not believe that
Physick will do them good ; but that it is only their soul that is
afflicted: For it is the spirits, imagination, and passions, that are
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diseased, and so the soul is like an eye tha t loo keth thro ugh a
coloured glass, and th inks all thi ngs are of the same co lo ur as th e
glass is. I have cen abundance cured by Physick: and ti ll the body
be cured, the mind will hardly ever be cured, bu t the clearest Reasons wil l be all in vain. 33

I n arriv ing at thi s posi t ion, t he Purit an cleric Bax ter had no more wish than t he
clerica l writer Perkins and Bright before him to relinquish the peculiarly spiritual
responsibil iti es o f his pro fession to t he corpo rea l physicians. His counsel to religious
me lancho lics at bottom springs fr om a co mmitm ent to the identical premise which
und erl ay Perk ins' Whole Treatise of the Cases of Conscience and Bright's Treatise
of Melan cholie. But by ex tending the influence of th e melanchol y humor beyond
the lim it s wh ich we would expec t a st r ictl y sp iritualisti c assessment of religious
afflic t ion to perm it , Bax ter und erscores in his Spiritual Directory the fa ilure of his
predecessors to so lve sa t isfac tor il y th e guilt-melancho ly predicam ent. In fact,
reflecti ng at least in par t a basic t hrust o f the sc ientific rev olution which was going
on round abou t hi m as he pe nned the above adm o nition to religious melancholics,
Bax ter shows evidence of vee ring in the o pposi te direct ion , shifting as he does from
th e assumptio n of t he sou l's ab olu te ind ependence from the body to t he assumpt ion of t he soul 's intrinsic relia nce upo n t he bod y.
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Notes

A Note on the Date of the

Expositio Super Regu/am of Hugh of Digne
Del no C. West
orthern Arizona University

A challengi ng issue for medieva l Franciscan history is how and why the Rule
of St. Francis was modified so shortly after the founder's death in 1226. One of
the earliest and most important expositions of the Rule was written sometime in the
middle of the thirteenth century by the southern French Joachite-Franciscan and
scholar, Hugh of Digne. 1 It is remarkable that Hugh's writings have been little
studied, since the friar was a central figure in the development of Franciscan Joachimism and served as an inspirator of the Spiritual movement. The Spirituals read
his treatises with great respect and admiration. To them he was a zealot for poverty
and a heroic figure who had attempted to reinforce the Rule of the founder by an
extensive gloss during the first period of laxity among the Friars Minor. Thus, many
times he is quoted by Olivi, Clareno, and Casale. In his own time, Hugh was a widely known scholar who counted among his friends John of Parma, Roberte Grosseteste, and Adam Marsh.
The best contemporary account of Hug h of Digne is by t he Franciscan chronicler Salimbene who left his studies at t he University of Paris in order to join the
circle of Joachite students around Hugh at Hyeres. Fra Salimbene was led to sketch
the past of Hugh and to incorporate long extracts from Hugh's sermons and discussions in his Cronica. 2 What comes down to us is a picture of a superb teacher,
debater, and preacher. A humble man, who wrote two treatises on poverty and an
interpretation of St. Francis' Rule, Hugh once had been a Provincial Minister but he
resigned this post in preference for the life of a small convent near Hyeres. Yet, his
holiness and reputation remained such that he was allowed to continue receiving
postulants into the Order. As a celebrated preacher, he was asked to address the
papal curia on occasion, and when St. Louis returned from crusade, the king landed
in southern France and went immediately to Hyeres in order to hear the friar. 3
Hugh of Digne's early gloss of the Rule of St. Francis is a combination of
scholasticism and Joachite-Franciscan exegesis in which the author analyses the
Rule by chapter a nd section, applying the methodology of Biblical postills. The
Expositio super regulam unfortunately is not dated .4 Perimetric dates can be established as sometime between 1242 and 1256. The work must have been completed after 1242, as Hugh made extensive use of the Expositio Quatuor Magistrorum super regulam Fratrum Minorum, which was finished early in that year. 5
Hugh died either in 1255 or 1256.6 Internal evidence would seem to indicate that
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Hugh wrote his exposit ion sometime between 1242 and 1243. In Chapter One of
t he Exposirio, Hugh makes the curious sta tement that the Friars Minor 's obedience
should be placed with "the College of Lord Ca rdinals with whom authority abides
while the Apostolic See is vacant." Such an ap pointment of authority is un usual on
two counts. Hugh 's recorded sermons question t he office of Cardinal and the Cardinal 's authority ,7 and no such statement is to be fou nd in the exposition of the
Fo ur Masters, written before Hugh's gloss, or in t he expositio n of th e Rule by
St. Bonaventure, written later than Hugh's. Under normal ci rcumstances, such an
al leg iance would not have warranted this statement of authority. Th ere is on ly one
time during the perimeter of 1242 and 1256 when a papal vacancy was prolonged ;
that was from August, 1241 (Gregory IX) to Jun e, 1243 ( Innocent IV ). The three
week pontificate of Ce lestine IV was so sho rt t hat it could be discounted. Th is unusually long vacancy of t he Aposto lic See could have prompted Hugh's commen t,
and therefore, places his treatise between the fall of 1241 and the summer of 1243.
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The "Resurrection" of Frederick II of Hohenstaufen
James K. Otte
University of San Diego

Those who visit Goslar, jewel of the Salian and Hohenstaufen emperors, will
be introduced to one of the most beautiful and best preserved romanesque Pfalzen,
which served the medieval emperors as regional residences. The stately throne hall
received its present decor in the years 1879-97, when Herman Wislicenus created a
series of huge murals depicting great events in the history of the Holy Roman
Empire. The most romantic and prophetic of these paintings portrays Frederick
Barbarossa. It is a visual expression of a popular medieval legend that envisioned the
return of Kaiser Rotbart.
Two generations ear lier, the romantic poet Friederich Ruckert had transformed this legend into a poem 1 which enjoyed the aura of a national prophecy
among romanticists and inspired those who witnessed the creation of the Second
Empire as well as others later. According to this tradition, the Em peror Frederick
Barbarossa had not died but was merely asleep in a subterranean castle in the Kyffhauser mountain where his red beard had grown through the marble table . Aware of
the evi ls that had befallen the Emp ire, the aged ruler cou ld only periodically check
to see if the black ravens still ci rcled h is abode. But some day they would disappear,
signaling a new era : the return of the red-bearded emperor and the glorious restoration of the Holy Roman Empire.
Such is the romantic legend whose origins lie in a much earlier era. Politica l
confusion, social upheavals, and religious speculation lie at its roots. Popular
imagination created paintings, poetic lines and prosaic accounts of an emperor who
vivit et non vivit. Over the centuries that imagination also confused the emperor
Frederick 11 of Hohenstaufen, who was expected to return, since many doubted his
death in 1250, with his grandfather Barbarossa, the mythological restorer of the
medieval empire of the legend in its final form. 2 Most important of all, political,
social, and re lig ious factors molded a popular imagination that created a number of
rulers who posed as the returned or resurrected Frederick. 3 It is one of these
" Fredericks" whose career and reasons for success this paper tries to explain .
There appeared in 1283 or 1284 at Neuss, a city in the Rhineland, a rema rkable man who claimed to be Frederick 11 of Hohenstaufen, th e emperor who had
died in 1250. Perhaps the same imposter who . a year before had appeared in
Lubeck, this man was well received by the citizens of Neuss after having recently
been driven out of Cologne, just twenty miles up the Rhin e. The fact that the two
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cities were at enmity with one another may explain the generous initial reception
in Neuss of the would-be Frederick . Though he had been mocked, dipped into a
pool of dung-water, a nd driven from the city by the populace in Cologne, the
pseudo-Frederick maintained himself in Neuss for nearly two years. 4
In Neuss this Frederick established an imperial court. He granted privileges
and addressed letters with the imperial seal to princes and cities. One extant letter,
directed to the Bishop of Utrecht, demanded protection for the Frisians from the
encroachments of Florentius, Count of Holland. 5 The fame of "Frederick" spread
to England 6 and even beyond the Alps, for the margrave of Este and the Lombard
cities sent envoys to Neuss to inquire about the authenticity of the rumors' concerning Frederick . But the imposte r finally overreached himself when he invited
Rudolf of Habsburg to appear at a diet in Frankfurt where the latter was to justify
his crown and his recently decreed increase in taxes. Rudolf hastened north while
the false Frederick established himself at Wetzlar in June 1285. Rudolf soon forced
the surrender of his opponent from the city, and after confessing his real name as
Tile Kolup or Dietrich Holzschuh, he was burned at the stake in Wetzlar on 7 July
1285. 8 Death by fire suggests also his possible confession of heresy or sorcery.
I have sketched the life of the pseudo-emperor in barest outline simply because full accounts are already available in several German versions.9 A short sum mary of these is also available in Norman Cohn 's Pursuit of the Mlflennlum. 10 What
is lacking, however, is a modern reevaluation of the medieval sources and a recasting
of the career of the false Frederick in terms of more rece nt studies in Millennialism. 11
Medieval sources in both Latin and German for a vita pseudo-Frederici are
abundant. 12 Some of these are contemporary, or nearly so, but their testimony is
by no means un iform. They tend to expound standard libels and suspicions of
heresy , necromancy, and accusations of an unorthodox phenomenon supported by
the Jews or by heretics. Some sources argue that the false emperor was a creation
of, and was supported by, some German princes as a sort of anti-king, an instrument
by which they sought to curtail Rudolf of Habsburg's control of their domains. 13
Others saw in "F rederick" the protector of the Frisians,14 or the herald of a new age
in which the clergy would be purged and the church be forced to return to apostolic
poverty.15
Clearly, the sources permit a number of explanations; perhaps several or all
of the factors listed helped create the emperor and then maintained him . But those
scholars who have evaluated the sources have been guilty of a tendency to elevate
one source above others and then carefully select from the rest to support their
theses, as indicated below.
Three German authors have written about the "Kaiser of Neuss". Of these,
Victor Meyer concluded that the false Frederick practiced magic and was guilty of
heresy. 16 Georg Voigt 17 explains the career of the pseudo-Frederick in terms of
the Sibylline trad itio n a nd the more recent Joachite prophesies. According to
Voigt, the Franciscans broadcast the Sybil's claim of an emperor who vivit et non
vivit, and popularized Joachim of Fiore's prophecy that Frederick II would live
seventy years, and could be killed only by God through a natural death. From
Frederick, the masses expected the destruction of the Pfoffenherrschoft, while the
Franciscans saw in him an Antichrist who would persecute the clergy. Finally, Fr.
Guntram Schultheiss 18 absolved the wandering friars and instead placed the blame
0
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on t he Waldensians. When the council of Lyons in 1246 deposed Frederick, he and
the Waldensians had a common enemy in Pope Innocent IV, but such circumstant ial
reasons are not ev id ence a nd canno t explain the phenomenon of the empe ror
Frederick of Neuss.
What then can explain the imposter's success? Cou ld it be possible that the
sources can not provide t he answer? Or if indeed they provide a so lut ion , why are
t he ir explanations so divergent?
It seems to me that the involvement of the enem ies of Rudolph of Habsburg
in the career of the emperor Frederic k of Neuss has been neglected by modern
histor ians. Anti-kings were a lmost as frequent as anti-popes in the high middle ages,
and the imposter could have easily been the beneficiary, if not indeed the creation,
of anti-Habsburg pr inces. It is true that opponents of the Salian or Hohenstaufen
dynasties usually elected their anti-kings; but there is no reason why opponents of
Rudolph shou ld not support an "e mpero r" who, by his very presence, was an embarassment for the house of Habsburg. We must recall t he elect ion of Ru dolp h of
Habsburg in 1273 . " Already before his electio n, agreement had been reached on the
reoccupation o f crown lands and fiefs and jurisdictions usurped during the Interregnum and one of the earliest acts of t he new reign was the proclamation, at the
Diet of Speyer in December 1273, that al l il legally acqu ired crownlands were to be
surrendered ." 19 The most powerful prince , Ottoka r of Bohemia, aga inst whom t he
proclamation was chiefly directed, rose in revolt, which led to his death o n the field
of ba ttle in 1278.20 With Rudo lph 's major enemy e liminated, t he Habsburgs annexed Austria and Styria in 1282. But th is ve ry success und o ubtedly created new
enemies and intensified the hatred of t he old ones.
The defeat and death of Ottokar left as major antagonist his son-in-law,
Frederick of Me isse n, Count of T hur ingi a, whose own candidacy in the e lec t ion of
1273 had been opposed by Pope Gregory X {1271-76). 21 Th is Fred erick, so n of
Frederick 11 's daughter Margareta, was th e closest surviving heir of the dead emperor
Frederic k 11 , and therefore the natural sta ndard bearer of the Hohenstaufen
faction .22 Rudolph's renun ciation of imperial rights in t he papal states, his granting
of the Romagna to the papacy, and his official recognition of the Pope 's ro le in
German elections stamped him the traitor of the Hohenstaufen traditions, and
earned him the title Pfaffenkonig. 23
If the anti-Habsburg elements failed to elect an anti-king, they nevertheless
seem to have welcomed the prospect of an em barassing imposter. T he presence of
the returned or resurrected Frederick must have seemed ludicrous to t hem; nevertheless they seem to have supported the " emperor of Neuss," and to have made him
serve their ends. Four contem porary and ind epe nd ent sources are unanimous in
accusing members of the German nobi lity of promoting the cause of the fa lse
Frederick, 24 and one of them actually cites specific names. They argue that some
Ge rman lords were responsible for the success of the imposter a nd that thei r hat red
of Rudo lph prompted their support for the false Frederick. The contemporary
Magdeburger Schoppenchronik reports t hat the landgrave of T hu ringia, Freder ick,
and the margrave of Meissen , Diezmann, as wel l as t heir bro ther-in-law, Duke Henry
of Brunswick, recognized the imposter and bestowed generous gifts upon his
envoys. 25 Interest ingly enough, we meet again in the Schoppenchronlk the same
Frederick of Meissen who had been Rudolp h's opponent in the election of 1273 .
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Already in 1270 there had appeared in Basel a Konradin, apparen tl y an imposter from Lombardy . Concerning h is role , Oswald Redlich, t he biographer of
Rudo lph of Habsburg, asks the intriguing question, "Should not t hi s supposed Konrad in have been in contact with the Ghibelline propaganda of Upper Italy for
Frederick of T huri ngia?" 26 Having fai led in his own election, and having witnessed
t he fai lure and defea t of his fat her-in-law, Ottokar of Bohemia, Frederick of
Thuringia proba b ly abandoned his imperial aspi ratio ns after 1278. Secretly supporting an im poster like t he Kaiser of Neuss by financia l aid cou ld at least embarra s
Rudolph, whose elevat ion h ad thwarted t he imperia l designs of Frederick 's fa t herin-law, Ottokar, as well as Frederick's own hopes to pe rpetuate the Hohenstaufen
tradition .
Unfortunately, t he city a rchives in Neuss were destroyed by fire in 1583 .27
The local voices and t he testimony of the city t hat fo r two yea rs harbored the
impe ria l imposter remai n silent. We wil l most likely never know to what extent the
city suppo rted its "emperor." A ch ronicler in near-by Cologne reported "many
visits of gentlemen and cit ies t hat t he pseudo-Fred erick received," 28 and the contem porary ch ron ic ler Gottfr ied von Ensmingen al,o observed, "a large assembly of
German nobil ity and of citize ns of various c it ies," finding the ir way to Neuss.29
Other sources comp leme nt t hese accou nts. 30 Apparently, segments of the German
nobility, led by Frederick and Diezmann of Thuringia, and wealthy cit izens from
vario us town s, financed t he "imperial court" in Neuss. That town alone cou ld not
have supported th e imposter, alt hough t he gesta Heinrici archiepiscopi states t hat
"its c itizens granted him large resources and he was exhal ted by all"31 . The contribution of Neuss to its official lord , the arch b ishop of Cologne, had been establish ed at forty ma rks of sil ver annual ly in 1222 .32 By comparison several sources
speak of " Frederick's" generosity in handing o ut gifts of money, food and drin k. 33
His vessels were made of silver and gold 34 and one source reports t hat he consumed
980 marks of silver in one year, while another claims the enormous figure of
5,000. 35 Even if we make reservations for exaggera tion s by the chronicle rs, it is
abundantly c lear t hat neither t he Franciscans, nor the Waldensians, nor the citize ns
of Neuss cou ld have provided t he fina ncial resources of t he fa lse emperor. On ce
more, t he po lit ical considerations and fi nancial resources of Rud olph's noble opponents suggest t hat these men were Tile Kolup's benefacto rs. The repeated references
to "citizens of various cities" who visited the false emperor 36 may have been another fi nancial source . It was on their behalf t hat Tile Kolup summoned Rudolph
to appear at t he diet in Fran kfurt in the summer of 1285. Here Rudolph was to
justify his crown a nd the newly enacted tax of 3 1/3 percent. 37 Severa l of the
cities refused to pay t he increase. (38-39) Rudolph " obeyed " t he summons, but
arrived w ith a well-equipped army . (40-42) T he emperor of c uss and t he Ki ng of
the Romans met at Wetzlar in June 1285 where th e fo rmer soon found himself
deserted. (47) His most daring act - summoning Rudolph - also became his final
and most fateful act. Imprisoned, tortured, and fo rced to confess, the empero r of
Neuss admitted to be a poor peasa nt whose real name was T ile Kolup (High German :
Di etri ch Holzschuh) who had on ce served at the cou rt of Frederick 11 of Hohenstaufen. (48) The sentence, "death by fire", sealed the terrest ial fa te of Tile Kolup,38 but it was the begin ning of a new proph ecy . In the ashes was fou nd a " bo ne"
(o r no bone}, 39 proof for some that he was st il l alive. T ile Kolup was dead, but the
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pol it ical, socio-economic and religious eleme nts that had molded him into a returned
or resurrected Frederick 11 remained . The crucible stil l intac t, new events were cast
in the t radi tions of the Joachite prophecies and t he phrases of the Sibyl. Tile Kolup,
the emperor of euss, co ntinued to live in the nat ion al legend of an empe ror who
vivit et 11011 vivit.
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"A Growing or Full Constant Light":
A Reading of Donne's "A Lecture Upon the Shadow"
Diane Elizabeth Dreher
University of Santa Clara

John Donne's "A Lecture Upon the Shadow" has given rise to extensive
critical commentary, most of it devoted to the shadow imagery in the poem . However, no one, to date, has proposed a satisfactory explanation for the shadow's shift
in meaning from the realm of natural phenomena to that of conjecture and imagination.1 Pierre Legouis has concluded that "the similitude does not hold good ... it
is imperfect." 2 Yet an acceptable explanation is possible and the similitude does
hold good when the poem is considered in terms of its dominant structural pattern,
the Bonaventuran meditation. In keeping with meditative practice, the imagery in
this poem develops cumulatively, drawing upon the nexus of meanings associated
with shadows in the seventeenth century.
The word "shadow" at the time possessed a wealth of different meanings,
among them : "a symbol [ or[ type," "the darkness of the night," "a spectral form,
phantom, shade," a "protection or shelter from danger or observation," as well as
the primary meaning of "dark ness produced by a body intercepting the direct rays
of the sun," and the familiar platonic connotations.3 With his characteristic penchant for the pun, Donne used antanaclasis in this poem , deliberately shifting the
sense of the word "shadowes" from one to another of the meanings then current, in
keeping with the meditative structure of his speaker's lecture. 4 Contemplating the
shadows as hieroglyphs in the Book of Nature, the speaker examines their significance on three different levels in the manner of a Bonaventuran meditation.
In the ftinerorium Mentis ad Deum, Saint Bonaventura had counseled his
readers to seek union with divine truth by meditating on God's "traces" or reflections in the natural world, a process comprised of three different steps. According ·
to Bonaventura, "We ought to proceed through the traces which are corporeal and
temporal and outside us . . . next to enter into our minds, which are the eternal
image of God, spiritual and internal . .. [and [ finally to pass over into that which
is eternal, most spiritual and above us. " 5 This method involved a progressive apprehension of truth on three different levels, comparable to Dante's first three levels
of allegory: the literal, the allegorical, and the moral or tropological, in which one
perceived the truth first at face value, t hen allegorically, and finally spiritually.6
Drawing upon the multiplicity of meanings present in the word "shadowes,"
the speaker in the poem presents a meditative account w_hich moves through these
three levels. Beginning with the li teral level, he refers to the "Two shadowes,"
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( 1. 4) 7 which the lovers have produced, th e ph ys ical shadows cast by th eir bod ies as
they have walked along. In line 10 the speake r moves from the lite ral to the allegorical level , shifting to another meaning of "shad owes" as "protectio n or shelter,"
concealmen t from th e "o thers" of line 13. Th e ph ys ica l "shadowes" th at the lovers
have gradual ly shed while wa lking a long have thus become allegor ize d as the disguises that they used to hide the ir love from others in its early, insecu re stages.
Draw ing a lesson at t h is point from the expe ri ence in nature in keeping with
the directives of Sa int Bonaventura, the speaker refe rs to a third kind of "shadowes."
However, these "new shadowes" {1. 13) cannot be read literally as merely the
shadows of afternoon or their allegorical counterparts as many criti cs have cla imed. 8
If so, the natural cyc le of the day, which has unt il noon paralle led the growth of
love for the couple would become distort ed: an aft ernoon ecl ipsed in a moment. It
is al this point t hat in any allegorica l reading the sim ilitu de breaks down . Even with
an allowance for temporal subject ivi t y, an allegorical reading here would inexorably
bind the love rs to the mutability of the cycles of nature and gua rant ee their love's
dimi nu tion. For if the sun's progression across the sky is inev itable, is not also
love's demise? It is essen ti al here to grasp both the conditional nature of the second
stanza and its independence from the world of natura l phenomena. As John D.
Russell has pointed out, " th e second stanza is based upon cont ingencies," 9 a succession of cond itions. If these co nditions are not met , th e couple's love will not
dimin ish . Unlik e the literal and allegorica l shadows, this third variety nei ther participates in nor parallels t he natural cycle. In this poem, then, it does not follow as
th e night the day that the lovers must "westwardly decline" and follow th e cou rse
of the sun, becom ing inevitab ly lost in th e lenthening shadows.
With the " new shadowes" in line 15, the speaker proceeds in his meditation to
the mora l or tropo logi al level, perceiving the truth reached by the lovers as a type
of the divine truth sought by the soul in union with God , a third level of meaning
drawn from a heretofore undisclosed source, Augustine's equation of sunlight with
divine truth and shadow with sin and il lusion in De Libero Arbitrio. 10 As the
second kind of shadows (or "disguises") served to conceal t he lovers ' relationsh ip
from others, the threatening shadows of evening 11 represen t any possible fa lsehood
and duplicity between the lovers in t he fu t ure, a depa rtu re from truth which is
dep icted as the im med iate destru ction of love and t he darkest of sins.
All previous in terpre tat ions of the poem fa ll short here because the meaning
of these fina l shadows is not singular but cumulative . In keeping with the meditative tradition , the image gains in int ensit y by drawing upon it s previous associatio ns
while acqu iring new o nes. Bu ilding upo n the fi rst two meanings associated with
shad o ws as he affirms the spiri tu al significance of their love, the speaker warns that
if the lo vers' disguises and concealments would this tim e be used against one
another, the couple wou ld inevitably and, in th e spi ritua l sense, im mediately, 12
fall from the light of t ruth to nigh t and total darkness. A heigh tened sense of doom
in these threatenin g shadows may also arise from the reson ance of another meaning
of the term, the shadows or "shades" of ghostly deat h. From Donne's source in
Augustin e comes th e association of these shadows wit h b lindnc , for Augu t ine
exp la ined of the light of truth: cum ilia in ~e manens ne, proficiat cum plu a nobis
videtur, nee deficiot cum minus, sed integro et incorrupta, et conversos loetificet
lumine, et oversos puniot coecitote. 13
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The sh ado w imagery in t he poem also poi nts to a neoplato ni c co ntrast between unity and dupli cit y. 14 As the co uple's "i nfa nt love" 15 has grown, uni ting
t hem in a "brave clea rn esse, " t he ir two shado ws have gradu ally wo rn away. Sym bo licall y an d spiritu al ly, wit h the growth of love and t ru st, the t wo have become
one. But if the lovers turn away fro m t his un it y and begi n to disse mb le ("To me
thou , fal sly , t hin e,/And I to th ee mine act io ns shall di sgu ise") they wi ll t hen for ake
th e light of tru th fo r blin dness, error , and du pl ici t y.
In De Libero Arbi trio A ugust ine warned his readers aga in st spiri tual wea kness,
in which, drawn by t he shado ws of the fl esh and individ ual wi ll, they would turn
th eir backs to th e t ru t h. 16 Donne's poe m reflect s a sim ilar urgency in th e warnin g
t he speake r gives to himself an d hi s love. That t hey might avoid the lengt hening
shado ws of erro r, August ine counseled his readers to persist, to co nfirm themselves
in their adherence to spiritua l tru th. 17 So, li kew ise, does t he speaker in Don ne's
poem te ll his love t hat th ey ca n avoi d the annih ilat ion o f love re present ed by the
t hreaten ing shado ws of afternoo n by fi xi ng their so uls fi rml y in t ru th and constancy,
t hat t heir lov e may re main " at th is noone," parta king of love 's etern al truth and
resist ing the decay imp licit in all of the cyc les o f nature. On ly thus can their love
t ranscend mu tab il ity and remain for them a divi ne and " ful l constant light."

N OTES
Much of the critic.ii commen1ary 10 da te has sought to establish whether 1he lovus arc walking cas1 or west.
Peter R. Moody ("Donne 's 'A Lecture Upon the Shadow,'" Explicolor, 20 I 1962). Item 60), ;rnd John T. Sha w•
cross ("Donne's 'A Lecture Upon the Shadow,'" ELN 1 l 1964 I. 187•88) have argued well for opposing interpre•
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Th, Oxford English Dicllonory1 ed. James A. H, Murra y et al. ( London : Oxford Uni,,.crsity Press, 1933),
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4.
In maintaining thal lhc poem is struc.tured by 1he different meanings of "s hadowes " and the meditative
form, I do not mean to deny Donne 's use of other struc: tural patterns. See, for example, Oll1o1ia Murray lchols.
"Donne's 1A Lecture Upon theShadow,'"Explicotor, 3211974), Item 52.

S. ltlntrorium Mi mis ad De.um or The Mind's Rood to God, trans. George Boas (New York: Bobbs•Merrill,
1953), pp. 8, I 0.
6.
Dan ie Alighieri, "Epistu l.a X, to Can Grande della Scalo1, '' in Dontls Allgher/1 Eplstoloe1 lnt rod. and 1rans.
Paget Toyn bee. 2nd. ed. (1920;rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 19661, pp. 173-74.

7.
With one excep1ion (sec footnole 15), 1he 1ex1 I have used of "A Lec u,1 re Upon 1hc Shadow" is Herbe rt
J.C. Grierson's Th e Poems cf John Donne. 2 vols. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1912).

8. See Shawcross, 184; Moody; a1 Henry, " Donne's -A Lec.ture Upon 1he Shadow/ " Expllcotor, 20 ( 1962),
hem 60; and Millon All .in Rugoff, Donne 's lmagt:ry: A Swr:Jy in Crt.arive Sources (New York: Russell and
Russe ll , 1962 ), pp. 197•98.
9.

"Donne's 'A L«:ture Upon the Shadow ,"' Exp/Jcator, 17 {19S8}, hem 9.

10. St. Augustine, De Libero A rbitrio, Latin tcxl wi th English uansla1lon and notes by Francis E. Tou rscher
(Philadelphia: Pete r Rellly, 1937). ISS-89. As Eve lyn Simpson (and Ge.orge R. Potter, e.d. Tht: Setmonsof
John Donnt !Berkeley: University of Callforni.i. Pre:.s, 19S3-62]. X, 346-48) ;rnd Do niph an Lou than ( The
Poetry of John Donnt: A Study In Explfcotlon I New York : Bookman Associa tes, 19S1 I. J). 165), have poi nted
ou1, Oonne had a specia l regard fot St. Augustine. Donne t1u itc possib ly began his study of Augus1ine at an early
a.gt. His two uncles were Jesuit priests, and according to H. J.C . Gr it:rson 0 1, xvi) and Mit:hnl Franc is Mo lo ney
Uohn Donne: His Fl/ght From Mt:dievq/ism I New York: Russel l and Russ.ell , 196 5 I , p. 20), Don ne himself
could have been edut:iill ed for t he prles1hood,
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'These which come behind," "behind " In the sense of " ifterw1rd" as Moody h~ pointed out.

12. In uoonne 's •A Lecture Upon the Shadow,'" Thoth, 3 (1962). 76, Lynne Molelliil cites iiln implied referenc.e
to Amos 8:9.
13. o, libero Arb/trio, pp. 182 84. Mark Van Doren (An Introduction to Pottry (New York: WIiiiam Sloan,
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spiritual darkness. which are drawn from St. Auaun lne. In this Ona.I sense, these slliildows of falsehood, pace Van
Doren, are Indeed able to blind the lovers, 1f not literally, then spiritually , bringing them the equivalent of
spiritual darkness If they forsake the truth of their love.
4

14. See ilso M. A. Goldberg In ' 1Donoe's 'A Lecture Upon the Shadow,''' Expl/cotor, 14 (1956) Item 50a.nd
A. J. Smith, john Oonnt: Th, 5-0ngs and Sonner:s (Great Neck, New York : Barron's Educa.tlonal Serles, 1964),
pp. 56•57.
15. I prefer .an alternate read ing occurring In at least eight manu.s(:rlpts which deserlbes their love In the singular
In lines 9, 14, and 19. Grierson ha.s remuked that 11lt would not be dlffl,ult to defend either version" and the
reading of "love" brings out the contriil.St between love (unity, truth) and the u'Two shadowes" of division and
duplicity.
16. "Vu qui se avenunt .a lumlne tuo, et obscurh.atl suae dulclter lnhaerent. Tamquam enlm dorsum .ad te
ponentes In ca.mall opere velut In umbra sua deflguntur, et t.amen etlam lbl quod eos delectat, adhuc. habent de
clrcumfula:entla lucis tuae. Sed umbra dum .amatur, lanauldlorem facit oculum .anlml, et invalldlorem ad perter•
endum conspee1um tuum .
"Propterea ma,.ls mialsque homo tenebr.atur, dum sectatur llbentlus. quldquid lnflrmiorem tolerabllius
e>CClplt.
"Ex quo lnclplt non posse vldere quod summe est, et malum putare quldquld fa.lllt improvldum, aut llltclt
lndlaum, aut captum excruclat cum ea pro merlto patlawr averslonls suae; et quldquld iustum est, malum esse
non posslt. " (pp. 206·8}.
17. ..Qu id lgltur aluld aglmus cum studemus esse saprentes, nlsi ut quanta possumus alacrltate 1 ad Id quoc:I
mente ,ontln1imus, totam anrmam nostram quoc:lam modo c.olligamus, et ponamus lbl, .atque stablllter lnflg•
a.mus, ut non jam prlvato suo a:audea.t quod lmpllcavlt rebus tr.anseuntibus 1 sed exuta omnibus temporum et
lc>«>rum •ffectlonlbus •pprehendat Id quod unum •tque Idem semper est. " (p. 200).
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Medieval and Renaissance Studies in the Rockies:
The Evolution of an Idea
Allen D. Breck
Uni\'ersity of Denver

For many years the most persistent lament in this part of the country was the
absence of a proper forum for the sharing of scholarly study of one of the most
significant periods of human history, that of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.
Annual meetings were generally at too great a distance for many of the members
and fai led to collect a sufficient number of Rocky Mountain people for conviviality
and the sharing of know ledge and experiences. Some sort of organization was imperative.
The format occurred to me one morning while shaving - why not bring
together enough people to read papers to one another without regard to formal
structure, and see where we could go from there? As suspected, we were a modest
success from the beginning.
Success, the adage goes, has many parents. As it turned out, this fledgling
organization did have many parents. The University of Denver supplied office
space, a modest budget, a secretary (Char les P. Carlson , Jr.), and myself as president.
The core committee of promoters included Boyd H. Hill, Jr ., from the University
of Colorado, Harry Rosenberg, from Colorado State University, and Edith C.
Tatnall, from Metropolitan State College. We were all historians, little aware of the
ways the organization would expand in a little more than a decade, but hopeful
beyond belief.
Our first meeting was held at the University of Denver in the magn ificent
withdrawing room of the Phipps Conference Center, and organized around the
theme of "The Bishop in Med ieval and Renaissance Society. " We met that Saturday, November 23 , 1968 , from nine to three , and considered Avitus of Vienne,
a bishop in a barbarian society, the bishops who condemned John Wyclyf at
Constance, and the social teach ings of Jonas of Orleans, a Carolingian bishop. Some
forty people attended and engaged in lively discussion.
A small gathering on May 7, 1969 heard Lynn White, Jr. present one of his
inimitable explorations of the transmission of ideas and things (one case, the origins
of Bourbon whiskey in Europe) from one part of the world to another.
The program of the next year, May 9, 1970, concerned itself with the Franciscan Order, one paper being on their early government, and a second on the
Friar-Bishops in the Middle Ages. This meeting came during the protest rallies and
exuberant demonstrations against the " Cambod ian Incursion," the Vietnam War as
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a whole, and the student deaths at Kent State and Jackson State. In Denver,
"Woodstock West" was created in a welter of huts, tents, and talk-ins. In this tense
atmosphere, the 1970 meeting was held in the home of the president with a corporal's guard of scholars present.
·
By the fall of 1970, quieter times were at hand . At the invitation of the
history department of th e University of Colorado, me-eting was held on November
7
7, 1970, at the Boulder campus. Here, F. G. Emmison, recently retired archivist of
Essex County, England, gave th e principal invited address (the first such) on
"Vio lence in Elizabethan England."
Papers were read on The Chronicle of
Salimbene in respect to medieval violence and disorder, and on a critical analysis of
an autograph letter of Ferdinand and Isabella from the University archives.
A gathering of members of the Association honored Professor A. G. Dickens
of London University, and distinguished scholar in the field of the English and
Continental Reformation, on April 28, 1972. Members were agreed that one of the
most useful functions of the organization, and one to be expanded, was the gathering and dissemination of news about the projected arrival and itinerary of scholars in
our various fields so that a relatively inexpensive sharing of their time might be
accomplished.
A departure from the format of presenting research papers was made at the
sixth meeting, organized by Delno C. West at Northern Arizona University at Flagstaff, October 27-28, 1972. Th e American Historical Association made a grant
sufficient to cover the costs of a methodological program on "The Teaching of
Medieval and Renaissance Studies in Colleges-and Un iversities." Explorations were
made into an interdisciplinary program at the University of Pennsylvan ia, the uses
of television on the one hand and of biographies on the other, and into an interdisciplinary approach to Anglo-Saxon stud ies at Pomona. The keynote speaker, one
of England's most famous authorities on medieval apocalyptic history and Dante
studies at St. Anne's College, Oxford, Marjorie Reeves, addressed herself to the
Conference topic. Afternoon sessions were devoted to the papal schism of 1130,
the anti-Norman movement in England in 1052, and Machiavelli and secularism.
No meeting was held in 1973, but an explosion of papers took place at Denver the following year. Boyd Hill stimulated the Association with a luncheon
address on "Marc Bloch and the Comparative Method," and sixteen papers were
divided among legal and administrative studies, ecology and historical methodology,
philosophy and theology, and literature.
By 1975 the Association had grown sufficiently large for the University of
New Mexico at Albuquerque not only to host the meeting but to present a musical
eveni ng, a "Renaissance Ensemb le: Ottaviani de' Petrucci's Conti 'A' and 'B '. The
luncheon address, " ln vidia Rediviva: the Hiensa/ of Gregorio Dati," was given by
Joseph R. Berrigan, Jr., of the University of Georgia. Nine papers in three sessions
were devoted to literature, science, and art.
The spri ng meeting of 1976 was he ld at the University of Arizona at Tucson,
on Saturday, April 24. That morning was devoted to a talk on "The Salamantine
Group : a Climax in the Spanish Romanesque," a program of late medieval, Renaissance, and early Baroque music given by the Co/leg/um Musicum of the University, and a swirl of sixteenth century dances. Morton W. Bloomfield of Harvard
University and First Vice-President of the Medieval Academy, shared with us in the
major address "The Wisdom of 'The Nuns' Priest's Tale'."
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A to ta l of eighteen pape rs were read in the afternoon. Half were in t he fie ld s
of literature and language, five in history, three each in the arts and phi losophy, and
one in science.
We were inv ited by Harry Rosenberg on behalf of Co lorado State Un iversit y
at Fort Collin s to hold our t enth an nual conference there. T he program of Apri l
15-16, 1977 was opened Friday evening by an o rgan recita l of Renaissa nce-Baroque
music in t he aud ito rium of the Mus ic Buildi ng. The keynote address wa s by Ka rl F.
Mo rr iso n of the Departme nt of History o f the Universi t y of Ch icago and a Visiti ng
Fellow of t he Inst itute of Advance d Studies, Princeton, then pres ident of the Mid west Medieva l Conference. Its title was " One Man, Two Persons: Otto of Freising's
Treatm ent of the Investi t ure Co nflict. "
Women 's st ud ies appeared here for the first time with two papers, one on
Christine de Pisan, fifteent h cen tury po lit ical writer, and another on Margery
Kem pe, "A Right Com plex Woman." O th er sec t ions dealt with rel igious art
(Beckett and Henry 11, Venetian secularization of religious art, early Lu theran
iconography in Cranach) and ecclesiastical history (Reform in 11 t h century Poitou ,
litu rgical scholarship and the investiture controversy, an archb ishop's defence, and
t he Fi ft h Lateran Co uncil ). A fina l session dea lt wit h literature and human ism
(si n in med ieva l Eng lish literature, Reuc hli n as innovator).
T he 1978 meeti ng (our eleventh) was he ld at Salt Lake City at t he invitation
of the Univers ity of Utah, through Gle nn W. O lsen . Friday eveni ng was spent at the
Hidden Valley Country Cl ub for a concert of medieva l and Rena issance music.
Saturday sessions co ntai ned forty papers, ove r three times the number of t he
previous year, twice the number of the year before that . Robert L. Benson, of the
University of Ca lifornia at Los Ange les, gave the luncheon address in the Renaissance Room of t he Museum of Fine Arts on " The Strange Affair of the Abbess
Margaret." By now, enough scho lars in the fiel ds of language and literatu re had
jo ined the Association for us to have sections on Chaucer, Shakespeare, Dante, Old
English, Middle English , French, sixteenth and seventeenth century literature, and
continental li terary stud ies. Other sections covered early med ieval history, archives
a nd com pu ters, philosop hy and theology, med ieval a nd Renaissance women.
T hro ugh the good offi ces of Deina West , and at the invi ta t io n of Northern
Ar izo na University , we retu rned to Flagstaff for o ur twelft h meet ing. It was, in
ma ny ways, o ur most important co nfe rence si nce t he fo un ding, as we shal l see.
Two ex hib its were present ed fo r confere nce membe rs. First was the Diebo ld
Schi lling Chronicle hung in large facsimi le sheets. Second, as a special general
session on Friday evening, the great Lowel l Observatory (whe re t he pl anet Plu to
had been first observed) was o pen for our view ing after two ta lks by mem bers of
t he Un ive rsity fac u lty o n the philoso phy and history of astronomy . Eight sessions
were devote d to a variety of topics. From the Midd le Ages came educat ion and
sc ience, monasticism, legends, phi losophy, and theology. Th e Renaissance sections
treated Sh akespeare , histor iography , seven teenth century English poetry , drama,
religious literatu re, a nd the continen tal Renaissance .
Following a luncheon concert by the Universi ty medieval singers, the keynote
address was given by S. K. Hen inger o f the University of British Columbia, who spoke
o n "Th e Meaning of Symme t ry," wi th special reference to the continu ity of medi eval and Renaissance ideas in t he Medici chape ls in Florence . Th e address appears as
the lead article in t his issue of the Journot.
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The business meeting addressed itself to several important affairs. First, it
thankfully accepted the invitation of the University of Northern Colorado to come
to Greeley in the spring of 1980 and that of the United States Air Force Academy
to meet on its campus in 1981. An enthusiastic endorsement of the possibility of
meeting at the University of Nevada at Reno was also made for 1982. It was noted
that the Greeley meeting would be held on the fifteen hundredth anniversary of the
birth of St. Benedict of Nursia, an event deserving commemoration.
We then adopted a set of bylaws, presented by the president, a copy of
which appears elsewhere in this journal. Whereas the Association had been administered informally for twelve years, this action formalized the Rocky Mountain
Medieval and Renaissance Association into a large regional entity. In accordance
with the new rules, the following officers were elected: President for a one year
term, Allen D. Breck, Denver; President Elect, Harry Rosenberg, Colorado State
University; Secretary-T reasurer, Charles P. Carlson, Denver; Journal Editor, James
Fitzmaurice, Northern Arizona University. An executive council was then elected
for staggered terms: Jeanne Brin k, Arizona State University, and Delno C. West,
Northern Arizona, elected for three years; Boyd Hill, University of Colorado, and
Donald Sullivan , University of New Mexico, for two; and Glenn Olson, Un iversity
of Utah , for one.
The second important action taken at the 1979 meeting was the agreement
to found a scholarly serial, The Journal of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and
Renaissance Association. This had been long awaited, but a series of miscarriages
had dimmed hopes until this year . The administration of Northern Arizona University agreed to house such a journal and to provide time, assistance, and materials
for an editor. We are now in business, away and running, for which we give thanks.
Th is paper has traced the origins and first years of an important western
association and now the creation of a scholarly journal. My experience in helping
at the birth of two other groups and their very successful quarterlies, those of the
Western Social Science Association and the Western Historical Association, lead me
to predict a very successful future, now that we have reached the end of the
beginning.
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11. Provenance of Presenters, Commentators, Speakers, 1968-1979
Arizona
University
Northern
State
Colorado
University
Denver
State
No.Colo.
Ft. Lewis, (Adams)
Metro, ( Loretto)
New Mexico
University
State
Northern

68

69

70

70

1

1

1

1

1
2
1

1
1

1

1
2
1

1

2

1
1

71

72

1
1

1
1

1
1
2
1
1
1

1
1

1

74
2
1

2

3
1
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2

1

1

8
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1
2
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1

1

1
1

2
2

1
1
4
2
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3
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3

5
1

3
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2
4

3
2
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3

1

2
1

1

2
1

1
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Utah
University
B.Y.U.
State
Wyoming
Nevada
Air Force Academy

1

10
2
1

1

5

2
2

2

2

1

3

1

1

2

From other schools: England (2), Canada (2), California (8). Nebraska (6) , Kansas (3). Texas, Pennsylvania, Illinois,
Ohio (2 each) , and one from each of the following: Massachusetts, Georgia, Minnesota, Florida, Michigan, Indiana,
Tennessee, Virginia, Montana, and Oregon. Papers were read by representatives of the Xerox Corporation and the
Utah State Genealogical Society.

Report on the 1979 Meeting of the Association
Harry Rosenberg
Colorado S1a1e Universily

The range of topics covered in the papers presented at Flagstaff in April
amply testify to the extraordinary variety of life and thought in the Middle Ages and
the Renaissance. The papers are a tribute, too, to the vigor of contemporary scholarly interest in these two great historical-cultural epochs. (This review, it should be
noted , is based upon the ful I paper in some instances and in others on both the
paper and the pleasure of having been present at the time it was delivered , yet there
are also several papers reported here of which I have seen only an abstract.)
In the session devoted to Monasticism and Rel igion , Professor Joseph D. Kyle,
of Hastings College, presented a pape r on "Patronage and Culture in the Ottonian
Period : The Example of a Monastery Library." The library was that of St. Emmeram in Regensburg, a distinguished monastic center that enjoyed the generous
patronage of the East Frankish kings. After a per iod of decline, St. Emmeram
sustained a great spiritual and cultural renewal in the 10th century, an age of reform
and expansion for monastic foundations that is most usually associated with the
Burgundian monastic foundations of Cluny. But Dr. Kyle drew particular attention
to the imp ortance of a reform independent of Cluny, one that spread frorP the
revival of Gorze. The Gorze mode l contributed directly to the cultu ral renewal
of St. Emmeram and occurred as a result of the appointment of Ramwold as
provost in 974. Kyle drew attention to the fact that the Gorze Reform did not go
as far as did that of Cluny in stressing li turgical activity, thus making more time
available for reading and study, and to the fact that Ramwold translated this into
a program of book production. The new provost regarded the copying of sacred
works as a Christian duty. The fruit of this interest can be seen in the two surviving
tenth-century library cata logues for St. Emmeram. The monastery declined in the
second half of the 11th century for a variety of secular and religious reasons, but
Dr. Kyle 's paper provided an enlightening description of the vigor of monastic
literary culture in that century.
In this same session on Monasticism and Religion, Dr. Noel L. Brann, of the
University of Tennessee, presented an analysis of " The Problem of Distinguishing
Guilt from Religious Melancholy in the English Renaissance." The paper appears in
a revised form elsewhere in t h is journal.
A session was devoted to Joachim of Fiore, whose eschato logical interpretation of h istory and the Bible so profoundly influenced late medieval religious
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thought. Dr. David Burr, of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
discussed "The Condemnation of Olivi's Revelation Commentary," which addressed
itself to the influence of the Joachite theology of history upon 13th century theologian. Olivi's thought was indeed closely related to Joachim's.
Dr. Sandra Zimdars-Swartz from the School of Theology at Claremont, and
now the University of Kansas, dealt with a single specific aspect of Joachim 's
thought in the paper: "Proprietos in Joachim of Fiore 's Theology of History."
Going beyond the interpretation of proprietos to be found in current Joach imite
scholarship, Dr. Zumdars-Swartz argued that Joachim was very systematic in working out the implications of proprletos in his tr initarian conception of history.
In the session devoted to Ph ilosophy and Theology, Dr. Richard E. Gillespie
discussed, "Robert Holcot: An Illustration of Anti-Necessitarianism in the early
14th Century."
Professor Thomas Turley of the University of Santa Clara addressed himself
to the problem of canon law in the 14th century with his paper on the Carmelite
theologian Guido Terreni, who prepared a commentary on that fundamental and
monumental work, the Decretum of Gratian. What stands out in Terreni's commentary is the fact that for the first time a commentator on Gratian dared to
criticize and correct him as well as his glossators. Terreni's was then the first
commentary to attempt a systemic correction of the preeminent canonist, and
remained the only one to do so until the 16th century. Terreni's commentary,
Turley argues, recognized the need to fully integrate theology and canon law the
better to combat heresy. But Turley concludes that this bold canonist was not a
harbinger of modern critical technique . He was rather an echo of a dated polemical
style that reached back to Thomism.
The concluding paper on ph ilosophy was that of Professor Ivan Boh, of Ohio
State University. In a highly sophisticated analysis of the "Epistemological Role of
Theories of Special Illumination," Dr. Boh used the arguments of Duns Scotus
against Henry of Ghent, several texts from Bonaventure's ltlnerorium, and Augustine's Confessions to analyze the abstraction theory and the special illumination
theory of knowledge. Dr. Boh commented on the relative strengths of the two
theories and concluded that Scotus delivered a mortal blow to the special illumination theory.
An illustrated paper was given by Dr. Charles W. Clark, of the University of
Colorado at Boulder, who spoke on "The Zodiac Man in Medieval Medical
Astrology." He showed the way in which astrological doctrine, as represented by
the Zodiac Man, came to be used in medie~al medicine. After commenting on the
origins of the concept in antiquity, Dr. Clark described the identification of the
Zodiac signs with each part of the human body. This astrological medicine of the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance died upon the emergence of chemical medicine.
A joint paper : "Out of Step with Boccaccio's Humanism : the Historian,
Fra Paolino da Veneto," by Professors Timothy F. Winters and Mary Brunderman,
of the University of Arizona, was presented. Fra Paolino was a late 13th and early
14th century Franciscan priest, later Bishop of Pozzuoli, near Naples. This latter
assignment gave him access to the cultural circle centered at the court of King
Robert of Naples. It was here that the Bishop met Boccaccio, who subsequently
wrote slightingly of the Franciscan's historical works. Winters and Bru nderman
demonstrated the critical difference between the kind of scholarship represented
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by Pao lino, who plagarized regularly , and the new humanist scholarship represented
by Boccaccio and Petrarch , with their careful scholarship that formed the beginnings
of modern research techniques.
A modification of the history of medieval university development was proposed by Shirley F. Fredericks in: "The Mediterranean Fringe University : A
Synthetic Statement for a Third Model." She argued that there existed a third
tradition for medieval university organization, different from that of Paris and
Bologna, that came from the schools of Islamic Spain. In addition to the great
center of learning at Cordova , schools appeared elsewhere in Spain, the most famous
being at To ledo, the principal point of contact of Latin scholars with Islamic learning . Fredericks sees a Mediterranean model for medieval universities, characterized
by royal control and by cosmopolitanism. This cosmopolitanism, she speculates,
produced a much more secular school , one interested in the study of modern languages and sociological studies.
The fina l paper to be reviewed Iinked Italian Renaissance art with modernday New Mexico. Professor Christiane L. Joost-Gaugier, of New Mex ico State
University, presented a paper on the possibility of "An Italian Renaissance Madonna
in New Mexico : A Problem in the History of Art and the History of Culture." Dr.
Joost-Gaugier identifies the painting, discovered in a small parish church in Northern
New Mexico, as one probably done in Siena between 1460 and 1470, possibly by
Guidoccio Cozzarelli. She is rightly excited by the prospect that this work, the first
Ital ian Renaissance painting to be found in the state of New Mexico, may augur well
for future discoveries of other Renaissance works in the early churches of the
Southwest. The possibility exists that Franciscan missionaries may have been
conduits for the transmission of many other art works, sculptures as well as paint•
ings, from Italy and Spain to Mexico and the American Southwest. If so, this
represents an important new chapter in the history of cultural studies.
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Papers in language and literature
Delivered at the 1979 Meeting of the Association
John Boni
Colorado State University

The papers in language and literature covered, as might be expected, a broad
range of intere sts: from Beowulf to Paradise Lost, from paleography to cultural
change. The following is an attempt to summarize the content of each paper, staying as close as possible to the author's pattern of argument, and following the
author's own words, directly or by paraphrase; the order here follows that of the
program. Where only an abstract was available as a source of summary, this ha.s
been noted .
In " The Heroic Reve rsal in Paradise Lost" Diane Dreher (University of Santa
Clara) focuses on Milton's re-definition of heroism. Milton "represented and then
undercut [he roism based on pride] in order to educate his readers to perceive heroism in Ch ristian terms, correcting our tendency to admire external heroics and
ignore the far more meaningful spiritua l struggle." Dreher points to a shift in
Milton's own in tentions from plans for a nationalistic Arthurian epic to the more
spiritual poem. He realized that heaven is "the only glory worth fighting for."
Milton employs a pattern of undercutt ing epic heroism in Paradise Lost. Thus
in Book VI , the confrontation between Satan and Michael appears one of epic
adversaries, except that it is God's power, the poet informs us, which enables
Michael to wound Satan. Again in Book IV, Satan's forces face Gabriel's; one
expects epic conflict. However, God hangs the scales of judgement in the sky, and
Gabriel accepts that any outcome will be "what Heav 'n permits." Milton shows all
war, Dreher asserts, as futile, transforming the proud, earthly epic figure into the
spiritually powerful heavenly hero, Christ.
Jerome S. Dees (Kansas State University) in "The Renaissance Preacher and
the Narrator of Paradise Lost" argues that "a better understanding of the principles
and methods of Renaissance preaching will lead us to a fuller appreciation" of the
poem. Dees argues that "the underlying aesthetic concepts which govern [ the narrator's) total presentation in the poem are the same considerations which govern a
preacher in the act of preaching." "The activity of preaching," Dees says, "is a
dynamic process .. . in which, by gradually recognizing and fulfilling a responsibility
to divine inspiration, the preacher becomes an 'ensample' to be emulated as he works
effectively on the beliefs and sensibilities of his auditors. "
The sermon, then, attempts actively to elicit active responses from the aud ience. Tracing the narrator through the four major proems (Books I, Ill, VII, and
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IX), Dees demonstrates the tensions which develop within the narrator : a lessening
of his self-assurance, an awareness of the demands of his calling and its worth , which
leads to an acceptance by faith of his task. In addition, Dees cites the progression
from teaching to instructing in the proemium to Book I. The latter implies a more
personal task, "a building from within," including acceptance of change as man's
destiny and of the consequent need for many to develop the spiritual strength to
grow through such changes. Th is sort of strength is the aim of the preacher in
affecting his audience, in "applying" his sermon, in Augustine's terms.
In "Samuel Daniel's Musophilus: Tradition and Conventions of the Philosophical Dialogue" Jeanie R. Brink (Arizona State University) points out that the
philosophical poem, though a popular English Renaissance form , has been "virtually
ignored" in the twentieth century. Brink places the form in a sixteenth-ce ntury
context. In the Defence of Poetry, Sidney qualified philosophical verse as "wrapped
within the fold of the proposed subject," with the poet therefore deprived of
"the free course of his own invention." Imagination is circumscribed by matter.
However, Brink argues, certain models and forms - among others the philosophical
dialogue - were as important as subject matter in shaping such a poem. In the
Renaissance, the dialogues of Giordano Bruno lent an impetus to the practice of
this type of poem . In England, Dan iel's Musophllus illustrates the development
of the philosoph ical dialogue. ( Reported from abstract.)
Edward Friedman (Arizona State Univers ity) in "The Peninsular Amphltruo:
The Plautine Adaptions of T imoneda and Camoes," examines two sixteenth century
Iberian adaptions of Plautus' comedy . Timoneda's version (1559) stresses linguistic
humor at the expense of moral and didactic speeches as they exist in his source
version (a reading version by Francisco Lopez de Villalobos [ 1515) ). In Timoneda's
adaptation, the servant Sosia becomes a simpleton, a basis for regional satire, and
"principal agent for the play's spontaneity of action."
On the other hand, Camoes transforms Alcumena into a suffering matron,
more intense than Plautus' original. Her husband, the title figure, changes from a
puppet of Jupiter to a man infuriated by the offense to his honor - a forerunner
of the conventional husband of the Spanish honor plays of the Golden Age. Thus,
in Camoes' play, humorous and serious elements are interwoven, though he leaves
the potentially tragic elements unresolved at the conclusion. ( Reported from
abstract.)
In "Delle: Object de plus houlte vertu" (a paper delivered in French, my
thanks to Margaret Lindstrom of Fort Collins for the tra'nslation). Paule-Colette
Fricke (University of Nevada-Reno) examines the seventy-fourth dizain of Maurice
Sceve's Ollie as a manifestation of Sceve's moral consciousness divided between
chaste love and ardent desire . The poet sees Venus resting in a garden with Cupid
("Love") . He asserts his own resemblance to Cupid, "very small," "chilled" as
Cupid appears "pale," and mourns that he is not "the second God of love" and that
he lacks bow and arrows "to move my mistress to pity." Noting rhythms and
language, Fricke argues that Sceve's mode of expression in this poem is untypical
of him, "not quintessential Sceve."
The poet "has maintained the confusion between love (chaste desire) and
Cupid (ardent desire)" caught in the paradox of passion and idealism. Sceve knew
that the expression of "high desire" in his poem could only be false. Yet he could
not readily reconcile himself to the dilemma of poet and lover, the problematic com100

bination of idea and reality .
In " Vives' Critical View of Drama," Howard Norland (University of Nebraska)
analyzes the attitude of the human ist Juan Luis Vives toward theatre. In his Fabula
de Homine (1518) Vives portrays the gods as declaring theatre to be "unworthy "
of man 's greatness. Vives was concerned that learning lead to piety, molding a virtuous man . Thus, his sense of virtue was narrower than that of his predecessors,
More and Erasmus. Vives took a censor's stance of the kind later to be adopted by
such as Stubbes and Gosson in England, feeling that the judgement and minds of
adult men and women could be corrupted by t he scurrilous and immoral material
in li terature and theatre . Inherent in Vives' stance was his view, following Seneca, of
the ancients as "leade rs rather than masters, " who knew some but not all truth . For
Vives, poetry was a 'spice' suitable for leisure but not for serious study. Thus he felt
that Aristotle's Poetics need not be studied, concerned as it was with "niceties" in
" old poems." In contrast to fa irly common educational practice in the early sixteenth century, Vives cautioned against acting in the classroom and even feared that
oral reading might "degenerate into the theatrical" (De Trodendi Disciplinis, 1531).
In the same work he warns that the "power" of poetry, its "s pirit," "the sweetness
of the verse," may capture the mind, overwhelming the judgement. Norland concludes, on one hand that Vives re-examined education in his time and advocated an
independent stance toward the ancients - an attitude later to be followed by Francis Baco n a nd Ben Jonson, among others.
In " Prostrate at Your Feet: Toward a History of Latin Epistolography,'' Carol
, Lanham (UCLA) proposes that letter writing may provide evidence for the transformation of classical rhetoric into what became th e twelfth-century ors dictaminis.
Since letters were "governed by the pl ai n style" a nd were included in school exercises, they remain transparent, unguarded , thus offering a rich resource for study of
the pro cess of education in the Mid die Ages and "traci ng the links between schools
and the movements of manuscripts."
As one example of her point , Lanham traces the phrase "prostrate at your
feet" as an epistolary formula . She hazards three speculations on this particular
formula : first , it is a mark of a school letter-writing collection. Second ,' exceptions
to this formula in some samples may reflect preferences of specific teachers of letter
writing. Last, even with this formula, more tracing remains to clarify growth and
transmission.
Using a structuralist approach, Jesse Gellrich (University of Santa Clara) in
"The Argument of the Book " explores the issue, "How does medieval commentary
on the nature of writ ing and the Book reflect a sense of cultural un ity?" Gellrich
follows Jacques Derrida's definition of the Book as a " natural tonality . . . the encyclopedic protection of theology . . . against difference in general." The Bible
represents one such conveyor of cultural continuity. On the other hand , writing
(e'crlture), says Derr ida, is simply the literal level of expression. The Book, however,
signifies a whole, a totality, in the Middle Ages d ivinity. In this sense the Book falls
into the category of myth as Gellrich defines it through Georges Dumezil , " to
express (a culture's) very being and structure, the elements, the connections, the
balances, the tensions that contribute to it." Gellrich argues that "myth was the
comprehensive 'encyclopedia' of a culture 's several volumes." But if in the Middle
Ages the Book could achieve such refl ection of divine and cultural values, then it
assumed a mythic function, beyond icriture. "The idea of the Book that deter101

mined medieval writing was a new mythology," in the sense that the term embraces
"particular habits of thinking, ordering, a nd remembering," Various medieval
Summae and encyclopedias represent this practice, in each case embodying a "sense
of the unity and continuity of the universe."
In contrast to the Book, with its divine and mythological patterns, Gellrich
p laces medieval "fictions" - vernacular plays, poems, prose. Different from writing
which may be characterized by the label Book, fictions "create illusions selfconsciously;" Chaucer describes poetry as " pleye," warning "men shall not maken
ernest of game." Gellrich asserts that the 'play' of fictions "too k the sacrality - the
mythology - out of writing, preventing its growth into myth ."
"Fiction," says Gellrich, "plays with those orders that the Book of culture
presen ts as absolute." These sorts of cultural transformations point toward the shift
into the Rena issance, whereas mythic works lean toward a continuity with the past.
Donald Ahern (Ai r Force Academy) argues for the reclassification of paleography as a humanist ic rather than a scientific discipl in e in "Old English Paleography
as a Humanistic Discipl ine ," The paleographer must go beyond the ana lytical, calling upon imagination, intuition, and a grasp of historical knowledge in order to
describe the form, the subject, and, in addition, to recreate " the larger context and
content of the manuscript as well." Ahern follows Erwin Panofsky's definition of
the humanist as " fundamentally an historian" concerned with the records of man's
processes of signalling and building - processes which in themselves are the study of
the scientist.
The paleographer may analyze but in addition he must recreate. Thus he may
arrive at a "fuller understanding of the meaning a manuscript had for the scribe and
the age that produced it," consequently enlarging our understanding of a particular
time and place. In this sense, paleography functions with the humanities which, in
Father Ong's words, provide "the reflectiveness whereby man lays hold on himself
in his own history." (Reported from abstract.)
David Kranz (University of Utah) in " The Certa inty of Speed in Antony and
Cleopatra" interprets character and mean ing from the standpoint of the thematic
pattern of 'speed' in the play. Kranz suggests that Caesar's smooth, efficient sp eed
and concern for "graver business" produce a "likeness between the enemy of the
theatrical Cleopatra and the anti-theatrical middle class of London. " Caesar the
tradesman , "the fastest Roman of them all," contrasts with Anton y, transfixed in
Egypt by Cleopatra. The play itself is also characterized by a sense of speed : the
multiplicity of scenes and locations produces a sense of "the rush of historical time."
Kranz then turns to the problem of final judgement. Are we to applaud
Caesar's speed, his success? Or is there a success, too, and one far greater, in Antony
and Cleopatra's end? Kranz argues that " Cleopatra's victory on this earth is done
with deliberate speed." She metamorphoses herself to some degree into a Roman.
In short, Cleopatra's transformation involves become partly Caesarean in order to
defeat Caesar.
In " Hang It 'Round With All My Wanton Pictures," Elizabeth Truax (Chapman College) speculates on some pictorial sources for the Ovidian images of Venus,
Daphne. and lo in the Ind uction and later scenes of The Taming of the Shrew. Admitting that painting was not a vital art form in Tudor England and that much which
had existed was lost after the break with Rome, Truax refers to various documents
to verify that the work of some continenta l painters was displayed in the long gal102

leries of some Tudor pa laces and mansions. One possible influence, she asserts, lies
in the Ovid ia n woodcuts of Bernard Saloman, which included scenes of Venus,
Daphne, and lo. Whether Saloman 's Ovidian woodcuts were readily available in
England is uncerta in; altho ugh Whitney's Choice of Emblems (1586) included
thirty-two non-Ovidian woodcuts by Saloman, this connection remains conjectural.
Last, Truax asserts that in themes, images, and structure The Taming of the
Shrew reflects the influence of Italian mannerist art. "A frame story about a hunt
and a metamorphosis and a mating leads to a complex sequence of hunts and
matings and metamorphoses." Kate has the "passionate qualities of love-crazed
Venus. Like Daphne and lo though, ... Kate is trapped." Thus Truax suggests that
thematically , imagistically, structurally, the play reflects the influence of Italian
mannerist art.
In "Troilus and Criseyde and Romeo and Juliet: Chaucerian Elements in
Shakespeare's Portrayal of the Lovers' Despair at Parting," Priscilla Shaw (University of Kansas) argues that Chaucer's work stands as a "subsidiary source" for
Shakespeare, particularly in "the extended lyr ic cluster" scenes of the heroine's
sorrow, the hero's grief, and th eir leavetaking. Shaw suggests that oxymoron,
indulged in early on by Romeo and by Juliet at the news of Romeo's banishment,
absent in Brooke's Romeus and Juliet, may have been taken by Shakespeare from a
speech by Pandarus in Book 11 of Troilus and from Troilus' lament to the god of
Love in Book I.
In the case of the hero's despair, she concludes that Brooke turned to
Chaucer 's passionate hero since the hero in Boaistuau (Brooke's source) remains
rational. However, the characters of Chaucer and Shakespeare are depicted in a
focus different than Brooke's so that strength of wil l or its failure stand out, in part
thanks to the Chaucerian "Boethian personification" in Shakespeare's friar. Brooke
simply turns to Fortune's wheel rather than the power of human self-control. In
the farewell scene, although the parallels of lark imagery and a hope in the future
may be coincidental in Shakespeare and in Chaucer, the premonition of death Troilus feels "dethes cares colde" and Juliet envisions Romeo in the tomb - suggests a tragic irony of which Brooke remained incapable. The dramatic irony of
Shakespeare and Chaucer focuses on protagonists in such a fashion as to balance our
sympathy with judgement of their actions.
Ester Zago (University of Colorado) argues in "Lo Belle Au Bois Dormont: A
Medieval Version" that a fourteenth-century version of the Sleeping Beauty legend
reflects its society's changed attitudes toward chivalry. In th is version, "a fairy ta le
elevated to the dignity of a literary text," Zellandine, the maiden, loves Troylus, a
knight. After she falls into a mysterious sleep, her father, King Zelland, encloses
her in a tower room with only an eastern window opening. With superhuman aid,
Troylus gets to th is room, makes love to Zellandine, and departs, exchanging rings
with her. King Ze lland assumes the figure (departing on a winged beast) to be the
god Mars. After Zellandine gives birth, her baby sucks the spell-binding splinter
from her finger. The child is subsequently carried off by a bird-like creature, then
Zellandine recognizes the ring on her finger as one she had given Troylus. He returns,
taking her away and leaving a message that Mars has taken her to his kingdom.
The story parod ies chivalry in that eros rather than amour courtois dominates.
Venus inspires and motivates. Un like other sleeping beauties, Zellandine is not
totally inaccessible and is in fact a sensuous entity. When Reason and Discretion
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argue Troyl us away from her bed, Desire convinces him to be bold. Troylus does
nothing heroic to ' free' Zellandine. Similarly, the fantastic is treated in a rather off.
hand manner: Zephir, the winged creature, assumes varying shapes upon necessity .
These changes reflect a society " which no longer blindly accepts the concept of love
as an amour fatal, but rat her looks at it with a bourgeois and realistic common
sense.''
The paper by William L. Hendrickson (Arizona State University) and Jean
Misrah i (posthumously) focuses, as its title suggests, on "Ro land and Oliver: Prowess
and Wisdom , The Id eal of the Ep ic Hero ," specifically on line 1093 of The Song of
Roland, " Roland est proz e Oliver est sage. " Hendrickson examines the significance
of the two adjectives proz and sage to determine if Ro la nd is condem ned for his
action (or inaction) at Roncesvalles. Accepting Roland 's pride, Hendrickson asserts,
"It remains therefore a question of finding out to what extent this pride is morally
cu lpab le ... to be identified with the sin of pride, with superbia." A key to understanding and, consequently, evaluating Roland lies in his companion, Oliver, as line
1093 suggests.
Hendrickson 's first step is to analyze the uses of the word proz in th e poem .
It is used of infidels only with irony or by one of their own. Of Christians, it is
used to describe six warriors once each, Charlemagne twice, Roland four times, and
Oliver six t imes. It has a moral significance which varies according to the context.
In contrast, sage has exclusively intellectual co nnotations. Hendrickson concludes
that the author "is neither saying that Rola·nd is valiant, but O liver wise, nor condemning Roland's action .. . Sage has nothing to do with moral rightness, nor proz
with blameworthy rashness."
In " The Adaptab le Wild Man: The Confrontation of Twins in Valentine and
Orson and Palmerin of England," Carol Doo ley (New Mexico State University)
examines a medieval and a Renaissan ce prose romance, each employing the wild man
motif along with the motif of separated twins. In the former, a medieval work, the
process of adaptation is evident. In the latter, an assimilated motif now reflects
"Renaissance interests and themes." Though in each work when they meet , the wild
brother yields to the civilized one, in the former Orson allows Valentine "to teach
him civi lity and faith."
In the latter, Florian, while yielding to Palmerin's
"courtesy," "serves simultaneously as Palmerin's judge." (Reported from abstract.)
In " The Eschatological Crux in The Spanish Tragedy," Geoffrey Aggeler
(University of Utah) focuses on "the discrepancy between the orthodox Christian
beliefs expressed by the living cha racters with regard to the processes of divine
justice and what is revealed in the judgment scenes which frame the main plot. " In
the Hades frame scenes, the classic divinities seem casual at best in their concern for
justice, yet earthly characters continue to expect a divinely ordered existence.
To take the point further, Hieronimo faithfully serves as an earthly judge
"despite heaven 's apparent indifference to his desperate supplications." In fact,
Aggeler asserts, Hieronimo suffers because of his bel ief that justice " flows from
heaven to earth ." Thus Hieronimo 's abandonment of office and subsequent pursuit
of private revenge reflect his loss of faith and of " Christian pat ience." Nonetheless,
since his vision of reality remains contro lled by a "sense of provide ntia l design," he
sees himself as a "scourge," effecting a "fall of Baby lon" through h is deadly play.
Yet at the end, Hieronimo seems lost in the shuffle in Hades, perhaps to be d enied a
hearing before the gods there, as Don Andrea goes about pronouncing sentence.
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This "eschato logi cal crux" makes The Spanish Tragedy "essentially a pagan
humanistic classical tragedy, closer in spirit and in the tragic vision it imparts to
Homeric epic or Euripidean tragedy than to the works of Kyd's own time." In
a vision where men, not gods, provide dignity to human action, "Hieronimo's very
integrity, as well as his tragiCi destruction, is bound up inextricably with his illusory
concept of divine justice."
In "From Medieval to Renaissance : Paradigm Shifts and Artistic Problems in
English Renaissance Drama," John Boni (your reporter - Colorado State University)
explores from a particular point of view the phenomenon of cultural change and the
artist's role in it. Boni approaches this subject from the point of view of Thomas
Kuhn (The Structure of Scientific Revolutions), who defines the shaping force in
scientific thought as the "parad igm ," a way of seeing which controls the activities
of scientists working in a certai n field. A paradigm changes only when it begins
to break down, to fail to produce cohe rent results. Thus, given its role as an old
pattern and new, the paradigm, as defined by Kuhn, embraces both restriction
and possibility.
Boni suggests that the paradigm may apply to artistic development as well;
that the artist who, consciously or unconsciously , breaks new ground (as our metaphors put it) often has been constricted by an older paradigm and may be restricted
by lack of a new paradigm through which to operate . After a brief survey of some
examples of character in English Renaissance tragedy, Boni focuses on Angelo in
Measure for Measure and on a similar character, Wendoll in Heywood's A Woman
Killed With Kindness. In each case, Boni argues, the character feels drawn to evil
against his sense of himself, attempts to analyze his motivation, and fails utterly at
such analysis. The dead end results from the author having moved beyond the limits
of a paradigm {in this case hum ou rs psychology) and not having at his disposal any
new paradigm to express the operations of the human mind . The implications of
this notion include first the assertion that art evolves in a manner closer to the
strictly biological than to the metaphorical sense - in a path littered with dead
ends and partial successes. The second point suggests a dynamic of history in which
men interact with the paradigm of their times - the greater men probing, extending,
challenging, sometimes unconsciously, these limits, these givens.
In "Sir William Davenant 's The Siege of Rhodes and the Popularization of
English Deism ," Andrew A. Tadie and James P. Mesa (Kansas Newman College)
argue that The Siege of Rhodes embodies the values of Deism as propounded by
Lord Herbert of Cherbury. After listing the many firsts achieved in this play {first
opera in England , first libretto based on a modern event, first public entertainment
to employ movable scenes, first English proscenium play, first known appearance of
an actress) the authors state that " the design of the plot clear ly corresponds to the
tenets of Deism as out lined by Lord Herb ert."
The authors next sketch in Lord Herbert's thought, specifically his "common
Notions" "i n the possession of all sane and rational persons" (innate ideas). These
notions concern the ex istence of a god, the necessity to worship that god, human
piety and virtue. The authors not e also Herbert's belief that virtuous persons
"regardless o f their religion, will respect one another and live in harmony."
So in The Siege of Rhodes Davenant set ou t " to promote a Deistic point of
view" by depicting Solyman the Turkish emperor as so impressed by the virtue of
Ianthe, his captive a nd wife of the Christian hero Alphonso, that he not only frees
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her but also guarantees her and her husband safe conduct. The plot development
reflects "Davenant's understanding of natural virtue" and demonstrates that the
"tenets of Deism are superior to the special claims of a single religion , be it Christian
or barbarian." To achieve this, Davenant enlarged dramatic convention by his
innately virtuous Solyman . At the end, the main characters see that " natural
virtues transcend the opposing doctrines of different religions. "
William McCarron (Air Force Academy) in "Sir Thomas Browne : A Case for
the Good Physician," defends Browne against Stanley Fish 's charge (i n SelfConsuming Artifacts) that Browne the writer epitomizes " the bad physician " - a
writer more concerned with rhetoric than with dialectic; with sty le rather than
truth. Mccarron maintains, " The experience of Religio has its cli maxes in moments
of insight and self-knowledge and not in the wonder of o altitudos." Fish ignores,
says Mccarron , the complementary nature of reason and faith as expressed in
Rellgio. McCarron in part makes his po int by re-creating his own reaction to reading
the Rell_gio and next by referring to the arguments of scholars other than Fish (John
R. Mulder, Frank L. Huntley). McCarron 's concluding point embraces Fish 's overall
approach in Self-Consuming Artifacts, "The problem with Fish's attempt ... is that
we, the readers, are hung on the horns of a false disjunctive proposition. In Fish's
opin ion, a seventeenth-century writer must (be) either a good dialectician or a bad
rhetorician. Why can't a writer be both (a good dialectician and a good rhetorician),
a person with one eye on ultimate truth but with a profound, at times witty, way of
putting things?" McCarron says Browne was such a man and a good physician.
Patrick H. Geoghegan (Angelo State University) explores chronology as
depicted in the opening fifty-two lines of Beowulf in "Gesceap-hwile: Shaped
Time, Shaped Perspective." Geoghegan notes that in the opening lines " almost
every movement forward in time is balanced with some detail of either Scyld's or
the Danish past, or Beowulf's future . It is not what we are told that is unusual,
but the when." The poet forces us to view human history from " something ak in to
God 's perspective." This device attests to God's hand in human affairs. In additio n,
it prepares us for the limited knowledge available to characters in the poem : of
Grendel's heritage, of Heorot's fate , and even following the Geatish woman's
prophecy of doom at Beowulf's funeral the expression "heofon rece swealg" (heaven
swallowed the smoke) .
Geoghegan then hazards a guess concerning the source for the poet 's overlay
technique. In Boethius' Consolation (Book VI , Prose VI), Lady Ph ilosophy uses an
analogy explaining Providence as a craftsman who anticipates or plans, executes his
plan , "all at one moment present to his mind's eye." So the Beowulf poet reflects
God's Providence and the method of the poet as artisan; as his compound says,
gesceap-hwlle "he shapes time."
The comic mode of Martin Marprelate's satirical pamphlets in the religious
controversies of the fifteen-nineties is usually regarded as an anomaly . However,
says Lyle Smith (Biola College) in "Fox-Hunter and Marprelate: The Legacy of
William Turner," the influence of William Turner has been ignored . Turner published three pamphlets in the fifteen-forties attacking the ' Romishe fox'.
In addition to certain sim ilarities of "circumstance and style," Martin uses
the same tone towards his subject and his audience as does Turner. Stylistic parallels
include the adaptation of pseudonyms, the creation of facetious colophons, the use
of personal address to the targets, the use of puns on the name of the target, the
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indulgence in mock syllogism. In general, both delight in a variety of word play:
" puns, distort ions of names and titles, dialect, coined words." Further, both create
satirical anecdotes about their targets.
Sm ith does not claim that Turner was a close model for Martin. He does see
the former as "a precedent, an encouragement" and "a more likely source of inspiration and fellow-feel ing " than the stage clown Dick Tarleton, who has previously
been suggested as Martin's model.
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Bylaws of the As~ociation
1. The name of this organization is the Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance
Association. Membership is open on the payment of dues to all people interested in
the humanistic, social scientific, and scientific disciplines as they pertain to this
period .
2. There shall be an annual meeting, to be held in the spring within the area of the
Rocky Mountain states by invitation of some college or university within this area.
3. Any individuals or groups (without regard to the place in which they live or
work) may submit titles of papers to the program chairman well in advance of the
annual meeting. Opportunity will be given for the publication of papers in a journal
within the guidelines determined by the executive council and after proper review
by qualified readers.
4. Annual dues will be fixed by the convention each year. Organization of the
program (including the keynote speaker and activities) will be the responsibility
of members of the Association in the host institution.
5. An annual election at the convention will select officers from a slate prepared
by the executive council together with nominations from the floor. This council
is empowered to conduct the business of the Association between annual meetings.
It shall consist of:
a president
a vice president, who will be president-elect
a secretary-treasurer
a journal editor (plus his or her appointed associate editors in each field)
five other members of the council to be elected with staggered terms

Subscription Information
Subscription to the journal of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance
Association is normally by membership in the association, at a cost of $8.00 per
year for individuals and institutions. If you wish to join, please send your name
and address, together with your check or money order, to :
Charles Carlson
Department of History
University of Denver
Denver, CO 80208
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Editor's Note
It is always a risky venture to start a scholarly journal, perhaps more so now
than at any other time. Although the need for more opportunity for those work ing
in the Renaissance and the Middle Ages to share the ir find ings and air their posit ions
(particularly those of us living in this sparsely populated region) is manifest, the
financial difficulties involved would seem to make the undertaking nearly impossible. Fortunately for this journal, the associat ion wh ich sponsors it is strong and
getting stronger, and the viability of the RMMRA is due in no small part to the
efforts of Allen Breck, to whom this first issue is dedicated . We often forget in the
midst of preparing for classes, writing for publicat ion, and the like that somebod y
had to have been there to_start the Association when there was no RMMRA. Somebody had to organize the sessions, to call around looking for papers and chairpersons. Somebody had to fight the inertia that impedes the beginning of any
group project. For his continuing service in this regard we owe a great deal to
Professor Breek.

Notice to Contributors
It is difficult to offer advice to prospective authors, since most of the guidelines adhered to by the editorial staff are qu ite flexib le. However, in ·practice we
tend to favor essays of some fifteen or twenty pages and favor topics or approaches
that appeal to readers from more than one discipline or that are written out of
more than one interest or persuasion. Professor Heninger's study of symmetry is
an obvious example of interdisciplinary work . He combines literature, art, and
philosophy, to name only three more apparent fields. Less obvious is Professor
Foster's examination of the medieval Spanish ballad, which combines a traditional
subject matter with a new approach (an approach which shows the sensible appl ication of Structuralist or post-Structuralist methods of read ing literature) .
Manuscripts may be sent to the following address.
James Fitzmaurice, Editor
JRMMRA
Box 15700
Center for Integrated Studies
Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, AZ 86011
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